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During at least the last 20 years, patterns of 

racial isolation" in the Cleveland public school system have 

become steadily more pronounced. This situation is illustra-

ted by a review of the percentage of all students attending 

regular* Cleveland Public schools whose school was a one-

race** school: 

1940: 
1950: 
1955: 
1960: 
1970: 
1975: 

88.37% 
74.09% 
71.55% 
79.09% 
86.07% 
88.21% 

Looking only to the above statistics, one could reasonably 

conclude that the Cleveland school system was in essentially 

the same position with respect to racial integra~ion in both 

*As used in this opinion, this term is best defined in the 
negative. It excludes vocational schools which draw students 
from the entire city and schools for children with special 
problems. Generally, it includes schools with general or 
comprehensive curricula, serving attendance zones delineated 
by school officials to include immediately surrounding areas. 

**A school will be considered a one race school when its 
student population is 90% or more one race •. 
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1940 and 1975. A single statistical measure seldom is a full 

representation of an actual situation. In trying to understan 

racial patterns in the recent history of the Cleveland public 

school system, another measure sheds additional light on the 

subject. Examining the percentage of black students attending 

regular schools which were one-race schools in various years 

indicates that from 1940 to 1974, there was a steady trend 

toward concentration of black students in segregated schools: 

1940: 
1950: 
1955: 
1960: 
1970: 
1975: 

51. 03% 
58.08% 
57.72% 
76.03% 
90.00% 
91. 75% 

These figures show that with one exception, the proportion of 

black students in the Cleveland public schools who have been 

regularly receiving their education in an integrated setting 

has steadily diminished during the past 3S years. 

These statistics and the underlying situation which 

they describe give rise to many troubling questions. Most of 

these questions however are beyond the purview of this court 

in resolving the issue now before it. In reviewing the above 

facts as well as all of the evidence included in the volumin-. 
ous record in this case, the court has sought an answer to a 

single question of constitutional law. To what extent, if 

~ny, are the defendants in this case, public officials and 

public agencies, responsible for creating or for maintaining 

or both the segregated situation in the Cleveland public 

schools? 

The plaintiffs are certain named students in the 

Cleveland public school system and their parents and the 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. 
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They are proceeding on behalf of all persons in the state of 

Ohio who are similarly situated to them. Their complaint 

alleges that the defendants, the Governor and Attorney General 

of Ohio, the State Board. of Education, the Superintendent o.f 

Public Instruction of the Ohio Department of Education, the 

Cleveland Board and its individual members and the Superinten-

dent of the Cleveland City Schools, under color of state law, 

have pursued policies, customs, practices or usages in opera-

ting the Cleveland public school system in a manner that had 

the "purpose and effect of perpetuating a segregated public 

school system." 

It is deceptively easy to state th~ three elements 

which the plaintiffs must prove to establish their case. The 

c~urt has the guidance of many recent court opinions explicat-

ing what duties the 14th Amendment of the Federal Constitution 

imposes on public officials in operating programsof public 

education. At the outset, it is useful to summarize the state 

of the law to focus the task of this court. 

The Constitutional guarantees afforded under the 

Fourteenth Amendment entered a new era in 1954 with the land-

mark decision of the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of 

Education, 347 u.S. 483 (1954). ~hat Case, which serves as 

the benchmark in the area of school desegregation, set forth 

a holding, the simplicity and brevity of which belied its 

national import: 

"in the field of public education the 
doctrine of 'separate but equal' has 
no place. Separate educational fac
ili ties are inherently unequ·al. There
fore, we hold that the plaintiffs and 
others similarly situated ••.• are, 
by reason of the segregation complained 
of, deprived of the equal protection of 
the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth 
Amendment •••• " Id. at 495. 
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In the wake of ~, trial and appellate courts sought to 

ascertain what school districts-bore the brand of unconstitu-

tiona1 duality and how such districts should be dismantled and 

reconstructed in a unitary fashion. Initial efforts were in 

the south. Northern school desegregation cases constitute a 

relatively recent development.* 

As in so many areas of the law, the critical issue 

in school desegregation cases is intent. It is an amorphous 

term that can mean different things in different factual and 

legal contexts. Because intent is such a subjective element, 

existing in pure form only in the minds of individual people, 

courts have found it necessary to discern evidence of intent 

through an analysis of its objective manifestations.** This 

is admittedly an artifica1 mechanism, but one not unknown to 

other areas of the law,*** and without which, courts would be 

*For a detailed and exhaustive list of "northern and western" 
school desegregation cases, see United States v .. School 
District of Omaha, 521 F.2d 530, 535 n.7 (8th Cir. 1975). 

**The reason for resorting to such an "objective" test for 
intent was set forth by Judge Grufein in what has become an 
oft-quoted passage: 

"TO say that the foreseeable must be shown 
to have been actually foreseen would invite 
a standard almost impossible a proof save 
by admissions. When we'consider the motiv
ation of people constituting a school board, 
the task would be even harder, for we are 
dealing with a collective will. It is'dif
ficu1t enough to find the collective mind 
of a group of legislators. It is even hard
er to find the motivation of local citizens, 
many of whom would be as reluctant to admit 
that they have racial prejudice as to admit 
that they have no sense of humor." Hart v. 
communit~ School Board, 512 F.2d 37, 50 (2d 
cir. 197 ) (footnote and cit~tion omitted). 

***The sixth circuit Court of Appeals in Oliver v. Michigan 
State Board of Education, 508 F.2d 178 (6th cir. 1974) found 
an analog in the practice in employment discrimination cases, 
id. at 182 n.6, while the Second Circuit made additional ref
erence to civil rights and criminal cases, Hart v. Community 
School Board, 512 F.2d 37, 50 (2d Cir. 1975). 
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hard put to protect individual rights. 

At the outset it should be noted that the instant 

action does not involve a stRtutorily mandated dual school 

system that is segregated on the basis of race. Such systems 

were particularly prevalent in the south and were ultimately 

struck down in Brown.* The segregation alleged in this case 

was not imposed by legislative fiat but rather is alleged to 

have been the result of purposeful action on the part of the 

defendants. This is to say that the segregation complained of 

is alleged to be de jure as opposed to de facto. The distinc

tion transcends far more than semantics for the dichotomy 

between the two conditions appears to remain.a very viable 

** one. 

What then, is the yardstick against which the con

duct complained cf will be measured? The applicable law in 

this regard was .set f~rth perhaps:.mor.e sucdirictly in Oliver v. 

Michigan State Board of Education, 508 F.2d 178 (6th Cir. 1974 . 

Therein the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals stated: 

"A finding of de juri segregation 
requires a shoWIng 0 three elements: 
(1) actiQn or inaction by public offi
cials (2) with a segregative purpose 
(3) which actually results in increased 
or continued segregati~n in the public 

'The scope of the decision in Brown, of course, was not limit
ed exclusively to statutorily mandated dual· school systems. 

"The target of the Brown holding was 
clear and forthrigh~e elimination 
of state-mandated or deliberately main
tained dual school-Systems with certain 
schools for Negro pupils and others for 
white pupils." Milliken v. Bradley, 418 
u.s. 717, 737 (1974) (emphasis added). 

**See ~., Keyes v. School District No.1., 413 u.S. 189, 208 
(1973), wherein the Supreme Court stated that the differe.nti
ating factor between de facto and de jure segregation was the 
intent to bring about-Segregation.--
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schools. A presumption of segregative 
purpose arises when plaintiffs establish 
that the natural, probable and foreseeable 
result of public officials' action or in
action was an increase or perpetuation of 
public school segregation. The presump~ 
tion becomes proof unless defendants 
affirmatively establish that their action 
or inaction was a consistent and resolute 
application of racially neutral policies." 
Id.at 182 (footnote omitted). 

In almost the SAme breath, the court went to great 

lengths to say that the inquiry does not go to individual 

motives or prejudices, but rather to the overall condition 

that has been brought about as a result of official action. 

"When constitutional rights are involved, 
the issue is seldom whether public offic
ials have acted with evil motives or whether 
they have consciously plotted with ,bigotry 
in their hearts to deprive citizens of the 
equal protection of the laws. Rather, under 
the test for de jure segregation, the ques
tion is whether a purposeful pattern of 
segregation has manifested itself over 
time, despite the fact that individual 
official actions, considered alone, may 
not have been taken for segregative pur
poses and may not have been in themselves 
constitutionally invalid." Id. at 182-83 • . 

It is thus clear that the necessary intent upon which a find-

ing of de jure segregation is predicated, may be eviden~ed by 

the natural and fo~eseeable effects of the official practices 

and policies pursued, Hart v. Community School Board of Educa

tion, 512 F.2d 37, 50 (2d Cir. 1~;5) •. These condemning effect 

can be either the creation of a segregated condition or the 

continuation of an existing segregated conditiQn that may have 

found its genesis in extrinsic forces, Morgan v. Kerrigan, 509 

F.2d 580, 585, (1st Cir. 1974). 

The underpinning of this app,roach in the area of 

school desegregation is the Supreme Court's holding in Keyes 

v. School District No.1., 413 U.S. 189 (1973). The precise 

holding of that case was: 
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"that a finding of intentionally segrega
tive school board actions in a meaningful 
portion of a school system, as in this 
case, creates a presumption that other 
segregated schooling within the system 
is not adventitious. It establishes in 
other words, a prima facie case of unlaw
ful segregative design on the part of 
school authorities, and shifts to those 
authorities the burden of proving that 
other segregated schools within the sys
tem are not also the result of intention
ally segregative actions." Id. at 208. 

Thus, courts have combined the test for de jure segregation 

with the holding of Keyes to articulate the applicable standard 

of liability in a school desegregation case: 

"We hold that a presumption of segregative 
intent arises once it is established that 
school authorities have engaged in ,acts or 
omissions, the nature, probable and fore
seeable consequence of which is to bring 
about or maintain segregation. When that 
presumption arises, the burden shifts to 
the defendants to establish that 'segrega
tive intent was not among the f~ctors that 
motivated their actions.'" United States 
v. School District of Omaha, 521 F.2d 530, 
535-36 (8th Cir. 1974) (citing Keyes, foot
note omitted). 

Noteworthy, too, is the recent case of Washington v. Davis, 44 

U.S.L.W. 4789 (U.S. June 7,1976). While that case provides 

additional guidance in the area of racial discrimination and 

equal protection of the law, it does not minimize the role of 

effect in the formula for ascertaining intent. 

Washington, supra, involved a constitutional chal

lenge to the testing procedures utilized by the District of 

Columbia in the recruitment of potential police officers. A 

literacy test was administered to all such applicants, regard-

less of race. T~e test was also commo~ly used for evaluating 

other job applicants throughout the federal government. It wa 

revealed, however, that approximately four times as many 
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black applicants to the Metropolitan Police Force failed the 

test as did whites.· The claim of a denial of due process and 

equal protection of the law was based solely on the racial 

disparity cuntained in the test results. 

The court, in responding to plaintiffs' due process 

claim stated: 

"our cases have not embraced the propo
sition that a law or other official act, 
without regard to whether it reflects a 
racially discriminatory purpose, is un
constitutional solely because it has a 
racially disproportionate impact." Id. 
at 4792. --

Thus, it is clear that evidence of disparate racial impact, 

standing alone, is insufficient to sustain a cause of action 

based upon an alleged deprivation of constitutional rights. 

This is nothing more than a restatement of the widely accepted 

proposition that the mere presence of racial imbalance, with-

out more, will not support a claim of unconstitutional segrega 

tion. See~. Hart v. Community School Board, 512 F.2d 37, 

45-46 (2d Cir. 1975). 

It should be noted, however, that the decision in 

Washington is in no way a departure from the existing state of 

the law, particularly with regard to the inferring of intent 

from effect. 

*It appears that these statistics apply only to applicants 
to the Metropolitan Police Force and do not reflect test 
scores throughout the federal bureaucracy. See Davis v. 
Washington, 512 F.2d 956, 959 n. 10 (D.C. Cir:-197S) 
wherein the court refers to test results for applicants 
(emphasis added) and states that such data was obtained 
through discovery proceedings. Presumably, the defendants 
would have access to, and therefore provide, only test 
scores of aspiring police officers. If four times as 
many blacks failed the test as did whites throughout the 
federal government, then the discriminatory effect would 
be clearly foreseeable. 
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"Necessarily, an invidious discrimin
atory purpose may often be inferred 
from the totality of relevant facts, 
including the fact, if it is true, 
that the law bears more heavily on 
one race than another • • • Never
theless, we have not held that a law, 
neutral on its face and serving ends 
otherwise within the power of govern
ment to pursue, is invalid under the 
Equal Protection Clause simply because 
it may affect a greater proportion of 
one race than of another. Dispropor
tionate impact is not irrelevant, but 
it is not the sole touchstone of an 
invidious discrimination forbidden by 
the constitution." ld. at 4792-93. 

The holding in Washington, supra, is totally reconcilable with 

the test for de jure segregation articulated in Oliver v. 

Michigan State Board of Education, 508 F.2d 178 (6th Cir. 1974 

~nd Berry v. Benton Harbor School District, 504 F.2d 238 (6th 

Cir. 1975). Those cases authorized a presumption of segrega

tive purpose from the fact of foreseeable segregative result. 

Oliver, supra, at 182. That presumption could be overcome 

only by affirmative proof of "a consistent and resolute appli-

cation of racially neutral policies." ld. The policy complain 

ed of in Washington, viz. the administering of the literacy 

test, was unequivo~ally racially neutral even though the re

sults of the test, and therefore its effect, were not. Under 

those circumstances, and in accordance with the precise terms 

of Oliver, there could be no permissible presumption of seg

regative intent. Therefore, th~ only source of culpability in 

Washington was actual segregative purpose or motivation and it 

was this state of mind that was found lacking. 

One additional comment is ne~essary. The evidence 

adduced at trial encompassed far more than mere segregative 

effect. Many of the incidents established at trial, such as 

intact busing and certain school construction, can be ration-

ally attributed only to a deliberate and conscious desire to 
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create or perpetuate a segregated condition. As to these 

incidents, therefore, there is no need to resort to the ,in

ferring of intent from effect, although such an inference 

would be entirely permissible. ' The requisite intent suffic

ient to find de jure segregation was clearly and independently 

established. 

The plaintiffs are seeking relief from both local 

and state officials. Each set of defendants, the local school 

officials, the state school officials, the Governor and the 

Attorney General, are alleged to have caused or maintained the 

segregated nature of the Cleveland school system. It is there 

fore necessary to examine the nature of the authority vested 

in each set of defendants and the evidence as to how this 

authority was exefcised. Absent a showing of a delegation of 

authority from one set of defendants to another, the liability 

of any of the defendants cannot be shown vicariously. At any 

particular time, however, the conduct of one set of defendants 

could give rise to an obligation of another set of defendants 

to take action. In determining whether any of the defendants 

denied the plaintiffs their constitutional rights, the deriv

ative nature of their obligations must be kept in sight. 

A detailed understandin~ of what was happening at 

the local level, therefore, is necessary before determining 

the nature of the liability of the various parties, if any, 

for the segregated conditions which all parties admit exist 

in the Cleveland system. In their arguments to the court, the 

plaintiffs characterized this case as consisting of literally 

hundreds of segregatory incidents. The evidence as to these 

incidents was submitted primarily in documentary form. The 
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court has considered all of this material exhaustively and the 

conclusions of this analysis are set forth at length, infra. 

In interpreting the evidence in the record, the 

court has faced a number of recurring questions or problems. 

A general discussion of these issues and the approaches which 

were taken toward them will aid in the understanding of the 

court's treatment of specific factual questions. First, while 

the eV1dence in this case is voluminous, one question which 

it does not answer directly is what the racial composition of 

any given residential area was at any spec~fic time. This 

information is crucial in assessing the intent and· effect of 

many of the local defendants' actions. Give~ the period of 

time which t?e plaintiffs' proofs span, it would be virtually 

an impossible task to produce direct evidence on this question 

for each area and each time period as to which the plaintiffs' 

alleged incidents raise the question. Testimony about general 

patterns at trial from several witnesses who had first hand 

knowledge of the residential racial patterns in Cleveland 

during various parts of the period from 1940 to the present 

has been helpful t~ the court in tackling these individual 

factual questions. The plaintiffs also prepared maps showing 

residential racial information as shown by the decennial 

census from 1940 forward. In addition to these sources, when

ever such a factual question has arisen, the court has looked 

at the percentage of black students enrolled in schools in 

the particular area under consideration for periods preceding 

and following an alleged segregatory ~ction by the local 

school officials and inferred from that the probable racial 

composition of area affected in the specific time frame. 
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In terms of volume, the majority of the plaintiffs' 

proofs focused on specific pupil assignment decisions made by 

local school officials over a 35 year period. These included 

boundary changes, creation of optional zones, use of rented 

facilities for classrooms, additions to existing schools of 

both permanent and temporary classrooms and other facilities, 

construction of new schools and closing of old schools. In 

analyzing these individual events, no easy formula emerged for 

judging when a specific incident had a segregatory effect. 

Actions which on their face might appear integrative on closer 

examination frequently were found to have enhanced. emerging 

segregative patterns. For instance, the local defendants have 

suggested in some of their responses to these specific alleged 

incidents that where the sending school had a lower proportion 

of black students than the receiving school, the incident was 

prima facie integrative and bore no furthe~ scrutiny. In some 

instances where a reassignment was made to send students from 

a "whiter" to a "blacker" school, there was an integrative 

result,·as suggested by the local defendants. However, on 

other occasions the reassignment decision appeared to have had 

the effect of drawing black students primarily from the 

"whiter" to the "blacker" school.. Conversely, every reassign

ment decision in which the sending school had a higher propor

tion of black students than the receiving school did pot 

necessarily have the effect of isolating black students. The 

court has examined each alleged incident to determine its 

effect and, if that effect was segregatory, whether such a 

result was foreseeable. 

Much of the plaintiff's case focuses on the use to 
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which Cleveland school officials put their available facilit

ies. Some incidents to which the plaintiffs call the court's 

attention are situations where predominantly black schools 

appear to have been overcrowded', sometimes to the extent of 

requiring the use of portable classrooms or rented space or 

both and sometimes involving use of half-day sessions or ~rela 

classes" in educational jargon. In these instances, the plain 

tiffs have indicated "nearby" majority white schools which 

appear to have had available space that might have been used 

to obviate resort to such educationally undesirable solutions 

to overcrowding. In other incidents on which the plaintiffs 

have focused, they allege that boundary chang,es or creation of 

optional zones were undertaken with the intent or effect or 

both of identifying one of the two schools involved as the 

"black" or the "whi te" school. In severa). of these si tua tions 

the local defendants' proffered explanation for the changes 

has been that they were necessary due to the overcrowding of 

one of the schools involved. 

Against. this background, the issue of the "capacity" 

of any given school became one of the most sharply disputed 

issues in the case. In presenting their case, the plaintiffs 

relied, where possible, on the capacity figures computed by 

the Cleveland Board's own employees from 1952 to 1963 as 

represented in P.X. 74. The local defendants attacked the 

use of such figures, arguing that capacity was a variable 

figure, not an immutable figure which could be derived from 

application of any of several unchanging formulae. It was 

noted that a change in the average pupil-teacher ratio through 

out the system could radically change any set of capacity 

figures. Other policy decisions, such as Superintendent 
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Briggs' program to have a library in every elementary school 

in the system and participation in school meal programs re

quiring space for food preparation and serving, also diminish-

ed the space available for basic classroom instruction. Fur-

ther, various witnesses for the local defendants noted the 

varying impact which different types of classwork, e.g. typing, 

music, or science or language laboratory work, had on the basi 

capacity of a school. But beyond such general observations, 

the local defendants have not assisted the court in untangling 

what they insist is a very knotty problem. Given the wealth 

of information which local school officials have o~ year-to

year operations of the schools within their district, the 

court must note the failure of the local board to come for-

ward with the specific data which it urged was necessary to 

the resolution of questions where capacity was a factor. (See 

transcript of closing arguments at 277 to 280). 

In Higgins v. Board of Education of Grand Rapids, 

395 F. Supp. 444 (1973), the capacity of specific schools was 

also "hotly disputed by the parties." Judge Engle character-

ized and framed the issue as follows: 

"The issue assumes great importance in 
determining the motives and intent of 
Board action concerning attendance 
zones, additions to exi'sting buildi.ngs, 
new construction, and feeder patterns. 
The facts were involved, but the question 
for the court's consideration was relative
ly simple: how, under the circumstances 
at a given time, would a school board 
fairly and realistically employ its 
available classroom space, without any 
intent to discriminate?" Id. at 462. 

The utility in this formulation of the. problem is that it 

recognizes that in assessing the evidence in school cases, 

·basic capacity figures are not used for their intrinsic 

validity, bur rather as a point of departure for comparison 

of school use at any given time. 
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Any difficulties which the court might have encoun

tered in dealing with the collateral issue of capacity were 

significantly diminished by the fact that the issue generally 

arose in the context of elementary schools. In assessing the 

significance of enrollments which were either above or below 

the stated capacity, the court assumed that factors such as 

variations in curriculum from school to school were not 

nearly as significant at the elementary level as at the 

secondary level. In making such an assumption, the court was 

guided by statements in the local defendants' publications on 

the meaning of capacity which distinguish between ~he problems 

in computing and interpreting capacity figure~ for secondary 

schools (P.X. 117 at 8-9) and elementary schools (P.X. 117 at 

23-24.) At the elementary level, the court regarded the 

capacity figures as an indication of the relative potential 

for use of various schools. The court recognizes this to be 

a theoretical measure and has considered the various specific 

cond.ltions, which the local defendants brought to the court's 

attention, that would have lowered or raised such potential. 

The court relied heavily on P.X. 74 on the issue of 

capacity, but this exhibit had specific information only for 

the period from 1952 to 1963. The plaintiffs offered a 

document prepared by the Cleveland City Planning Commission· 

in December 1971 which purported to give capacity figures for 

Cleveland schools as of that date, P.X. 223. Apparently 

capacity as reported in this document was computed by a 

different formula than that which the ,school employees used 

in P.X. 74. The court found that thes'e estimates tended to 

be higher than capacities calculated on the assumptions.used 

in P.X. 74. Accordingly, where possible, the court has cal

culated its own capacity estimate for schools not listed in 
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P.X. 74 or for schools which have had additions since 1963. 

In doing so, the ,court assumed that a new classroom in an 

elementary school could accommodate 35 students, where enroll

ments were pressing, without being considered overcrowded. 

As with all capacity figures, these estimates were relied 

upon only for their relative v.alue. 

Much documentary evidence was submitted to the court 

concerning specific assignment decisions of the local defend

ants. This evidence has for the purpose of clarity been analyzed 

by geographical area and, within such analyses, generally in 

chronological order. Following this detailed examination the 

court has addressed the general issues of relay classes, 

intact busing, special transfers, faculty assignment, housing 

and neighborhood school policy. 
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CENTRAL AREA 

In 1940, approximately 15 percent of the students in 

the Cleveland Public Schools were black. Slightly more than 

half of these students were enrolled in 10 regular schools 

which were plainly identifiable as black inasmuch as black 

students constituted 90 to 100 percent of the enrollments of 

those schools. Of course, the other obvious way of describing 

this situation, as the proverbial optimis~ might do, is to say 

that almost half of the black students in the system were be

ing educated in situations with a significant number of white 

students. From the point of view of the present polarized 

conditions in the Cleveland system, such a situation is almost 

enviable. Some statistical measures of integrated or segrega

ted conditions in the system, particularly the percentage of 

all st'udents in essentially one race schools, are almost the 

same for the years 1940 (88.37%) and 1975 (88.21%). However, 

comparison of this measure with a statistic which focuses on 

the impact on black students in the system, the percent of 

black students in essentially one-race schools, 51.3% in 1940 

and 91.75% in 1975, aids in understanding the basic issue in 

this qase. At issue is whether black students in the Cleve

land public schools have been denied equal access 'to the 

benefits which a unitary public educational system provides. 

All of the defendants have maintained that the 

present situation in which over 90 pe~cent of the black stu

dents in the system are attending one-race schools has evolved 

as a result of private actions over which they had no control 

and in which they had no involvement. The plaintiffs' proofs 
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essentially date from 1940, and the court has been asked to 

scrutinize many specific acts of the local school officials 

which occurred long before any of the present individual de

fendants had come to their present positions. Despite the 

apparently mooting effect of the passage of time as to many 

of these incidents, the court undertook such a detailed analy

sis. The overriding inquiry in the course of examining the 

older incidents in the record was to determine what factor 

the actions and policies of school officials had played in 

giving rise to the underlying residential .segregation which 

the defendants now argue is a defense. 

During the decade of 1940-50, the total enrollment 

in Cleveland public schools dropped significantly from 114,769 

in 1940 to 94,186 in 1950. During this period there was a 

moderate rise in the number of black children enrolled in 

Cleveland public schools from 16,772 in 1940 to 24,849 in 

1950. This indicates the effects of the economic depression 

of the 1930s and of World War II on the average size of 

families as well as the effect of suburban development attract 

ing young white families outside the city limits. The increas 

in school age black children appears to have been in part the 

result of in-migration of black f~milies drawn to Cleveland by 

the prospect of employmen~particularly in the many industrial 

plants in this area. In 1940, the eight regular elementary 

schools in the system had black student enrollments in excess 

of 95 percent and all were in the Central Area, as designated 

by the local school authorities. At ~he same time, there were 

an additional 58 regular elementary schools which had some 

black students enrolled, although their percentage in the 

schools' enrollment in most instances was relatively small~ 

One may infer that as of 1940 the residential patterns which 

were to emerge as more black families moved to Cleveland was 

not predestined. Testimony at trial was to the effect that 
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the real estate market in Cleveland was managed in such a way 

that black consumers w€,re afforded the opportunity to bid for 

housing only in certain areas. In this respect, the concept 

of the neighborhood school was meaningful according to the 

plaintiffs as a signal to all concerned of who should expect 

to be able to make their home in any neighborhood at any 

particular time. With this in mind, it is useful to examine 

in a chronological order the student assignment decisions 

which were being actively made during the 1940s and 1950s to 

see if such signals were being broadcast. 

A number of the schools operating in the Central 

Area in the 1940s have since been closed. It is clear that 

boundary changes or other assignment decisions concerning 

these schools exclusively could have no continuing direct 

effect. (See, for instance, the alleged incidents discussed 

in the local defendants' response documents E-l, E-2, and E-3. 

Tracing the student assignment decisions which affected the 

enrollment at Rutherford B. Hayes Elementary School during the 

1940s and 1950s, one detects a distinct pattern of color

conscious conduct on the part of school officials. 

In 1940, overcrowding was plainly a problem at Case

Woodland (0.81%, 807/630)* and wa's also considered a problem a 

Burroughs (96.27%, 1154/1225). The next year the school official 

by rescinding a 1933 boundary change which had transferred 

part of the Rutherford B. Hayes attendance area to Burrough 

*For convenience and brevity, the relevant data for schools 
discussed is given parenthetically throughout the text. Where 
a percentage figure is given, it refers to the proportional 
black enrollment. The relation of the enrollment to capacity 
is shown in one of two ways, either as a fraction or as a 
single plus or minus figure. In fractional figures, such as 
this one, the numerator indicates the number of students re
ported to have been enrolled in the particular year, and the 
denominator indicates the estimate of capacity. Where there is 
a single plus or minus figure, it represents the remainder whe 
the enrollment (sometimes taken from P.X.74) has been subtract 
from the capacity estimate. Unless otherwise indicated, paren
thetical data is for the year of the alleged incident. Where 
the data is for another year, that year is shown without the 
first two numerals, as in '42 for 1942. 
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and a 1935 boundary change transferring an additional portion 

of the Hayes attendance area to Case-Woodland, attempted to 

deal with those overcrowding situations. In 1941 it appears 

that Hayes (833/980) did have some available space which 

could be used to help alleviate overcrowding, but it does not 

appear that this would have been sufficient to thoroughly 

solve the overcrowding at one of the two sending schools, 

Case-Woodland (B64/630). Adjacent to the Case-Woodland 

attendance area and sharing a long boundary with it was May

flower (B09/l085). There is no explanation as to why its 

available space was not used to help relieve overc"rowding at 

Case Woodland. One fact is known. Both Case-Woodland ('40: 

77.57%; '41: 94.91%; '42: 95.9%) and Mayflower ('40: 79.35%; 

'41: 87.76%; '42: 85.6%) had experienced significant increases 

in the ratio of black students in their enrollment. Mayflower 

which was on the periphery of what appears to have been the 

major overwhelmingly black residential area in the city did 

not have as high a black ratio in its enrollment as Case

Woodland. On the basis of this single incident and particu

larly in light of the relatively slight difference in propor

tional black enrollment at the two schools, it is difficult to 

draw any conclusions as to the practices or motivations of 

school officials which caused this omission. Subsequent 

events, however, may shed some additional light on the matter. 

In 1943, Hayes which was 9B% black appears to have 

become seriously overcrowded. Its enrollment was 1605, while 

its basic capacity as reported in 19~2 was 9BO. There appear 

to have been no additions or closings of classrooms at the 

school between 1943 and 1952. Even allowing for the possibil

ity of a higher acceptable teacher-pupil ratio in the 1940s 

than in the 19508, the need for some remedy was and is clear. 
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A portion of the Hayes attendance area was transferred to the 

Sterling Elementary School attendance zone in December 1943. 

The 1943 percentage of black students enrolled at Sterling 

was 78.5 and its 1952 capacity is shown as 630. Its 1943 

enrollment was 675, but by 1943 standardS arguably it might 

have had some available space. This boundary change appears 

to have been somewhat integrative. Further relief came with 

the conversion of Outhwaite (later Alfred Benesch) to a regula 

elementary school in the fall of 1944. Outhwaite also drew 

students from two other overwhelmingly black schools, Case

Woodland and Gladstone. It opened 99.07% black. But to fully 

evaluate the significance of these boundary c,hanges, it is 

necessary to determine whetiher they solved the underlying 

-problem of overcrowding, and, if not, whether further remedial 

actions were rejected because of racial considerations; 

The overcrowding problem at Hayes did not end. Its 

1944 enrollment of 1159, while a considerable reduction from 

the 1943 figure, would still overtax a structure with a theor

etical capacity of approximately 980. Additional resources 

appear to have been available. A school with at least as 

much available capacity as Sterling was Marion with a 1943 

enrollment of 557 of whom 49 percent were black. While its 

1952 capacity is reported at 560, in 1942 when it had an en

rollment of 553, it is reported to have had one closed class

room. Marion did not share a boundary with Hayes, but it was 

approximately the same distance from other portions of the 

Hayes attendance area as Sterling was from the area affected 

by this boundary change. 

A school which did share an attendance boundary with 

Hayes was Waring Elementary School, which was also approxi-
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I mately the same distance from portions of the overcrowded 

lJayes attendance zone as Sterling was from the actually affec

ted area. waring clearly appears bo have had available pupil 

stations in 1943. Its 1943 enrollment was 588, while its 

basic capacity in 1952 was 630. This capacity figure presum

ably incorporates an assumption of a lower acceptable student

teacher ratio than would be reflected by the 1943 average 

practice. Interestingly, in 1944 Waring's enrollment dropped 

to 514. Black students constituted 4.4 and 7.0 percent of 

Waring's enrollment in 1943 and 1944 resp~ctively. 

The resources of Marion and Waring were not marshal

led to solve overcrowding at the overwhelmingly black Hayes 

despite their accessibility which appears nearly equal to that 

of Sterling. Safety factors do not appear to be a plausible 

explanation for these omissions. The Hayes, Sterling, Marion 

and Waring attendance areas were sliced by crosstown streets 

However, a child living in the northern part of the Hayes 

attendance area would encounter no more traffic hazards going 

north to Waring than south to Hayes. Accordion-like boundary 

changes transferring part of the Sterling area to Marion and 

in turn more of the Hayes area to Stering would have led to a 

fuller solution of the Hayes ovevcrowding problems. One 

common characteristic of both Marion and Waring was that less 

than half of their enrollment was black. One might infer that 

there was a reticence on the part of school officials to in

troduce more black students into these schools. Such an in

ference would be.supPQrted by evidence of other similar behav

ior by school authorities during this time period. 

The opening of Outhwaite as an elementary school 

suggests an inclination of schQol planners to contain blacks. 
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The attendance area of the new school was completely surround

ed by schools which were in excess of 90 percent black, which 

conferred upon it the dubious distinction of becoming the 

second thoroughly impacted black school in the Cleveland 

public school system. An impacted school, as the term will 

be used in this opinion, is one which could not be integrated 

by a redrawing of boundaries with contiguous schools, all of 

which are in excess of 90 percent black. The first such 

school in the Cleveland system was Dike Elementary School. 

The court is aware that in opening Outhwaite as an elementary 

school, school officials were converting an existing board

owned facility to a new use. During a period of war, as this 

was, obviously new construction would have to be viewed as an 

unlikely alternative. The court is also equally aware of the 

fact that the concentration of black families with school-

age children which necessitated the opening of a new elemen

tary school was not largely the result of the workings of the 

private real estate market. Rather the opening of Outhwaite 

as an elementary school coincided with the opening of Carver 

Park Housing Project, a public housing estate planned for 

occupancy by blacks. As discussed elsewhere in this opinion, 

the planning of public housing was coordinated with agencies 

providing public services, assurances that publ~c services 

will be provided being a necessary prerequisite to the con

struction of the project. Thus school officials were involved 

in this public housing site decision and its foreseeable re

sult of residential concentration by Face. This concentration 

in turn, resulted in an impacted black school. 

Another measure allegedly aimed at relieving the 

overcrowding at Hayes (99.7", 1159/980) in 1944 was the 
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creation of an optional zone at the south end of the Hayes 

area allowing students from that zone to attend Case-Woodland 

(92.8%, 724/630). This approach is subject to two criticisms. 

First, in seeking to relieve overcrowding at one school, it 

exacerbated a similar problem at another school, when, as dis

cussed above, this was not the only possible alternative. 

Second, there is no explanation as to why the school officials 

addressed the problem with optional zone, rather than a 

boundary change. While the relative disparity in the propor

tional black enrollment at the sending and receiving schools 

is not large in absolute terms, there is the poss~bility that 

the optional zone contributed to the loss of white students 

at Hayes from 1943 (98.0% black of 1605 or,conversely,approxi

mately 30 non-black students) to 1944 (99.7% black of 1159 o~ 

conversel~ 3 or 4 non-black students). 

The enrollment at Hayes continued to increase 

through the 1940s inspite ot" the i!~~J9J:1I1)~nt'agj~stITierrt:s dis"(ms e 

above. In September 1948, the school officials again sought 

to ameliorate the problem at least partially with a boundary 

change assigning upper elementary students from a designated 

portion of the Hayes area to attend Sterling. Clearly Hayes 

which had an enrollment of 1262 ~n 1947 and 1352 in 1948 after 

this change and a theoretical capacity of only 980 was in need 

of relief. But the choice of Sterling as the source of that 

relief again strongly suggests that school officials were not 

neutrally considering all of the alternatives available to 

them. In 1947, the Sterling enrollment was 658, already 28 

students over its theoretical capacity of 630, as shown in 

P.X. 74. In 1948, after this boundary change its enrollment 

had increased to 723. In ameliorating one problem of ov~r-
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crowding, school officials were contributing to the creation 

of another. Agai~ if this were the only alternative available 

to school officials, it would be reasonable to more evenly 

distribute the pressures of overcrowding. It was not the only 

alternative. Waring was still operating with an enrollment, 

548 in 1947 and 575 in 1948, which was less than its basic 

capacity of 630. Since the reassignment measure adopted at 

this time affected only older elementary students, students 

from the northern portion of the Hayes attendance area could 

have reasonably been assigned to Waring. The most apparent 

distinguishing characteristic between Sterling and Waring at 

this time was the proportion of black studen~s in their en

rollment, 88.8% and 4.0% respectively. Notable is the fact 

that Waring's proportional black enrollment had in fact de

creased from 7.0% in 1944. Given the nature of the remedial 

action taken in 1948, the court concludes that reasonable 

school officials acting in a color-blind fashion would have 

transferred some of the upper elementary students from the 

98.7% black Hayes to the 4.0% black Waring. 

There is one point about the court's evaluation of 

various decisions by school officials which should be made 

clear. Clearly since the 1940s, ·there has been an enormous 

rethinking as to how public officials should treat racial 

issues. Indeed this process continues to this very moment. 

The court does not conclude that the school officials who 

engaged in the various conduct discussed here were necessarily 

acting with actual malice toward black students. In fact, 

the court assumes the contrary. The court has undertaken this 

minute analysis not to cast aspersions upon particular indi

viduals who were responding in all probability to the social 
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and political pressures of the day. Throughout the school 

system, they were facing problems of mobility in the popula

tion and later of population explosion, the so-called post

war baby boom, of a magnitude that was difficult to predict. 

Clearly developments in the community called for responsive 

act jon from school officials. At the same time, constitution

al principles required that those actions meet certain stan

dards in affording all students in the Cleveland public 

schools an equal education. Even prior to Brown v. Board of 

Education, supra, it was understood that black children were 

entitled to educational programs and opportunities equal to 

those afforded their white counterparts. 

In this spirit, the court must conclude that the 

various actions and inactions in dealing with overcrowding at 

Hayes during the 1940s, considered as a whole, are strong 

evidence of a pattern and practice at that time to contain 

black students in overwhelmingly black schools. This was done 

despite the fact that the crowded conditions in these black 

schools must be viewed as indicia of their inequality when 

compared with predominantly white schools. 

On several occasions, the "solution" to overcrowding 

was to shift students to another predominantly black school 

which was already overcrowded itself, e.g. Sterling and Case

Woodland. At the same time, the resources of e~sentially 

white under enrolled schools, most notably Waring, were not 

used in resolving problems of over-crowding. It is fair to 

conclude that this conduct by school officials was interpreted 

as a signal to families in the real estate market that the 

Waring attendance area would remain a white "neighborhood." 
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Another incident during this time period which 

suggests that, where ameliorative action was necessary, con

tainment of black students in identifiably black schools was 

a practice, is the 1947 boundary change in which a southern 

portion of the Marion attendance area (64.3%, 644/560) was 

transferred to Mayflower (97.0%, 942fi085). The court assumes 

that the whites attending Marion lived primarily in the north

ern section of the schools attendance zone, that is in areas 

abutting the predominantly white neighborhoods which were in 

the St. Clair Elementary School attendance area. Conversely 

the court assumes that the children affected by th.is boundary 

change were primarily black children. Based on likely condi

tions, the record indicates that a less segregative alterna

tive to Mayflower was Harmon (87.7%, 293/535). According to 

the School Housing Report for 1947, Harmon had six closed 

classrooms while Mayflower had one. As a single incident, the 

decision to send students, most or all of whom were presumably 

black, to a 97% black school rather than an 87% black school 

does not suggest the worst kind of manipulation. As part of a 

pattern, however', it cannot be ignored. 

At the end of the decade of the 1940s, the concentra 

tion of black residents continued to be most heavy in the 

Central area of the Cleveland School System. By 1950, there 

were 13 regular elementary schools which had proportional blac 

enrollments in excess of 95 percent, as opposed to the 10 such 

schools in 1940. These schools formed a core. Four shared no 

boundaries with any school having a black enrollment of less 

than 90 percent. Six had enrollments substantially in excess 

of their capacity as calculated by school officials in 1952. 
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Only one of these schools had any closed classrooms, 

Gladstone with four such rooms. A summary of relevant 

statistics for these predominantly black schools follows: 

Bolton 
Burroughs 
Case-Woodland 
Giddings 
Gladstone 
Hayes 
Irving 
Dike 
Kinsman 
Mayflower 
Outhwaite 
Wooldridge 
Quincy 

proportion 
black 

98.8% 
100.0% 

99.5% 
99.7% 

100.0% 
97.6% 
96.2% 

100.0% 
95.7% 
95.4% 
98.0% 
99.0% 
99.6% 

enrollment/ 
capacity 

829/1050 
1053/1225 

777/630 
670/775 
500/735 

1350/980 
707/600 
590/665 

1446/945 
802/1085 

*n/a/1155 
792/700 
750/665 

closed 
classrooms 

o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o o . 

In contrast, they were ringed by 12 schools, ·all but three of 

which had proportional black enrollments substantially below 

the percentage of black students in the Cleveland Public 

Schools at the time (26.7%). Eight of these schools had en-

rollments which were at least 200 students below their basic 

capacity as calculated in 1952. One school had an enrollment 

significantly over capacity, Hough. According to the 1950 

School Housing Report, these schools had a combined total of 

51 closed standard. classrooms. For comparison, the same 1950 

statistics listed for the core school are listed for the ring 

schools herewith: 

proportion enrollment/ closed 
black caEacity classrooms 

Boulevard 7.34% 395/700 4 
Dunham 17.66% 1138/1125 0 
Harmon 87.81% 230/535 6 
Hough 10.98% 1148/1015 0 
Observation 81. 67% 311/910 0 
Mt. Auburn 0% 260/700 8 
St. Clair ·18.37% 283/490 6 
Tod 30.15% 252/490 7 
Waring 6.77% 576/630 0 
Warren 5.85% 259/770 9 
Woodland 2.49% 562/595 0 
Woodland HiUs 4.22% 332/455 1 

*As hereinafter used, the abbreviation n/a stands for 
not available. 
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At the very least, the above figures indicate an uneven 

management of these various schools. The task before the 

court, however, is not to review generally the administration 

of the schools over the time p~riod covered by the plaintiffs' 

evidence in this case. Rather, as has been indicated before, 

the task brought to the court is to determine whether the 

Cleveland Public Schools were operated as a truly unitary 

system. On the facts above, the color-blindness of school 

officials during this period must be questioned. 

Assuming that the practice in the early 1950s was to 

assign approximately 35 students to an elementary ~lass - an 

assumption which plainly gives the local board the benefit of 

the doubt - the 51 unused classrooms in the "ring" schools 

could have accommodated 1785 students. School officials ought 

to have utilized such presently available facilities, if pos

sible, before opening any additional schools. Step-by-step 

changes would have achieved the end of making the fullest use 

of these otherwise under utilized "ring" schools. 

Instead in 1950, the school officials dealt with 

overcrowding in the core schools by converting part of the 

Longwood Vocational School for Girls into a primary (K-3) 

School. Longwood primary School. (100%, 371/7 - dual use 

of school makes PX 74 capacity figure unreliable for this 

year) opened with a totally black enrollment which had been 

drawn from Mayflower ('49: 897/1085; '50: ~5.3~%, 802/1085), 

Sterling ('49: 723/630; '50: 89.49%, 674/630), Case-Woodland 

('49: 797/630; '50: 99.49%, 777/630), and Hayes ('49: 1409/ 

980; '50: 97.56%, 1350/980). As the Y949 enrollments at the 

latter three schools reveals, action to deal with overcrowding 

at the sending schools was plainly needed. The initial 

difficulty with the action taken by the school officials in 
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partially converting Longwood is that the overcrowding in 

three of the four sending schools appears to have not been 

fully resolved. If all the schools within this area of the 

city were similarly overcrowded, this result would have had 

to be tolerated. There were, however, at least five schools 

which were reported to have unused standard classrooms that 

might have been incorporated in a plan of step-by-step bound-

ary changes to relieve the overcrowding addressed by the 

opening of Longwood Primary School. These schools were: 

Warren 
Tod 
Harmon 
Gladstone 
Marion 

Total 

closed 
classrooms 

9 
7 
6 
4 
1 

27 

proportion 
black 

5.85% 
30.16% 
87.1 % 

100.0 % 
68.95% 

Utilization of these available classrooms theoret-

ically would have created 945 pupil stations. The aggregate 

overenrollment at Sterling, Case-Woodland, and Hayes in 1950 

(that is, enrollment minus capacity totalled for the three 

schools) was 561. While Gladstone and Harmon had black en-

rollments which were in the same range as the three over

crowded schools, the low ratio of black students at Warren and 

Tod is notable. The high number of available classrooms at 

these two schools strongly s~ggests that student assignment 

policies concerning this area of the school system were being 

managed to keep these schools as white as possible. Physical 

barri~rs which might otherwise define "neighborhoods" should 

not be taken as excusing unnecessary waste of available school 

resources with such a detrimental impa~t on a suspect class 

of students. 

Indeed, tQ the extent that school attendance zones 
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were supposed to reflect some underlying sociological struct

ure, school officials apparently viewed such patterns as being 

more flexible in essentially all black residential areas than 

in other areas. In January 1951, a portion of the Longwood 

Primary School, (100%) attendance zone was transferred back 

to the Mayflower area (98.6%,836/1085). The incident is a 

minor one, as certainly there was available space at Mayflower 

and it affected only one block. Moreover, whatever its orig

inal direct effect, it could not be continuing as both the 

sending and receiving schoola have since been closed. The 

incident is instructive, however, because of the two changes 

which this area underwent (Mayflower to LongWood in September 

1950 and Longwood to Mayflower in January 1951) within a five 

month period. 

The number of children attending Cleveland Public 

Schools increased dramatically during the decade of the 1950s, 

reflecting the so-called "baby-boom" following World h'ar 

II as well as continued in-migration of new families to the 

city. By 1955, the total public school enrollment (113,067) 

was almost equal t~ the 1940 figure (115,769) and still grow

ing rapidly. New school construction was plainly going to be 

needed. Various decisions made In the course of this new 

construction appear to have had foreseeable effects which 

bear close scrutiny. 

In 1954, Longwood (100%, 810/770) was converted from 

a primary school to a regular elementary school. Students 

were assigned from areas formerly in the Sterling, Case-Wood

land, Mayflower and Hayes attendance areas. The act of 

creating more room for elementary students is not itself 
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subject to criticism. The problem is that the overcrowding in 

the sending schools which precipiated this conversion was not 

completely resolved, as the figures below indicate, and appar-

ent1y more could have been done. 

Sterling 
Case-Woodland 
Mayflower 
Hayes 

'53 
enrollment 
735 
859 
881 

1473 

'54 enro11ment/ 
capacity 

758/700 
711/630 
802/1085 

1069/980 

'53 
% black 
89.4% 
99.0% 
98.8% 
98.4% 

'54 
% black 
63.1% 
99.4% 
97.9% 
98.9% 

In responding to the plaintiffs' description of the various 

boundary changes associated with the 1954 conversion of Long-

wood, the local defendants note that at least one step-by-step 

boundary change was made. That is, after some Sterling 

students were reassigned to Longwood, some Marion students 

were assigned to Sterling. It is notable that after these 

changes the proportion of black students at Sterling dropped 

from 89.4% in 1953 to 63.1% in 1954. Harmon at this time was 

substantially under enrolled ('53: 89.9%, 307/535; '54: 89.9% 

307/535). If the objective of the school officials had been 

full utilization of available facilities, it would seem that 

further step-by-step boundary changes should have been made 

to involve Harmon in the plan to relieve overcrowding. The 

reasOnable boundary adjustment would have been to assign students 

from the northwest panhandle of Marion ('53: 66.4%, 634/560; 

'54: 67.2%, 568/560) to Harmon. See 1947 bounda~y map). The 

local defendants' explanation for not involving Harmon in this 

redistricting plan is that access problems existed, citing the 

problem of walking under railroad bridges. Neither the 1947 

nor the 1967 map of school attendance zones indicate any rai1-

road lines in the area between Harmon and Marion. 

In absence of a sufficient 

neutral explanation for the failure to involve 
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Harmon in resolving overcrowding in the area at the time, the 

court finds it necessary to consider what racially motivated 

reasons might have accounted for this omission. As noted 

above, the one step-by-step boundary change which the school 

officials did undertake appears to have resulted in a substan

tial reduction of the proportion of black students enrolled at 

Sterling. The end of seeking to establish Sterling as a more 

integrated school would be laudable when considered in a vac

uum. If this was at least one of the goals of this redrawing 

of boundary lines, however, its execution would be subject to 

several criticisms. First, the increase in integration at 

Sterling appears to have been at the expense of isolating 

black students formerly assigned to Sterling'to the totally 

segregated Longwood. Second, the unwillingness to assign 

students from Marion to Harmon not only isolated the Harmon 

students, but wasted valuable and limited resources of the 

school system at a time and place where there was obvious need 

Finally, the failure to use all of Harmon's available space 

resulted from the school officials' conscious unwillingness 

to assign white students from Marion (67.2%) to the signific~ 

antly more black Harmon (89.9%), this under cuts the local 

defendants' assertion that the neighborhood school policy has 

continuously been applied in a racially blind fashion. The 

various questions raised by the conversion of Longwood to a 

regular elementary school and the consequent boundary changes 

would not loom very large except for the pattern which emerges 

from several school openings at about the same time, in partic 

ular Chesnutt and Clara Tagg Brewer, discussed infra. 

In 1954, George Washington Carver (98.8%, 730/590) 

Elementary School also opened. Unlike Longwood, which was an 
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existing board-owned facility, Carver was newly constructed. 

Thus, school officials had a full measure of control over site 

selection. Its students were drawn from areas which, formerly 

had been part of the Hayes, Burroughs and Outhwaite attendance 

In 1951, the initial planning year for Carver, these three 

sending schools had the respective proportional black enroll

ment as follows: 97.9%, 99.6% and 98.5~. It was clearly 

foreseeable that Carver would open a virtually all-black 

school. The only schools which might have presented integra

tive alternatives, assuming that children were to walk to 

school, were Sterling ('54: 63.3%, 758/630), Dunham ('54: 

47.7%, 1638/1125 and Waring ('54: 8.3%, 576/630). Sterling 

and Dunham were both experiencing over enrollment, and the 

relatively small amount of available space at Waring could not 

absorb the burgeoning student population in the area ultimatel 

served by Carver. The result of this school construction was 

plainly containment of blacks in an overwhelmingly black schoo . 

Whether a different site selection for Carver might 

have been possibly less segregative in effect is a difficult 

question, given the commercial development to the north of the 

actual Carver site.' The relevant observation, however, 

is that in 1954, ironically the year in which Brown v.Board 

of Education was decided, the Cleveland Board pf Education 

opened the first newly constructed school which from its 

inception was essentially an all-black school. This event 

surely should have signaled school authorities that integrated 

education in Cleveland would be the exception and not the rule 

for both black and white students, unle'~s the "neighborhood" 

school policy was tempered. Instead the policy appears to 
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have been implemented in such a way as to contain blacks even 

where integration was not only feasible, but where the alter

native resulted in gross disparities in utilization of adjacen 

"black" and "white" schools. This is illustrated by the 

events in the Kinsman area. 

Kinsman was accommodating 500 students more than its 

basic capacity of 945, in other words, it was over enrolled by 

more than 50%. It shared boundaries with Boulevard (7.34%, 

395/700, 4 closed standard classrooms), Mt. Auburn (0%, 260/ 

700, 8 closed standard classrooms), Woodland (2.49%, 562/595, 

o closed standard classrooms), and Woodland Hills .(4.22%, 332/ 

445, 1 closed standard classroom). A double set of railroad 

lines did separate the Kinsman area from all of these schools. 

However, the distance and the safety factors which would have 

been involved in assigning upper elementary Kinsman students 

to Mt. Auburn and.Boulevard do not appear to outweigh the 

benefit of relieving the gross overcrowding at Kinsman. Like

wise, Tod shared the western boundary of Kinsman and had over 

two hundred theoretically available pupil stations. At this 

time, the Sidaway Bridge apparently provided access from the 

Kinsman area to Tod, as evidenced by its boundary at the time. 

The available space at Mt. Auburn, Boulevard and Tod was more 

than sufficient to solve the obvious overcrowding at Kinsman 

in 1940, and yet school officials allowed it to sit idle. 

This state of facts seems explicable only in terms of a 

deliberate effort on the part of school officials to preserve 

the identification of the "ring" schools as "white schools." 

By their inaction, School officials jdined in transmitting 

the message that blacks were not welcome in these neighborhood 

They contributed to effective designation of areas as white 

neighborhoods or black neighborhoods. Subsequent actions by 
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school officials only bolster this conclusion. 

As the local defendants acknowledge in their re

sponse E-16B, crowded conditions existed at Kinsman from 1944 

to 1959. School officials did undertake certain actions to 

alleviate this continuing problem. But in each instance, thes 

remedial efforts contained blacks in overwhelmingly black 

schools. Thus some Kinsman students were assigned to Rawlings 

Junior High ('44: 84.1%, '59: 100%) School from 1944 until 

1959. During the 1950s, two schools were planned and construe 

ted to draw students from Kinsman~ Chesnutt ('55: 99.54%, 

660/630) and Anton Grdina ('59: 97.6%, 687/665). 

In reviewing the evidence, the student reassignment 

cisions made pursuant to the opening of Chesn~tt in 1955 stand 

out as among the most blatant actions of school officials in.d -

liberately separating students by race. In 1954, the year prio 

to the opening of Chesnutt, Kinsman (98.75%, 1771/945 had an e -

rollment which was 826 students above its theoretical capacity' 

While some Kinsman classes were being held at Rawlings Junior 

High School ('54: 99.65%, 1120/1567), even if all of the theor 

etically available space at Rawlings were marshalled for 

the overflow of Kinsman students, there would still have been 

aggregate over enrollment at Kinsman of approximately 400 stu

dents. In 1954 in addition to dr~wing students from Kinsman t e 

new Chesnutt also drew students from Wooldridge (99.8%, 787/70 

and Tod ('53: 28.7%, 251/490~ '54: 6.38%, 188/490), which shar 

a long boundary with Kinsman. As a result of this latter chang ,~ 

Tod had a marked decrease in its total and its proportional 

black enrollment. Prior to the opening of Chesnutt, the 

walking distance from the western portion of the Kinsman 

attendance area to Tod was relatively short because of the 

existence of a footbridge, the Sidaway Bridge, which spanned 
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Kingsbury Run. Prior to the opening of Chesnutt, the Todd 

attendance area included an area northeast of Kingsbury Run. 

Obviously, the Sidaway Bridge was part of the access route 

for the children from this area. When the Chesnutt boundaries 

were drawn, this area was included in its attendance zone. 

The apparent effect of this was to remove virtually all of 

the black students attending Tod to Chesnutt and to cause a 

substantial enrollment drop in the already drastically under 

utilized Tod. Consideration of the safety of elementary 

school children daily traversing a footbridge was clearly a 

matter which school officials could reasonably consider. But 

in the instant incident, the continuing severe over enrollment 

which plagued Kinsman until the opening of Anton Grdina in 

1959 suggests strongly that the motive of the school officials 

was as much containment of racial minorities as it was safety 

considerations. Subsequent to the construction of Chesnutt, 

the Sidaway Bridge was not maintained. Although its framework 

still exists, it is now in an unusable state of disrepair and 

is closed. The physical separation which has since evolved 

between these two residential areas is such that, to reach one 

from the other, it is necessary to travel over a mile on sur-

face streets through industrial areas. In seeking to justify 

the failure to utilize available space at Tod, the local de-

fendants have relied on this distance as being prohibitively 

far for an elementary school child to walk. 

The blind acceptance of this position would ignore 

the role of public agencies in creati~g or destroying connect-. 
ing arteries between neighborhoods. In this particular in

stance, the local defendants stressed that Sidaway Bridge was 

no longer operative and a literal chasm existed between these 

two neighborhoods. But their description of the area stops 

again literally half-way. Kingsbury Run which creates the 



has been filled in to a point just several hundred 'feet south

east of Sidaway Bridge. This was done apparently to allow for 

the building of homes in the Garden Valley area. The families 

who came to occupy these homes were a major source of the in

creased enrollment in the Kinsman area in the 1950s. The fill 

ing of Kingsbury Run for this construction left only a small 

valley with sloping sides of perhaps 100 feet separating the 

Garden Valley residences from the Tod area. Yet no access was 

created between the neighborhoods, and, as discussed above, th 

one existing access route was permitted to fall into disrepair. 

This is an extremely unusual pattern. One reasonably might 

expect that at least one access route between these areas 

would have been developed by the city to facilitate public 

safety, i.e. access of fire and police vehicles. This did 

not occur. 

Since the topographical modifica~ions in this area, 

all that was necessary to allow school children to have access 

from one area to the other was the construction of a few hun

dred feet of sidewalk. The omission of the city in taking any 

actions to establish connections between these areas can reas

onably be viewed as conduct by public officials aimed at fos

tering the virtual 'total racial segregation of both these 

neighborhoods. The court is not so naive as to believe that 

school officials could not have worked with city officials to 

have such a sidewalk constructed, if all of these public 

officials were not seeking to promote the separation of these 

neighborhoods. The 1954 change in the Tod attendance area 

appears to have been a part of a pattern of public action 

directed at encouraging this separatioq. In fact, it appears 

to have been the coupe ?e grace which cleaved these two 

neighborhoods from one another. Under these circumstances! 

the court views any reliance by the local defendants on 

the existing physical isolation of the Tod area as a defense 
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to 'the racial isolation at Tod school as unacceptable in view 

of the role which their predecessors appear to have taken in 

bringing about this separation,. 

The inaccessibility of the available space at Tod 

con.tinued to be significant into the late 1960s in simple 

terms of efficient utilization 'of school facilities. For 

ease of reference, the enrollment and proportion of black 

students enrolled at Tod from 1953,through 1970 are listed 

below: 

enrollment/caEacit~ EroEortion black 

1953 251/490 28.7 % 
1954 188/490 6.38% 
1955 174/490 1.15% 
1956 197/490 2.54% 
1957 200/490 2.50% 
1958 202/490 1. 49% 
1959 100/490 1.00% 
1960 169/490 ,.59% 
1961 185/490 0% 
1962 213/490 0% 
1963 n/a n/a 
1964 209/490 0% 
1965 n/a n/a 
1966 n/a n/a 
1967 237/490 1.68% 
1968 230/490 0% 
1969 216/490 .92% 
1970 206/490 1. 78% 

In 1959, an addition to Chesnutt (97.5%, 863) was built rais-

ing its capacity from 630 to 875. In the same year, the newly 

constructed Anton Grdina Elementary School (97.6%, 687/665) 

opened, providing further relief for the continued overcrowd

ing at Rinsman ('58: 99.27%, 136i/980, '59: 100%, 979/980). 

But for the five years prior to this constructi~n, both Ches

nutt and Kinsman had been seriously over enrolled, while the 

utilization rate at Tod was consistently under 50%. In the 

early 60s, for, the most part the overcrowding at these schools 

appears to have been resolved, although sometimes enrollments 

slightly exceeded theoretical capacity. 

Then in August 1967, Kinsman was razed by a 

fire, necessit,ating the emergency reassignment of its students 
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by the opening of classes in the fall. (The last available 

figures for Kins~an are from 1964 and show the school to be 

100% black and to have an enrollment of 941/945). Students 

were reassigned to Grdina (100%, 1049/1015r, Chesnutt (100% 

849/875), and Dike (100%, 638/805). Those assigned to Dike 

were taken to school by bus. Giving full consideration to 

the emergency conditions, the court is compelled to view at 

least the reassignment of students to Dike as deliberately 

segregative. Kinsman, as of the date of the last available 

figures had a totally black student population. After the 

fire its students were assigned to three likewise totally 

black schools. Two of these schools were apparently within 

walking distance of the Kinsman attendance area. To enable 

students to attend Dike, however, the school authorities 

provided bus transportation to Dike. Oddlwwhile the local 

defendants provided the court with measurements of the pur-

ported distances from Kinsman School to nine other schools in 

the general area, they overlooked the distance from Kinsman 

to Dike. The court's measurement of this distance is 8,100 

feet. Of course, when the deci'sion was made to bus Kinsman 

students, walking distances were of little relevance. The 

decision to bus a group of all black students to an all-black 

school could only be viewed as not being evidence of intention 

al segregation, if. it could be convincingly demonstrated that 

there were no available integrative alternatives. 

Although Kinsman was a totally black school, 

its attendance area apparently bordered areas with substantial 

numbers of white residents whose children attended public 

schools. The plaintiffs have called attention to several 

schools which presented integrative opportunities and had 

1967 enrollments which were less than their basic capacity: 

*Reflects new capacity based on addition of 9 classrooms to 
Grdina in 1963. 
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Tod 
Union 
Wayne 
Rice 
Mt. Auburn 

1967 
enrollment/capacity 

217/490 
408/490 
453/665 
504/1120 
379/700 

proportion black 

1.68% 
0.98% 

36.42% 
50.59% 
53.56% 

The only one of these schools for which the local defendants 

offer any explunation for not availing themselves of the in-

tegrative alternative is Tod. The school officials note that 

there was no furniture available for the use of Kinsman stu-

dents at Tod. They fail to explain why classroom furniture 

could not have been transported to Tod. They also note that 

one or two of the Tod classrooms were in need of replastering. 

Such maintenance could have been accomplishe4 within a month 

if school officials had any commitment to achieving integra-

tion where possible. Finally, the school authorities note 

that Tod is ucross Kingsbury Run from the Kinsman attendance 

area. As noted above, the decision to use bus transportation 

minimizes any dangers to the children's safety. The local 

defendants' explanations for rejecting Tod as a location for 

reassigning Kinsman Students are unconvincing. The court 

finds that Tod was not considered as a site for reassignment 

of Kinsman students because it would have been inconsistent 

with the Board's practice of maintaining Tod as a white school 

The Board's intention to so operate Tod has been clear since 

1954 when its enrollment dropped from 251 to 188 and the pro

portion of blacks enrolled dropped from 28.7% to 6.38% and 

then to 1.15% in 1955. 

The court is compelled to note what it perceives as 

a lack of candor in the response E-19 by the local defendants. 

As noted previously, though the Board found walking distances 

to be relevant to its reply, it neglected to include the 

distance to Dike. More significantly, other measurements of 

distances appear to be significantly in error, including the 
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following: 

Union 
Boulevard 
Mt. Auburn 

B'oard's figure 

11,900' 
7,900' 
8,400' 

Court's measurement 

7,800' 
4,900' 
6,100' 

This appears to be one of the more blatant segregative inci-

dents in the record of this case. 

At the southeastern edge of the core of black 

schools, a series of student assignment decisions hint at the 

sensitivity of school officials to the race of students 

affected by changes. Thus in 1948, overcrowding at Quincy 

(99.9%, 748/665) was addressed by a boundary change assigning 

part of its attendance area to Irving (91.7%, 686/530). The 

following year, the Irving facilities were upgraded by the 

addition of an auditorium-gymnasium and two classrooms which 

raised its capacity to 600. Considering only these two 

schools, the result was to distribute fairly evenly the over 

enrollment burden between them. Sharing a long boundary with 

Irving was Woodland ('48: 0.85%, 586/595). In 1941 and again 

1952, portions of the Irving ~ .. :('4l:67.l%, 6.1/53Qi '52: 

97.7%, 757/600)were made optional zones giving the children 

in the affected area the right to attend either Irving or 

Woodland ('41: 1.87%, 643/595; '52: 8.1%, 614/595). The local 

defendants explain that these optional zones were created to 

relieve overcrowding ,at Irving. No explanation is given as 

to why optional zones were used rather than straight boundary 

changes. The enrollment and capacity figures for the years in 

which these options became effective indicate that the ap

proach did not succeed in distributing' over enrollment pres-

sures nearly as successfully as had the 1948 boundary change 

between Quincy and Irving. Because of the extreme difference 
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in proportional black enrollment in Irving and Woodland for 

the two years in which the optional zones were created, the 

suggestion is strong that a desire to provide some white 

students in the Irving attendance area the opportunity to 

attend the "white" Woodland was as much a motivation as the 

relief of overcrowding at Irving. 

This suggestion is further supported by an examina-

tion of the available classroom space at other schools sharing 

boundaries with Woodland, i.e. Anthony Wayne ('41: 0.4%; '48: 

0%; '52: 1.2%), Harvey Rice ('41: 0.5%, '48: 2.0%; '52: 2.4%), 

and Mt. Auburn ('41: 0%; '48: '52: 1.4%). These schools had 

vazyirig. numbers .of unused classroans:,· in the years. under considera-

tion, as indicated below: 

Anthony Wayne 
Harvey Rice 
Mt. Auburn 

'41 

o 
17 

4 

'48 

o 
9 
8 

'52 

o 
7 
8 

If relief of overcrowding had been a primary objective, step-

by-step boundary changes transferring the part of the Woodland 

attendance area east of Woodhill Avenue to Harvey Rice or 

Anthony Wayne woul~ have freed additional space at Woodland 

to fully relieve overcrowding at Irving. Such an approach 

would have also resulted in signfficant integration at wood-

land. That such an approach was feasible was at least sugges- , 

ted by the small optional zones created in the Woodland area 

to Wayne in 1941 and 1945. Its feasibility was ultimately 

borne out by boundary changes made by the authorities in the 

early 1960s. 

In 1962, a portion of the Woodland a~ea' (61: . 48.6%, 

688/595; '62: 49.7%, 608/595) was transferred to Wayne ('61: 

4.8%, 420/665; '62: 13.9%, 460/665). In 1964, an additional 

portion of the Woodland (53.9%, 705/595) area was transferred 
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to Wayne (14.0%, 473/665) and a separate portion of the Wood

land area was transferred to Rice (12.4%, 404/1120). The 1962 

boundary change does appear to have had an integrative effect 

as witnessed by the relative stability of the proportional 

black enrollment at Woodland from 1961 to 1962 and the in

crease of such enrollment at Wayne. It is difficult to assess 

the racial impact of the 1964 changes because of the absence 

of data for the preceding and subsequent two years. In con

trast to the 1962 changes, the 1964 changes did not fully re

solve the overcrowding at Woodland. At the same time the 

receiving schools had an aggregate of 908 theoret~cally avail

able pupil stations. Viewing the small increase in propor

tional black enrollment at the receiving schools f~om 1962 to 

1964, Rice (11.49% to 12.4%) and Wayne (13.9% to 14.0%), it 

appears most likely that the affected areas were primarily 

white residential areas. The apparent effect was to siphon 

white children from the increasingly black Woodland to "white" 

schools. Thus it appears that even in the 1960s, when logical 

step-by-step boundary changes were made, two of the three 

changes in this area appear to have been less for the purpose 

of relieving overcrowding at the sending school than for the 

punpose of providing an escape v~lve for some white students 

from the increasingly black sending school. 

Instead of utilizing such presently available space 

to integrative effect, the Board continued its patchwork 

approach to overcrowding in core "black" schools. In this 

particular area, there were several incidents in which addi

tions were made to overcrowded schools: which did not fully 

resolve the overcrowding. The first of these, as reflected 

by the record in this case was the 1940 addition of two 
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classrooms to Quincy (98.9%, 784). This addition increased . 
the theoretical capacity of Quincy, as measured in 1952, to 

665. Step-by-step boundary changes at this time might have 

resulted in the utilization of closed classrooms in Anthony 

Wayne (1)" Harvey Rice (15), Mt. Auburn (3) and Woodland 

(1) • 

Again in 1956, pOftable classrooms were added to 
'-, 

Quincy (100%; 941) to increase its capacity to 805. As of 

1951, the annual School Housing Report prepared by Board 

employees ceas,ed to include listings of closed classrooms 

by school names. However, an examination of the 1956 enroll-

ment and capacity figures for schools in the general area 

indicates that school officials had no reason to accept the 

continued overcrowding at Quincy. Adjacent to Quincy was 

Burroughs (99.66%, 1171/1225), which has some theoretically 

available pupil stations. It appears that these might reason-

ably have been used to further resolve overcrowding at Quincy, 

perhaps by a boundary change involving only upper elementary 

students at Quincy. If, however, Burroughs did not in fact 

have available space in 1956, other schools in the general 

area did: 

Anthony Wayne 
Harvey Rice 
Mt. Auburn 

1.83% 
2:04\ 
2.38% 

437/665 
476/1120 
252/700 

While these schools were plainly not adjacent to Quincy, 

accordion-like boundary changes affecting Quincy, Irving, 

Woodland and these three schools would have evidenced both 

a commitment to equal education and to non-segregated educa-

tion. 

The addition of eight classrooms at Washington 

Irving (100%, 1309) in 1961, raising its capacity to 980, was 

yet another instance where school authorities did take action 

to deal with overcrowding, but appear to have stopped short 
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of doing everything feasible when the line of race was reached 

Without further belaboring the point, as indicated in the 

above discussion of the 1962 and 1964 optional zones created 

in the Woodland attendance area, much space was sitting unused 

in Anthony Wayne, Harvey Rice and Mt. Auburn. These resources 

could have been tapped by step-by-step boundary changes. The 

failure to do so indicates a determination on the part of 

school authorities to keep these schools "white." 

Implementation of busing programs to relieve over

crowding at other schools in the system from 1961 to 1964 

makes the failure to equalize enrollment pressures in this 

area even more inexplicable, if one excludes ,the possibility 

of racial motivation. Subsequent actions by school officials 

affecting this area further support the strong inference that 

strong efforts were made to maintain the "white" character of 

certain schools in this area. To understand these events, 

one must first be familiar with developments in the Beehive 

area. 

Before shifting attention to the Beehive area and 

the corridor between Beehive and this Central area, a number' 

of events affecting the western and northern part of this 

area remained to be examined. In the late 1950s and early 

1960s, portions of the attendance areas of Harmon, Mayflower 

and Gladstone were selected by city officials a~ the object 

of urban renewal efforts. In the course of urban renewal in 

these areas, the three schools were closed, Harmon ('58: 99.9% 

205) in 1949, Mayflower ('61: 95.3%, 171) in 1961, and Glad

stone ('64: 100%, 220) in 1964. Upon the closing of Harmon, 

its students were given the option of attending either 

Mayflower (98.6%) or Marion (64.3%, 526/560). When Mayflower 

closed, its students were reassigned to either Marion (38.4%, 
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369/560), Longwood (100%, 678/770), or Case-Woodland (99.7%, 

672/630). When Gladstone closed, former Gladstone students 

were reassigned to Case-Woodland (99.8%, 642/630) or Benesch 

(100%, n.a./1155). The details of the urban renewal projects 

were not the subject of specific proof in this case. Obvious

ly, such projects result in drastic changes in residential 

patterns and land use in the target areas. At trial, it was 

mentioned and the court is aware that much of this specific 

area is now the site of such institutions as the downtown 

campus of Cuyahoga Community College. What is notable about 

these events as pertains to the issues in this cas~, however, 

is that the net effect of this project was a significant drop 

in both the utilization and proportional black enrollment in 

the one integrated school in the vicinity of these urban re

newul efforts. The court understands that none of the present 

defendants had control over site selection for urban renewal. 

The net effect of the city's urban renewal efforts 

in this area and the school officials' reassignment decisions 

upon the closing of schools is similar to the earlier describ

ed situation which evolved between the Tod area and the Garden 

Valley area. School officials appear to have been willing 

partners in conduct which delinea~ed neighborhoods along 

racial lines. The assignment decisions of the school official 

were clearly one factor which contributed to such neighborhood 

definition. 

At the northern edge of this area, the pattern of 

uneven use of facilities noted at the southeastern edge of 

this area, as discussed above, repeated on the northern edge, 

as evidenced by the situation at Carver in the late 1950s. 

In June, 1958, an addition was planned for Carver (100%, 813/ 

590), which was completed in 1960. From 1957 to 1960, the 
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over enrollment at Carver mandated that two Carver classes be 

housed at Central Junior High School. Where a school is over

crowded by more than 220 students, however, this measure must 

be viewed as providing partial relief only. Directly to the 

north of the Carver attendance area were Case (158: 17.19%, 

413/525) and Waring (158: 14.35%, 525/630), which had a total 

of 213 theoretically available pupil stations. While school 

officials were willing to transfer Carver students to a junior 

high school pending a more permanent solution of the over

crowding at Carver, they allowed the resources of two nearby 

under enrolled elementary schools go unused. This·clearly 

suggests an effort to keep students separated by race, where 

possible, in the face of pressing needs for unused facilities 

in "white" schools. 

In 1966, school officials closed the overwhelmingly 

black Case-Woodland and assigned its students to Benesch ('64: 

100%) and Longwood (164: 100%). Step-by-step boundary changes 

involving Marion ('64: 35.2%, 423/560), Warren (164: 12.0%, 

636/770) and Sterling ('64: 69.1%, 481/630) appear to the 

court to have been.an integrative alternative which school 

officials did not undertake. 

In the late 1960s, a less predictable influence than 

urban renewal caused the closing of three schools in this area 

Fires razed Kinsman and Giddings (99.6%) in the summer of 1967 

and Hayes ('68: 100%, 749/980) in the summer of 1969. The 

arrangements which were made for Kinsman students have been 

discussed previously. Giddings students were reassigned to 

Burroughs (99.67%, 932/1225). To allow for the influx of 

Giddings students, the southern boundary of Burroughs was 

shifted to assign part of its attendance zone to Dike (100%, 
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638/805). Some of these changes were only temporary, however, 

as school officials decided to replace Giddings. This re

placement school opened in 1970, and the former Giddings 

attendance area was reconstituted. Apparently the portion of 

Burroughs attendance area assigned to Dike stayed in the Dike 

attendance zone, where school officials opened a replacement 

school in 1971. The attendance area of the new Dike was also 

expanded to include a portion of the Quincy attendance area 

('70: 100%, 895/805). All of the schools involved in these 

changes were racially impacted at the time of these changes; 

that is, they were surrounded by schools which were likewise 

overwhelmingly black. Considering the age of the schools in 

this immediD. te area, new construction was cer'tainly justif ied 

in light of the new policy on financing construction. The 

construction of these two schools, however, was an affirmation 

of the neighborhood school policy in context where its segre

gatory effects were manifest. 

The arrangements made following the destruction of 

Hayes were made in a different factual context than those for 

Giddings. First, the school officials did not determine to 

replace Hayes, although they did subsequently build a replace

ment school for the adjacent Sterling. Second, Hayes was not 

rbcially impaced, as was Giddings. Yet, the ultimate reassign

ment of Hayes students was to two overwhelmingly, black schools 

Longwood ('68: 99.6%, 504/770); '69: 99.8%, 635/770) and Carve 

('68: 99.4%, 717/875; '69: 99.6%, 733/875). The initial re

assignment was likewise to these two schools plus Dike and 

Jane Addams. For some reason, school o'fficials chose not to 

use the resource of Sterling (79.56%, 416/700) or Waring 

(1.56%, 358/630) for the displaced students. No explanation 
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is given for the failure to use the available space at 

Sterling. Safety·considerations are cited as the reason for 

not using Waring. In reaching a conclusion with regard to the 

failure to use the resources of these schools, the court takes 

note of two facts. First, for a semester after the fire at 

Hayes, students were assigned to Jane Addams, a vocational 

school. The court understands that such an assignment decisio 

reflects an undesirable departure from normal administrative 

practice of grouping students generally according to age. 

Second, both Waring and Sterling were replaced in the 1970s, 

Waring in conjunction with Case and Sterling in conjunction 

with Marion. The court assumes that these replacements were 

in the preliminary planning stage at this time. The details 

of these replacements are discussed elsewhere in the opinion, 

but at this point, it is appropriate to note that their 

planning resulted in maintaining existing patterns of racial 

isolation. In view of these facts, the court concludes that 

utilization of these schools, even on a temporary basis, was 

rejected because school officials chose not to assign students 

from an all black school to schools where there were signifi

cant white enrollments. 
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BEEHIVE 

At the outset of the trial, plaintiffs indicated 

that their presentation and analysis would focus on certain 

illustrative areas of the Cleveland School District. These 

areas were believed to reflect evidence of the more egregious 

segregative conduct on the part of the defendants. One of 

these geographical sub-divisions, lying in the southeast 

corner of the city, was the so-called "Beehive" area. The 

elementary schools contained in that area are: Beehive, 

Gracemount, Williams, deSauze, Cranwood, and Moses Cleaveland. 

Plaintiffs' allegations with regard to the Beehive 

area date back to 1938. In that year, an optional zone was 

created whereby 3tudents who lived in a certain portion of 

the Miles ('40: 0.6%, 538/700) attendance area could attend 

Moses Cleaveland ('40: 7.4%, 1065/1120). This optional zone 

continued in existence until 1963. In 1962 Miles was 7.9% 

black and had a capacity of 614/700 while Moses Cleaveland 

was 79% black and ~047/1120. 

The analysis of this incident is complicated by the 

fact that it pre-dates the racial' percentage and enrollment 

figures provided the court. For '.instance, the local school 

board indicated that this optional zone was created for the 

purpose of relieving overcrowding at Miles in 1938, which the 

board states had an enrollment of 1048 in that year. The 

first year for which data is available, is 1940, and in that 

year Miles' enrollment was 538. No reason is given for this 

precipitous drop in enrollment during the intervening two

year period. In addition, the local board's statement that 
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the optional zone,was terminated in 1963 appears to be contra

dicted by the 1967 school map which shows the area in question 

as an optional zone within the Cranwood attendance area. 

Cranwood, as of that time, had become a full K-6 school. The 

optional zone, as it appears on the 1967 school map, allows 

upper elementary school children living in this area the 

option of attending either Moses Cleaveland or Miles rather 

than their assigned school, Cranwood. 

Aside from the factual discrepencies mentioned 

above, the dominant question raised by this incident is why 

the school authorities opted to remedy the overcrowding at 

Miles through the use of an optional zone rather than a 

boundary change. The school Board's choice of an optional 

zone is made even more curious by the fact that its own 

figures indicate that Moses Cleaveland was twice as close to 

the affected area as was Miles. While the route to Moses 

Cleaveland was intersected by railroad tracks, these same 

tracks were crossed by children going to Beehive. 

The question of why the local Board chose to relieve 

overcrowding through the vehicle of an optional zone rather 

than a boundary change was a recurring one throughout this 

litigation. Such optional zones 'are inherently suspect when, 

as here, there existed a notable difference in the percentage 

of black students enrolled in the sending and receiving 

schools. That disparity in racial composition existed with 

regard to this optional zone up until its purported termina

tion in 1963. 

The absence of pre-1940 data also hampers the 

analysis of the 1940 closing of Gracemount ('41: 0%, 78/ ?). 

The school remained closed for one year, and reopened in 1941 
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as a K-4 school, it is impossible to ascertain the relation

ship between the 1939 and 1940 enrollments and whether a 

significant reduction in enrollment precipitated the closing. 

During the year that Gracemount was closed, its 

pupils were sent to Moses Cleaveland ('40: 7.4%, 1065/1120; 

'41: 7.4%, 1012/1120). The question presented is why the 

children were sent instead to Beehive ('40: 23.0%, 406/1015) 

which was some 300 feet closer to Gracemount. Moreover, in 

order for a pupil to get to Moses Cleaveland from the Grace

mount attendance area, both East 154th Street and aarvard 

must be crossed. To reach Beehive, however, children could 

travel side streets to Lee Road. Then children from only 

half of the attendance area would have to cross Lee Road. 

That presumably would be accomplsihed directly in front of 

the school where a crossing guard could be stationed. Al

though Gracemount was closed for but a single year, the 

ineluctable conclusion is that the local Board chose to 

reassign them to a considerably more identifiably "white" 

school which was further away, rather than to a more "black" 

school, that could be reached by a shorter, more direct and 

presumptively safer route. 

In terms of racial consequence, in the period from 

1940-41, Beehive's black percentage rose from 23.02% to 30.03% 

During that same period, Moses Cleaveland's black percentage 

remained virtually unchanged (7.42%-7.41%). Had the 65 white 

pupils then attending Gracemount been introduced into the 

Beehive student population, its 1941 biack percentage would 

have risen only to 25.5%, rather than 30.03%. Despite the 

fact that the local board chose to send the Gracemount pupils 

to what was perceived to be a "white" school ra"ther than to 

the increasingly black Beehive, the continuing racial effect 
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of this course of action appears to have long since 

dissipated. 

The apparent attention to racial impact is also 

evident with regard to the creation in 1940. of an optional 

zone from Moses Cleaveland ('40: 7.4%, 1065/1120) to Corlett 

('40: 3.1%, 524/630). While this optional zone is still in 

effect, its effect appears to have been to contribute somewhat 

to the racial isolation at the sending school, Moses Cleavelan , 

at least until 1961. During the 1940s, Moses Cleaveland was 

becoming increasingly more black while the receiving school, 

Corlett, was experiencing a very low, relatively stable black 

enrollment ('40: 3.05%, '50: 2.7%). When Moses Cleaveland 

became majority black in 1959, Corlett had a black enrollment 

of only 14.8%. 

While the safety considerations offered by the local 

Board in defense of the creation of the optional zone are not 

persuasive, the continuing racial effect of the zone on the 

sending and receiving schools is negligible. Neither school 

can be construed as a "white haven" since at least 1967 when 

Moses Cleaveland a~d Corlett were 97.9% and 99.25% black, 

respectively. 

Another optional zone was created in 1942 from 

Cleaveland ('42: 9.5%) to Beehivf! ('42: 71.6%). According to 

the defendants' local Board's response, only seven houses were 

within the optional area. In addition, on its face, the 

optional zone appears to be integrative in effect. Of course, 

the issue is what the actual effect WaS. If most or all of 

the residences involv~d were occupied by black families, the 

effect would not have'been integrative. But particularly at 

this small scale, neither the court nor the parties can de

termine the race of the public school children in the affected 

area. 
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In 1943 ·the board chose to add temporary class

rooms at Gracemount (0%, 241/?). The board, in its response, 

indicates that these classrooms were added to accommodate the 

rising enrollment at Gracemount. As an abstract proposition, 

then, additional space was probably required. What is 

significant ia that the board chose to construct at Gracemount 

('43: 0%) rather then effect a simple boundary change with 

the adjacent Beehive ('43: 33.6%, 423/1015), Cleaveland ('43: 

7.2%, 997/1190), or Rickoff ('43: 11.3%, 870/1155). P.X. 74 

capacities are used for purposes of analysis since P.X. 223 

reveals no construction at these schools between 1943 and 

1951. 

Since all of the above schools had plenty of avail

able pupil stations, the only rationale for the addition of 

temporary classrooms at Gracemount was to increase its capa

bility as a "white enclave" and eliminate the possibility of 

its white students having to be reassigned to "blacker" 

schools. In 1951, Gracemount was still 0% black while Beehive 

was 84.8%, Moses Cleaveland was 25.7%, and Rickoff was 29.9% 

black. 

In July, 1944, the attendance area of Beehive was 

reduced because the area east of Ingleside Road and south of 

Garden Boulevard ceded from the City of Cleveland and annexed 

itself to the City of Warrensville Heights. Since the area 

annexed became part of the Warrensville Heights School Dis

trict, the Beehive attendance area was contracted accordingly. 

The result was clearly a segregative ope as Beehive went from 

33.6% black in 1943 to 71.6% black in 1944. The role of the 

State in this matter will be discussed infra. 
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In 1944, Cranwood (0%; 119/175) underwent a modifi-

cation whereby two classrooms were turned into a gynasium and, 

as a result, its capacity was diminished. 

To evaluate the significance of this action, it is 

necessary to understand the enrollment situation in this area 

of the di.strict and the apparent policies of the school 

officialS at this time. In 1944, there were three elementary 

schools, Beehive, Moses Cleaveland and Miles, and two primary 

schools, Gracemount and Cranwood, enrolling students from the 

southeast corner of the city. In that year, the record in-

cludes the following data on these schools: 

Beehive 
Cleaveland 
Miles 
Cranwood 
Gracemount 

Total 

Proportion black enrollment/capacity 

71.6% 
9.5% 

0% 
0% 
0% 

730/1015 
979/1120 
466/700 
l19/?175 
293/? 

2487/3010 

Apparently because of the relatively large attendance zones 

in this section of the district the school officials decided 

to operate primary schools so that younger school children 

would not have to walk long distances. The court draws this 

conclusion because at least duri~g the 1940s, the three 

elementary schools had sufficient capacity for the entire 

enrollment of the area. 

The area is bisected by the Erie Railroad tracks, 

which form a boundary between the Cranwood miles and Moses 

Cleaveland attendance areas and which cut across the Beehive 

attendance zone and part of the regular Miles attendance 

zone. Beehive was located north of these tracks which meant 

that children from a large area south of these tracks had to 

cross them on their route to school. During the course of 

the trial, the point was made many times that the school 

officials considered crossing railroad tracks to be highly 
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undesirable for elementary children. 

In 1944, both the enrollment at Beehive and the 

percentage of black students in that enrollment jumped dram

atically. The court understands the factors in this rise to 

have been the opening of a public housing estate in the south

west portion of the Beehive area. It was in this same year 

that Cranwood was remodeled resulting in a diminution 

of its capacity. One might reasonably wonder why measures 

were not taken to diminish the dangers to primary-age children 

in the southern section of the Beehive area by having them 

attend Cranwood which was not substantially furthe~ from the 

southwestern area of the Beehive area than Beehive itself and 

would have eliminated the danger of crossing railroad tracks. 

Instead of adopting such a course of action which would have 

also been integrative, the school authorities took positive 

action to make such a course of action less viable by de

creasing the capacity of Cranwood. 

In 1945, an optional zone was created from Beehive 

(80.77%) to Moses Cleaveland (12.6%). While at first glance 

this would appear to be an integrative act, it most likely 

was not. It would seem that the affected area was a predomin

ently white residential area since it was contiguous with the 

Gracemount attendance area and Gracemount was 0% ·'black. The 

local board attempts to explain this optional zone as necessar 

to relieve overcrowding. If such was the case, a boundary chan e 

would have been a far more effecacious method for solving the 

problem. Instead, the optional zone appears to be an "escape 

valve" whereby white students can chooSe to attend a predom

inantly whi.te school rather than the predominantly black 

school to which they otherwise would have been assigned. 
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The school board effected two boundary changes and 

created an optional zone in 1947. The first boundary change 

was from Moses Cleaveland ('47: 19.0%, 914/1120) to Beehive 

('47: 82.9%, 789/1015), and the second was from Beehive (82.9% 

to Gracemount (0%). The optional zone ran from Beehive (82.9% 

to either Hoses Cleaveland (10.9%) or Gracemount (0.0%). 

Although the school Board attempts to explain the 

creation of the optional zone as an attempt to deal with over

crowding at Beehive, such explanation is inconsistent with 

the facts. The boundary change from Moses Cleaveland to 

Beehive increased the allegedly already overcrowded Beehive 

area and is thus irreconcilable with the purp'orted need for 

an optional zone. It is analagous to letting pupils out the 

front door while bringing them in through the back. 

Although difficult to ascertain, one can only surmis 

that the area contained in the Beehive - ~oses Cleaveland -

Gracemount optional zone was racially transitional and the 

Board was affording whites in the area an escape valve. The 

dual nature of the optional zone was necessitated by the 

fact that Gracemount was only a K-3 school. Moses Cleaveland 

was thus made available to accommodate white upper elementary 

pupils. 

In 1949, an additional eight classrooms were added 

to Gracemount (0%, 849/840). 

Perhaps the best introduction to the analysis of 

this incident is a statistical breakdown of the area before, 

during, and after the addition to Gracemount: 
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1948 '% 1948 % 1949 % 1950 
Utilization B1. B1. B1. 
Rate 
135.6% Grilcarount 0% 814/6OQ 0% 989/600 0% 1064/840 

77.2% Beehive 85% 78471015 83.9% 85671015 83.5% 26571015 
88.4% C1caveland24.8% 991/1120 22.9% 896/1120 22.3% 786/1120 
57.6% Rickoff 21.2% 666/1155 21.2% 666/1155 25.2% 58971155 

2441/3290 241873290 224073290 
-849 -876 -1050 

Once again, as an abstract proposition, Gracemount was over-

crowded and, theoretically, required an addition. A review of 

the surrounding schools however, reveals a large surplus of 

available pupil stations. Given the vast 'disparity in the 

I racial percentages of Gracemount and the other three schools, 

it can only be concluded that the decision not to re-district 

so as to send some Gracemount children to these other schools 

was racially motivated. 

The racial impact of the decision to build at 

Gracemount is readily apparent. It enabled that school to 
. 

accommodate more students, all of whom were white, and thereby 

maintain its racial identifiability. Moreover, the failure of 

the Board to utilize the avilable pupil stations precluded the 

introduction of additional white pupils at Beehive ('48: 85%) 

which would have assisted in minimizing that school's racial 

identifiabili ty. 

Thus, the construction of an addition.at Gracemount 

had the natural, probable, foreseeable and actual effect of 

perpetrating the extremely segregated character of the south-, 

east portion of the school district. 

In 1949, yet another option~l zone was created from 

Moses Cleaveland (22.9%, 896/1120) to Corlett (3.2%, 472/630). 

This optional zone is still in effect., 
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Once again we are dealing with an optional zone 

between two schools of widely disparate racial composition 

which raises the question of whether it was a vehicle for 

whites to escape attending what was perceived to be a black 

school. 

The board offered two explanations for creating the 

option: pupil convenience and overcrowding at Moses Cleave

land. Corlett was clearly closer to the optional zone and 

therefore, presumably, more convenient. But if convenience 

was the objective, the board ought to have shifted the Corlett 

boundary 50 as to convenience all of the pupils in.the optional 

zone rather than those choosing to utilize it; 

Similarly, the optional zone cannot be explained by 

crowding at Moses Cleaveland since in 1947 it was 896/1120, or 

had 224 available pupil stations. 

Between 1949, the year of the creation of the 

optional zone, and 1940, the black population at Corlett de

creased from 3.18% to 2.74% while Moses Cleaveland decreased 

from 22.88% to 22.26%. The black percentage at Corlett, how

ever, remained highly stable, not exceeding 15% until 1960. 

Moses Cleaveland, however, had a rapid increase in black pop

ulation surpassing 15% in 1947 and reaching 64.7% in 1960. 

Thereafter, both schools became predominently black. 

As was made clear in the earlier discussion of the 

1940 Moses Cleaveland - Corlett optional zone, at least until 

1960, this optional zone ran from what: was becoming an ident

ifiably black school (Moses Cleaveland) to what was an ident

ifiably white school (Corlett). The effect of the optional 

zone during this period was to provide an escape valve for 

whites and contribute to the racial segregation at the two 

schools. 
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The Edward M. Williams school opened as a K-4 school 

and 0% black in 1952. The opening of a new school necessitate 

the redrawing of school attendance areas so as to "carve out" 

an attendance area for Williams. 

In order to accommodate Williams, the north and east 

boundaries of Beehive (87.3%) were contracted and the east 

boundary of Gracemount (0.4%) was also contracted. In addi

tion, an option was created whereby 5th and 6th graders in 

the portion of the Beehive area assigned to Williams could 

instead attend Gracemount. 

In 1954, the grade structure at Williams. was changed 

from K-4 to K-6 and the east boundary of Gracemount was con

t~acted at the 5th and 6th grade levels. 

While the boundaries of Williams were drawn to 

achieve an entirely white school, it should be noted that the 

black popUlation in this part of the city appears to have been 

concentrated more in the south than in the east. This is 

evidenced by the significant drop in the black population at 

Beehive when Clara Tagg Brewer opened in 1954. 

Significant, too, is the factual context surrounding 

the 1952 option for 5th and 6th graders in the Beehive area to 

attend Gracemount. Given the fact that Beehive was under 

enrolled by 40 pupils in 1952 and Gracemount was over enrolled 

by 148 in that year, the only rational explanation for an 

optional zone that allowed student movement from the under 

enrolled to the over enrolled school is the providing of an 

escape valve for whites. 

In anticipation of the 1954 transition of Williams 

from a K-4 to a K-6 school, the school board in 1953 construc

ted an additional eight classrooms at Williams ('53:0%, 203/ 

250) • 
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As is shown below even before becoming K-6, 

Williams remained substantially under enrolled: 

1953 
1954 
1955 

0% 
0% 
0% 

203/250 
239/490 
280/490 

The construction of the additional classrooms at Williams 

enabled the upper elementary students residing in that area 

to return to Williams. These pupils must have all been white 

since Williams remained 0% black until 1960. 

Beehive, on the other hand, was predominently 

black (82.4%) and had become over enrolled (1101/1015) in 

I 1953. The combination of Williams going K-6 and t~e opening 

I of C. T. Brewer in 1954 relieved the overcrowding at Beehive 

('54: 54.9%, 1173/1015; '55: 53.9%, 604/1015). The whites 

went to Williams while the blacks went to Brewer which opened 

99.1% black and 718/560. 

It is clear that there existed clear racial 

identifiability between Gracemount, Williams, and Cranwood 

on the one hand, and Beehive, Brewer, and Moses Cleaveland 

on the other. This condition existed well into the 1960s 

when the board was well aware of the inherently suspect 

nature of black schools and white schools being maintained 

side by side. 
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Gracarount Williams Cranwood Beehive Brewer Cleaveland -1952 .4% 0% 0% 87.3% *n.o. 28.3% 
1953 7.1% 0% 0% 82.4% n.o. 29.3% 
1954 2.7% 0% 0% 54.9% 93.4% 30.1% 
1955 5.8% 0% 0% 53.9% 99.1% 35.0* 
] 956 8.0% " 0% .5% 60.7% 98.3% 39.8% 
1957 11.8% 0% .5% 57.4% 100.01l 44.3% 
1958 27.3% 0% .9% 53.4% 98.8% 47.6% 
1959 46.6% 0% .5% 55.3% 98.3% 51.f%--
1960 56.6% 0% 5.0% 61. 7% 99.5% 64.7% 
1961 74.6% .2% 9.8% 68.4% 99.5% 73.0% 
1962 87.4% 14.3% 15.7% 80.2% 99.6% 79.1% 
1963 --- --- --- --- --- ---
1964 93.2% 39.4% 26.6% 85.9% 99.6% 85.8% 
1965 -- --- --- -- --- ---
1966 --- --- - --- --- ---
1967 99.8% 99.4% 64.8% 97.4% 100.0% 97.9% 

A review of the area reveals that the above condition did not 
'. 

occur adventitiously, but rather was the result of Board 

action. 

The addition to Williams so as to convert it from 

K-4 to K-6 might have been explained as an effort to standar-

dize the grade structure through the system. It should be 

noted, however, that Cranwood (k-3) was closed and the new 

Cranwood built in its place was kept a K-3 school from 1958 

until 1968. 

Under these circumstances, the 1953 addition to 

Williams can only be viewed as a means for whites to remain 

there and not have to attend the .majority black Beehive. It 

is significant that the Board chose to commit building re-

sources at Williams when there was a great deal 'of room at 

Beehive (' 55: 604/1015; '56 : 741/1015) created by the opening 

of Brewer. ('55: 718/560, 99.1%) • It would not have been 

unreasonable for 5th and 6th graders to walk approximately 

5600' to Beehive. The obvious effect would have been integ-

ratiVe since the Williams area was all white and Beehive was 

majority black . The building resources could also have been 

• not opened 
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put to better use elsewhere in the city where there was acute 

overcrowding (e. g. Hough), as such overcrowding was not 

present here. 

In 1955, Clara Tagg Brewer opened 93.4% black. The 

Brewer attendance area was taken from the southwest portion of 

the Beehive area ('53: 82.4%; '54: 54.9%). 

Brewer was purportedly opened to relieve overcrowdingj 

at Beehive. The effect of its opening, however, was to dras

tically reduce the percentage of black at Beehive. That such 

might have been the primary objective of t:he board is indic

ated by the fact that Brewer opened 158 over capac-ity while 

Beehive suddenly became under enrolled by 411. Essentially, 

the board traded one over enrolled school for another. 

Brewer continued to operate over capacity until 1957, 

when the Seville Homes housing project was closed. During 

this same period, Beehive continued to operate substantially 

under capacity. If, in fact, the board was genuinely concern-

ed with overcrowding, readjustment of pupil assignment policy 

should have been effected so as to distribute students more 

equitably and utilize facilities more efficiently. If, in-

stead, the goal of the board was the containment of blacks, 

the situation at Brewer reflected the substantial achievement 

of this objective. 

The conclusion that the board was pursuing a policy 

of containment in the Beehive area is further supported by 

the situation at Gracemount. During this same period, that 

school was over capacity and overwhelmingly white (2.71% -

7.96%). Yet the local Board made no effort to direct some 

of these students to Beehive (54.92% - 60.71%) which had 

available pupil stations. In fact, the racial impaction was 

being encouraged by the BeehiVe to Gracemount optional zone. 
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Consistent with this policy was the maintenance of tiny 

Cranwood at the periphery of the Beehive and Brewer zones. 

Cranwood had a capacity of only 175, and remained less than 

1% black through 1959. 

In 1957, the board terminated the optional zone from 

Moses Cleaveland (44.3%) to Beehive (57.39%) that had been 

created in 1954. At the same time, ehanges were effected in 

the already 'existing optional zone from Beehive (57.3%) to 

either Gracemount (11.84%) or Moses Cleaveland (44.3%). The 

western part of the option remained in effect, that is to say, 

pupils living there could continue to choose to attend either 

Gracemount or Moses Cleaveland. The eastern portion of the 

optional zone was reduced in the southwest and maintained in 

the east with the new option to attend Williams (0%) and not 

Gracemount or Moses Cleaveland. Finally, in 1966, the option

al zone from Beehive (64:83.9%) to Williams ('64:39.4%) was 

reduced. 

The 1957 termination of the Moses Cleaveland to 

Beehive optional zone appears not to have had a negative 

racial impact on the area. 

The continuation of the western part of the Beehive 

to Gracemount - Moses Cleaveland ,optional zone is difficult 

to justify on other than racial grounds since the sending 

school (Beehive) was under enrolled by 275 while one of the 

receiving schools (Gracemount) was over enrolled by 30 stu

dents. Moses Cleaveland was under enrolled by 392 pupils at 

the same time. 

With regard to the change in the optional zone, from 

Beehive to Williams, both schools were under enrolled, but 

Beehive to a considerably greater degree. The defendants' 

assertion that Beehive was overcrowded cannot be substantiated 

after the opening of Brewer in 1955 through 1964. Since 
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Williams remained 0% bluck until 1961, the effect of the 

optional zone was clearly segregatory. Any student who 

exercised his option to attend Williams from 1957-61 must 

have been white since Williams .racia1 percentage remained 

unchanged at 0%. The clear effect of this option was to 

maintain or increase the racial impaction at both Beehive 

and Williams. 

The reduction of the Beehive-Williams optional zone 

in 1966 may have been effected for legitimate administrative 

reasons or because the option had fulfilled its purpose as an 

escape valve for whites living in the Beehive area. 

In 1958, the Cleveland School Board constructed a 

permanent facility on the site for the Cranwood primary 

schools ('57: 0.49%,212/175; '58: 0.94%, 213/175). 

In the words of the local defendants, Cranwood, which I 
consisted solely of portable structures from 1927 to 1958, was 

"a neighborhood K-3 school of longstanding." An examination 

of construction decisions for Cranwood may shed some light on 

the local defendants' use of the term "neighborhood school." 

To understand the significance of these decisions, it should 

be noted that Cranwood had shared boundaries with Moses 

Cleaveland and Beehive, both of which had significant black 

enrollments from at least 1940 forward. Its students, how-

ever, were aSSigned to the upper elementary grades at Miles 

school, which like Cranwood, did not have a significant number 

of black students enrolled until the early 1960s. Further, 

in the early 1950s, the school authorities decided to build 

a new elementary school in the southeas.t corner of the district. 

This school, Clara Tagg Brewer, opened 93.4% black. While 

Brewer and Cranwood do not in fact share a boundary, being 
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separated by a small wedge of the Beehive attendance area, 

they may be thought of as essentially adjacent schools. It 

is painfully clear that at the time Brewer was being planned, 

school authorities were also aware of the fact that some 

permanent structure should be provided for the Cranwood stu

dents. The choice of a construction site near Seville between 

143rd and 147th streets would have allowed for the construc

tion of a single integrated school. Instead, school officials 

during the 1950s built two permanent structures in this area, 

one an extremely small, virtually all-white school with an 

abnormal grade structure and the other a virtually, all-black 

school which three years after its opening was operating with 

221 available pupil stations. This figure happens to be 

greater than the entire Cranwood enrollment in the year that 

school officials authorized the construction of the new 

permanent'Cranwood. 

As with the other construction in the southeast 

corner of the district in the 1950s, at least some of this 

construction seemed unnecessary to provide adequate space for 

the children attending school in the area. The over building 

seems to have been the result of an effort to provide "white" 

schools in an area where black and white neighborhoods would 

otherwise fall within the same attendance areas. Some part 

of the available capacity in this area can be attributed to 

the closing of a public housing estate in the Brewer attend

ance area, but plainly not all of it. At a time when other 

parts of the school system were experiencing woeful over

crowding, the following figures reveal' an odd sense of pri

orities in committing additional construction resource~to 

this area: 
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construction enrol./cap. % bl. enrol./cap. % bI. 
date 

Beehive-------r9l6· 740/1015 57.4% 71571015 53.36% 
Brewer 1953 339/560 100.0% 342/568 98.8% 
Cleaveland 1925 728/1120 44.3% 680/1120 47.6% 
Cranwood 1957 212/175 0.47% 213/]75 0.94% 
Gra~t ? 870/840 11.84% 829/840 27.26% 
Williams 1951 440 490 0% 494 490 0% 
'lbtal 3329 4200 3272/4200 

One thing should be' made clear. The court is not suggesting 

I that all construction activity in this area was inappropriate. 

It recognizes that this was an area where new homes were being 

constructed. Rather, the court concludes that less construc

tion was required and could have resulted 'in morc integration. 

Plaintiffs allege that in 1958 an additi6n was con

structed at Gracemount (27.3%, 829/840). In 'its response, 

the board states that the purpose was not to add new class

room space but rather to replace a temporary unit already 

existing at the school. PX 74 reveals that this construction, 

however the defendant might characterize it, resulted in an 

additional 105 pupil stations at Gracemount. Noteworthy, too, 

is the fact that the board, in its own response, states that 

the enrollment at Gracemount was steadily decreasing for the 

five year period immediately preceeding the construction. 

It is also significant that Gracemount, in 1958, 

was not overcrowded (830/840). Given the fact that schools 

in the Hough area were bursting at the seams in ~948, it is 

difficult to eXplain the decision to add unnecessary class-

room space to a school that was not overcrowded and whose 

enrollment had been steadHy decreasing. 

An analysis of the surroundi~g schools, once again, 

is revealing: 
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1958 1959 
Rickoff 93.3% 970/1150 16.8% 993/1155 
Cleaveland 47.6% 
Beeh i VE!:=-=---=5~3"=.~4;"';%;--

748/ll~2~0~ ____ ~5~ 1158/1120 
661371"015 55 • 3 %---.7"""5"""'40'-/7"<1""""0-.-1"""5----

Williams 0% 468/490 0% 491/490 

Since all of the above schools (with the marginal 

exception of Williams) were operating well below capacity, 

the only reason for construction at Gracemount would be to 

add capacity so as to foreclose the possibility of some of 

its students being re-assigned to Rickoff, Moses Cleaveland, 

or Beehive, all of which had substantially higher percentages 

of black students. 

In 1962, a boundary change was effected whereby 

part of the Beehive (80.2%) attendance area was transferred 

to Brewer (99.6%). This process was repeated in 1964 when 

the racial percentages of the two schools were 83.9% and 

99.6%, respectively. 

These boundary changes appear to have had only a 

minimal impact on the racial isolation at Brewer and other-

wise appear to reflect a reasonable utilization of the two 

schools involved. In addition, the boundary changes reduced 

the number of school children who had to cross the Erie Rail-

road tracks. 

Noteworthy, though, is the School Board's sense of 

priorities with regard to overcrowding in this general area 

during the time period involved. While slight overcrowding at 

Beehive precipitated these boundary changes, nothing was done 

to relieve serious overcrowding at Cranwood ('62: 15.7%, '64: 

26.6%). Cranwood had a capacity of only 175 and was over 

enrolled by 67 in 1962, and by 92 in 1964. Moses Cleaveland 

('62: 79.1%; '64: 85.8%) was under capacity in these same 

years by 73 students and 34 students. It would appear that 

the board was unwilling to adopt the boundary change approach 
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so as to relieve the Cranwood overcrowding for fear that 

assigning pupils to an identifiably black school would 

contribute to the "tipping" of the neighborhood. 

In 1967 the Emile B. deSauze school opened 93.4% 

black with an enrollment of 528 and a capacity of 840. 

Assuming deSauze was opened in 1966, it most probably was 

planned around 1964, or at the very least, using 1964 data. 

The following chart depicts the area-wide situation at that 

time. 

1964 enrollment/capacity 
99.6% 482/560 Brewer 

Moses. Cleaveland 85.8% 1086/1120 
Gracemount 93.2% 610/945 
Wil.Hams 39.4% 561/490 
Beehive 83.9% 1048/1015 
Cranwood 26.6% 267/175 

4054/4305 

As the above chart shows, the area had approximately 

251 pupil stations available in 1964 which might reasonably 

have been viewed as insufficient to accommodate growth in 

student population in the area. Thus, it was reasonable to 

construct an additional school in the area. The issue, how-

ever, is the site selection for the new school. 

The board, in its response, states that deSauze 

was built to relieve overcrowding at Beehive, which, in 

1964, was only marginally overcrowded. By placing deSauze 

in the extreme southeast corner of the city, its student 

population could come only from Beehive ('64: 83.9%) and 

Brewer ('64: 99.6%) •. Under these circumstances, deSauze 

was predestined to, and did in fact, open predominantly 

black, ('67: 93.4%). 

At the same time that Beehive went slightly over

capacity, the situation at Cranwood was much more severe, 
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(64: 26.6%; 267/175). If deSauze had been placed in the 

vacinity of Oakdale and East 154th Streets, it could have 

absorbed the overcrowding at Beehive, as well as the excess 

students from Cranwood. The result would have been an 

integrated school, not a foreseeably and predominantly black 

school. 

It should also be noted that Cranwood became a 

full.K-6 school in 1968 and that this change necessitated 

an addition to the school. Yet another addition was built 

in 1969. It must be aS5umed that the decision to convert. 

Cranwood to a K-6 school was made well in advance of its 

implementation. Had deSauze been constructed between Brewer 

and Cranwood, the need for the construction of additions 

at Cranwood could have been obviated. 

The year 1967 was also marked by the construction 

of the Adlai E. Stevenson school (99.3%, 680/875). In order 

to create an attendance area for Stevenson, several boundary 

changes were effected. A portion of the Williams (99.4%, 

354/ 560) was given to Stevenson as was part of the Gracemount 

(99.8%, 945/945) area. Both Moses Cleaveland (97.9%, 1174/ 

1120) and Rickoff (99.8%, 1083/1155) contributed part of their 

attendance areas to Gracemount. 

By this time, the affected area had become virtually 

all black so that these actions did not actively'add to the 

racial impaction of the area. There simply were no integra

tive alternatives to be found, and the underlying problem of 

overcrowding was resolved by these actions. It is indeed 

ironic that the absence of integrative ·.alternatives was in 

large measure due to the prior segregative acts of the Board, 
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which refused to make step-by-step boundary changes while 

there remained a significant proportion of white students in 

the area schools. 

Cranwood became a full K-6 school in 1968 when an 

addition consisting of 9 classrooms was opened. At that 

1\ time, Cranwood was 82.5% black with an enrollment of 575. 

II 

I 

As a result of the change in grade structure, a boundary 

change was effected so that 4th-6th graders in the Cranwood 

attendance area could now attend Cranwood rather than Miles 

(51.58%, 747/700) and Moses Cleaveland (98.05%,1177/1120). 

It should also be noted that in 1967, prior to the 

addition at Cranwood, some Cranwood students were transported 

to deSauze (93.37%, 528/840). All of the above actions 

appear defensible, especially since the only integrative 

alternative would have been Miles (51.6%) which was over-

crowded and, in fact, the school from which the Cranwood K-4-

6-'s were retrieved. 

In 1968, some Cranwood (82.5%, 623/ 600 ) students 

were assigned to deSauze (99.05%,. 317/ 840) where space was 

available. In 1969, an additional 12 classrooms were con-

structed at Cranwood, which in that year had an enrollment 

of 821. Given the enrollments of, the surrounding schools, 

the addition appeared necessary, there being no viable 

integrative alternatives to the construction. Once again, 

these specific actions by the Board appear defensible. 

Finally, in 1969, part of the attendance area for 

Beehive (98.6%, 888/1015) was transferred to deSauze (100%, 

354/850). 

This action by the Board poi.nts up the problems 

created by deSauze's site selection which was alluded to in 
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the analysis of that school's construction. 

The board states that this action was taken to 

relieve overcrowding at Beehive and had the added advantage 

of allowing pupils in the affected area to attend school 

without having to cross the railroad tracks that bisect the 

Beehive attendance zone. 

Whether Beehive was actually overcrowded in 1969 is 

questionable. According to PX 39, Beehive had 888 pupils 

while the board places the figure at 1006. Neither figure 

exceeds Beehive's PX 74 capacity of 1015. 

Although this action eliminated the need for some 

Beehive pupils to cross the railroad tracks, a large portion 

of the Beehive area was south of the tracks and children 

living there were not so f,ortunate. The placement of deSauze 

was in complete disregard for safety considerations which the 

board had stressed so strongly. 

If deSauze had been constructed in the area of 

Oakdale and E. l54th Street, much would have been achieved. 

First, the school would have drawn its student 

population from Beehive and Cranwood, md opened integrated. 

Second, the railroad tracks would have become a natural 

boundary and no student attending, either Beehive or the re

located deSauze wou]d have had to cross those tracks. 

It is difficult to understand how the reasonableness 

of the above analysis escaped the board, unless it was de

liberately ignored. Students in the present deSauze area can 

walk to Brewer by using side streets to reach Tarkington, 

which dead ends at Brewer. Had deSauze been located as the 

court suggests, it would have eliminated the crossing of the 

railroad tracks and provided the board with an integrated 

school together with the potential to relieve overcrowding 

at Reveral others. 
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SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR 

For purposes of analysis, the court has focused the 

evidence by considering the conduct of school authorities as 

it related to discreet geographical areas of the school system. 

In developing a chronological understanding of how conditions 

evolved in each area, the court has then been able to compar.e 

what was happening in different areas at different times. Any 

method used to organize such a voluminous record at some point 

must be recognized to be somewhat arbitrary. The focus of 

activity with regard to student assignment decisions shifted 

gradually over the years. Thus, the next grouping of incidents 

to be considered is perhaps the most difficult to understand, 

as it involves a geographical area where the conduct examined 

did not radiate from a center, but rather involves incidents 

occurring along a corridor between the Central and Beehive 

areas, considered ~upra. 

The first incident in this area considered in the 

plaintiffs' proofs was the creation in 1928 of two contiguous 

optional zones, one allowing students from Lafayette ('40: 

38.4%) to attend Rice ('40: 0.77%)., if they so chose, and the 

other allowing the reverse option. The data is not available to 

analyze the effect of these options when they were created. 

Their continuance from 1940 to at least 1964 appears to have 

had a foreseeably segregative effect as Rice was less than 5 

percent black through 1959 and only 12.4 percent black in 1964. 

Meanwhile Lafayette was more than 50 percent black from 1944 on 

and more than 90 percent black from 1954 on. Since the options 

created a situation where children exercising the option from 

each zone might literally cross each other's path, there appear 
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to be no convincing safety explanation for this zone. The 

explanation of local school authorities that it might have 

been the result of parental pressure to have children attend 

the older Rice school, which th'e parents might have attended 

as children themselves, is unconvincing since Lafayette had 

been open nine years at the time of the creation of the option 

al zone, according to P.X. 223. 

In 1938 an optional zone was created allowing child

ren from a portion of the Rickoff ('40: 8.9%) attendance area 

to go to Fulton ('40: 11.78%), if they so chose. Again there 

is no data which allows the court to assess the impact of this 

action at the time it was taken. However, i~ contrast to the 

dual optional zones just discussed, the creation of this par

ticular zone appears to have been neutral in terms of racial 

effect. Both schools were experiencing a general gradual 

increase in the proportional black enrollment which was rough

ly parallel. It does not appear that the effect of the zone 

was to allow white students to attend a plainly identifiable 

white school nor to channel black students to an identifiably 

black school rather than the school to which they would 

I normally be assigned. The termination of the zone in 1960 

also appears justified, as the sending school was under en

rolled while the receiving school was somewhat over enrolled. 

The pattern of allowing Rickoff students various other options 

discussed below, however, does suggest that this action 

should not be judged separately, but as part of the series of 

decisions made with regard to Rickoff. This is done, infra. 

In 1940, three optional zones were created in this 

area, the effect of which was to contribute to the ideiltificat on 

of the sending school as the "black"school and the receiving 

school as the "white" school in each instance. The first of 
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these zones allowed children from an area of the Cleaveland 

(7.4%, 1065/1120) attendance area to go to Corlett (3.1%, 524/ 

630). During the 20 year period from 1940 to 1960, this zone 

gave white children residing in the affected area the option 

of avoiding Cleaveland which was becoming progressively more 

black during the 1940s. That the zone did not operate in an 

integrative manner is evident from the fact that Corlett's 

black enrollment remained very small during the 1940s and in 

fact dropped from 3.05 percent in 1940 to 2.7 percent in 1950. 

When Cleaveland became more than 50 percent black in 1949, 

Corlett had a black enrollment of only 14.8 percent. The 

argument of the local defendants that the zone was created be-

cause of safety considerations is unconvincing. Where safety 

is the true concern, the convincing response is a boundary 

chang.e. 

'fhe second optional zone created in 1940 was from 

Rickoff (8.9%, 932/1155) to Dickens (5.5%, 636/1015). From 

the following enrollment figures, it is obvious that the zone 

operated as an escape valve for white students in the affected 

area until at least the late 1950s: 

Rickoff 
Dickens 

'40 

8.9% 
5.5% 

'45 

14.0% 
7.2% 

'50 

25.1% 
8.6% 

'55 

70.7% 
31. 9% 

'60 

97.5% 
88.2% 

Again the proffered safety explanation of the local defendants 

is unconvincing, all the more so since the zone created the 

safety hazard of having to cross 140th Street, appare·ntly at 

least a major local traffic artery, fo~ the students exercising . 
the option. 

The third optional zone also involved Rickoff, allow-

ing children from yet another part of the attendance area to 

. go to Corlett (3.1%, 524/630), if they so chose. While it is 
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true that the rec~iving school in this instance was closer to 

the affected area, the safety factors on which the Doard re-

lies are not persuasive. This is particularly so in view of 

the numerous options which were being created for various part 

of the Rickoff area at this time. Again the suggestion that 

parental desire to have children attend the same elementary 

school which the parent might have attended does not seem 

persuasive when the sending school had been open for such a 

considerable period. Parental pressure may have been involved, 

but the generating circumstances appear to be other than those 

Since Corlett remained a 

I 
suggested by the local defendants. 

predominantly white school until tho 1950s, while Rickoff be-

~ 
! 
i 

came increusingly black, the effect of the continuation of the 

zone was plainly segregative for a period of at least 20 years. 

Four of the five optional zones considered thus far 

in regard to the corridor area appear to have been calculated 

to remove whites from schools which were becoming increasingly 

black. The absence of convincing racially neutral eXPlanation~ 
for the creation of these zones points strongly to the conclu-

sion that this was not, only the foreseeable effect, but the 

purpose of these actions. Such a conclusion is further bol-

stered by the fact that there is no suggestion that problems 

of over enrollment existed at any of the sending schools to 

explain the sudden interest in creating optional zones in this 

area. These four optional zones are apparently still in 

existence. Now all of the schools involved are overwhelmingly 

black, so the continuing direct effect of these zones as 

contributing factors to the present radial isolation existing 

in Cleveland schools must be viewed as de minimis. This does 

not undo, however, their indirect contribution to the current 
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residential segregation. Had school authorities not acted so 

as. in essence to direct white students away from certain 

schools, families with school age children might have made 

different decisions with respect to staying in the general 

area or moving into it. A notable characteristic of the 

corridor area, which the present discussion addresses, was 

that there were a number of schools in the area which had some 

degree of stable integration over significant time periods. 

This suggests that for some time the underlying residential 

patterns in this area were developing in a fairly integrated 

way. The actions of school authorities in channelling white 

students away from some schools in such circumstances must be 

viewed as contributing to the designation of certain residen

tial areas as "black neighborhoods," i.e. portions of the 

attendance area of schools such as Rickoff and Lafayette. 

Thus the actions of the school officials appear to have con

tributed to racial residential concentration, which might not 

otherwise have developed. This type of relationship between 

the actions of school officials and emerging residential 

patterns is discussed in greater detail, infra. 

In 1944, the Lafayette (53.5%, 583/1085) to Rice 

(0.9%, 532/1120) optional zone was expanded. That the intent 

in expanding this zone was not to promote integration at Rice 

by encouraging the transfer of some black students from 

Lafayette is clear from the fact Rice remained less than 50 

percent black until 1967, 23 years after the creation of this 

option. The foreseeable effect was to'; give white students in 

the affected area an escape valve from the increasingly black 

Lafayette to the overwhelmingly white Rice. The only explana

tion offered by the local defendants was that Rice was the 
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"parent" school, Lafayette having opened later, and that 

parents would want their children to attend the school which 

other members of the family had attended. This explanation is 

similar to that offered to explain the 1928 creation of the 

dual optional zones between Lafayette and Rice. Clearly the 

court must conclude that the local def~ndants were desperate 

in making such an argument. While school loyalties do develop, 
I 

they are not so intense at the elementary school level in 

common experience to cause an otherwise unnecessary assignment 

decision 25 years after the "new"school had opened. 

In 1941 yet another optional zone was created, allowl 

ing students in an additional portion of the Lafayette (38.4%, 

593/1085) attendance area to go to Rice (2.0%, 565/1120). 

This time the local defendants indicate while the reason for 

creating the optional zone is unknown, it did permit children 

in the affected area to ride the 116th Street bus to Rice. 

They do not, however, attempt to explain why children would 

need to ride a bus to a school which was 3800 feet from the 

center of the affected area, when they lived approximately 

1600 feet from the ·sc.hool to which they were originally 

assigned. The reason for the creation of this optional zone, 

as well as the three previous optional zones affecting these 

two schools is apparent when one reviews the proportional blac 

enrollment at the two schools, as set forth below: 

Rice Lafa:t:ette 
1940 0.66% 38.40% 
1941 0.55 40.84 
1942 0.8 43.8 
1943 o. 9'~ 48.8 
1944 0.9 53.5 
1945 1.13 58.46 
1946 1.45 65.40 
1947 1.03 69.06 
1948 1. 99 72.07 
1949 1.23 74.51 
1950 1. 48 78.33 
1951 2.0 78 .4 
1952 2.4 86.5 
1953 2.3 89.4 
19~4 2.41 91. 58 
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Plainly the racial isolation at these two neighboring schools 

did not just happen. It was the result of the manipulation 

of assignment patterns within a supposedli racially neutral 

neighborhood school program. 

In 1951, an optional zone was created allowing 

students in a certain portion of the Fulton ('51: 38.8%, 518/ 

700) attendance zone to go to Rickoff ('51: 29.9%, 625/1155). 

Frankly, this action presents an analytical puzzle. If the 

local defendants' description of the area affected by this 

boundary change is accurate, the affected prea was not contig

uous to the attendance area of the receiving school, according 

to the 1947 map showing attendance boundaries. No explanation 

for the creation of such an unusual option has been proffered 

by the local defendants .. The sending school was plainly close 

to the affected area than the receiving school. There was no 

problem of overcrowding at the sending school. Both schools 

appear to have been enrolling an increasing number of black 

students. The receiving school did have a smaller percentage 

of black students, however, and the reasonable conclusion 

appears to be that.white students in the affected area were 

being afforded the opportunity to attend a "whiter" school, if 

they so chose. Because of the above noted pecularities, how

ever, the court reaches this conclusion with less certainty 

than it has in its analysis of other alleged incidents. 

Students in a portion of the Mt. Auburn (1.4%, 289/ 

700) attendance area were given the option of attending Wood

land (8.1%, 614/595) from 1952 until 1967. (The plaintiffs 

indicated that the option ran in the opposite direction, but 

this is not in accord with the 1967 school boundary map.) The 

defendants argue that this zone had an integrative effect, 
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inviting the assumption that the affected area was a predomin

antly white residential area. If this assumption is correct, 

so is the defendants' argument. Certainly the option seems 

justified in terms of distances, being approximately 2200 feet 

closer to the receiving school than to the sending school. On 

the other hand, the action seems odd in view of the fact that 

the sending school was operating at approximately 40 percent 

of its capacity, while the receiving school was slightly over 

enrolled. Without information on the predominant racial com

position of the affected area, which is not available to the 

court, it is not possible to determine whether this action 

was racially neutral, integrative, or segreg~tive. 

In 1954, students living in a specified part of the 

Lafayette (91.6%, 70l/~085) area were given the option to 

attend Mt. Pleasant (19.5%, 559/665). In reviewing this zone, 

it should be noted that the expl~nation of the school author

ities based on distances appears to be founded on faulty measure 

ments. While the local defendants say that Lafayette was 3,00 

feet from the middle of the affected area, the court measures 

the distance at roughly 2300 feet; similarly the distance to 

Mt. Pleasant was said to be 1,600 feet, but the court measures 

that distance at a minimum of 1,7~0 feet from the affected 

area. While these figures would mean that Mt. Pleasant was 

approximately 600 feet closer to the center of the affected 

area, such a relatively short savings in walking distance 

surely could not justify having the children cross Kinsman, a 

major thoroughfare, if safety were the paramount consideration 

which the local defendants have steadfastly maintained it to 

be. Further, the optional zone can not be justified in terms 
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of over enrullment. The only apparent explanation is the 

disparate proportion of black enrollment at the two schools. 

In 1954, Lafnyette was 91.6% black. Although specific in-

formation on who lived in the affected area is not available, 

I the court concludes that apparently when its black enrollment 

I 

II 
II 
! 
I 
I 

reached 90% plus at Lafayette, the school authorities decided 

to provide an escape valve to Mt. Pleasant for some of the 

whi te children,. 

In 1955, two optional zones were created giving 

students from specified portions of the Boulevard ~8.2%, 

462/700) and Revere (0%, 848/1015) attendance areas the 

choice of attending Mt. Pleasant (25%, 544/665). These two 

zones appear to have been justified, since the receiving 

school was considerably closer to the affected areas than 

either of the sending schools. Moreover, the fact that the 

options ran from less black to more black schools appears 

to refute any suggestion that these actions were taken to 

isolate blacks at the sending schools. The only possibly 

sinister view of these actions would arise from the possi-

bility that they were taken in reaction to black families 

moving into the affected areas. Jhere is little to support 

such an inference in the record, and the court will not 

indulge in such speculation. 

The next incidents which involve this area included 

in the plaintiffs' proofs deal with incidents which occurred 

in the 1960s. The first was a "step-by-step" boundary 

change in 1960. A portion of the Fult6n (100%) attendance 

zone, which was 43 students over capacity was transferred 
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to Rickoff (97.5%) which had some 71 available pupil stations. 

A portion of the Rickoff attendance area was then transferred 

to Cleaveland (64.77%), which was approximately 305 students 

under capacity. 

This action by the board points up its willingness 

to engage in, or at least its awareness of, the step-by-

step method of relieving overcrowding. Unfortunately, its 

decision to utilize this procedure was often selective and 

appeared based more on racial considerations than the efficien 

use of under enrolled schools. 

With regard to the specific action taken, it would 

appear that there were more integrative alternatives that 

were equally convenient. As to the first boundary change, 

Dickens (88.2%) located southwest of Fulton, had 201 pupil 

stations available, while as to the second, Corlett (27.8%) 

located southwest of Rickoff, was 252 students under capacity. 

In 1962, a boundary change which shifted a portion of the 

Mt. Pleasant (61: 91.1%, 740/665; '62: 94.4%, 710/665) area 

to Revere ('61: 0 .. 3%, 731/1015; '62: 15.8%,895/1015) 

was made. This change had an integrative effect and appears 

to represent a distinct change in'the school authorities' 

earlier pattern of being unwilling to relieve ov~rcrowding of 

a predominantly black school through utilization of under 

enrolled white schools. While the school authorities 

appear to have done no more than was absolutely necessary 

to relieve overcrowding at Mt. Pleasant for that year, it 
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was clearly a step in the right direction. 

The forward thrust represented by the 1962 

Mt. Pleasant-Revere boundary change was parried soon by 

the addition of seven classrooms and two kindergartens to 

Mt. Pleasant in 1964. As a result of the addition, a portion 

of the Revere (25.1%, 

back to Mt. Pleasant 

926/1015) attendance area was shifted 

(96.9% 770/910 -- post addition 

capacity estimate). The addition was perhaps an effort 

to anticipate the probability of growing enrollments in 

this area, but immediately its effect was to produce two 

under enrolled, adjacent schools, one of which was plainly 

identifiable as a "black" school and the other as a "white" 

school. Since the addition would have been planned very 

shortly after the 1962 boundary change, a reasonable con

clusion is that the addition was planned to forestall the 

necessity of transferring additional students living in 

the Mt. Pleasant attendAnce zone to Revere and to revcirse 

the 1962 boundary change. Such a conclusion is supported 

by noting the more pressing need for additional classroom 

space in other parts of the school system at this time 

and the apparently high priority which was given this 

addition in the construction program begun in the mid-

1960s. To some extent, the segregative effect of 1964 Revere

Mt. Pleasant boundary change may have been mitigated by a 

second boundary change transferring pa~t of the Corlett (76.0%, 

663/630) attendance area to Revere. Assuming that it was not 

essentially a "white pocket" which was so transferred, this 

boundary change suggests an integrative effect may have been 
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accomplished. In light of the other circumstances surroundin~ 

this series of boundary changes, however, the court can not 

easily make the assumption that white students were not being 

skimmed from the Corlett population. In view of the absence 

of data as to the racial composition of the affected residen

tial area, the court refrains from drawing any conclusion as 

to this specific boundary change. 

Another 1964 addition of 14 classrooms and one 

kindergarten was built at Fulton (99.7%, 738/1190 -- post 

addition capacity estimate). This addition triggered a series 

of step-by-step boundary changes, including transf~rring 

portions of Rickoff (99.7%, 1229/1155) to Fulton, of Grace

mount (93.2%, 1012/945) to Rickoff, of Cleaveland (85.8%, 

1086/1120) to Rickoff, and of Gracemount to Cleaveland. At 

this point, the southern portion of the area undcr considera

tion, where these schools are located, had become predominantl 

black. This meant that there were no integrative alternatives 

to relieve the overcrowding which had developed at several of 

the schools. What is notable about the series of changes 

was the flexibility which school officials exhibited in making 

boundary changes once they no longer apparently had to con

sider whether the changes would ~esult in moving black stud

ents into predominantly white schools. Such an approach to 

resolving overcrowding continued to be resisted and rejected 

by school officials where the areas involved included both 

overcrowded black schools and under enrolled white schools, 

as evidenced by the 1967 cnanges affecting Mt. Auburn. 

An addition of eight classrooms was built at 

RAvere ('67: 84.6% 1302/1295 -- post addition capacity esti

mate) in 1966. Clearly some action was necessary to deal with 

the growth in enrollment at Revere, and the schools to which 

plaintiffs suggest Revere students might have been transferred 
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generally were operating very close to their capacities in 

1964. Basically, this area had developed in such a way that 

by 1967, there were no integrative alternatives. 

The absence of integrative alternatives is again 

brought to light by a 1967 boundary change transferring a 

portion of the Revere attendance area to Corlett (99.3%, 1070/ 

?), This change appears to have been precipitated by the 

construction of an addition at Corlett. However, since the 

court does not have information on the size of the addition, 

there is no way to estimate accurately the capacity of Revere. 

AS a result, the court only can note that the theoretically 

available integrative alternatives were presented by Miles 

Park (4.9%, approximately 500/490), Woodland Hills (39.0%, 

464/420) and Miles (39.2%, 791/700), all of which were them-

selves operating above capacity. 

In 1967, two optional zones were terminated in the 

northern portion of this corridor, one between Irving (100%, 

1055/980) and Woodland (80.0%, 616/595) and another between 

Mt. Auburn (53.6%, 379/700) and Woodland. The defendants' 

explanation of thes.e cancellations is based on the overcrowdin 

at the receiving school, Woodland. This explanation assumes, 

however, that such overcrowding was a recent phenomenon. In 

. fact, Woodland had been overcrowded since1957, although not as 

seriously as it apparently was in 1966. But since the school 

authorities contend that they were acting to alleviate over

crowded conditions, it appears that a step-by-step boundary 

change should have been employed to us~ some of the available . 
space at Mt. Auburn to alleviate t.he continued overcrowdin9 

at Irving. One possible explanation for not having so acted i 

that Woodland's southern .boundary was already very close to th 
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school. But as noted above in reference to the boundary 

changes which occurred after the 1964 addition to Fulton, 

where the schools which potentially could be involved in step-

by-step boundary changes were all clearly identifiable as 

"black i ' schools, the approach was employed liberally. The 

failure to use this ~echnique appears to indicate an intention 

to maintain the "white" identification of Mt. Auburn, if at al 

I possible. 

\1 

I, 

I 

The suspicious selectivity of school officials in 

sometimes dealing with overcrowding by building additional 

classrooms and sometimes choosing to change boundaries with a 

resulting isolation of white students from bl·ack students 

continues to be evident as late at 1969. In that year, school 

officillls transferred p<lrt of ~he attendance area of Woodland 

Hills ('G8: 49.5%, 473/420; '69: 63.2%, 533/420) to Union 

(68: 0%, 410/490; '69: 0%, 438/490). Since Union had no black 

enrollment in the year which the change took effect, it must 

be concluded that the area affected by the boundary change was 

white. While it is true that increasing overcrowding at Wood-

land Hills justified some corrective action, it must be ques-

tioncd whether the primary intent of the school officials was 

to deal with the overcrowding problem, which was not resolved, 

or to allow white children to attend a white school. If the 

object was to relieve overcrowding, surely school authorities 

would not have been content with a situation where Woodland 

Hills became increasingly overcrowded, while Union continued 

to be under utilized. 

In 1971, the school officials undertook a series of 

boundary changes as a result of overcrowding at Boulevard, 

Revere and allegedly at Mt. Auburn. These changes included 

transferring portions of Mt. huburn ('70: 92.04%, 578/700; '71: 
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99.5', 583/100) to Rice ('10: 80.25%, 623/112U: '1l.: tlb.H, 

636/1120) and to Boulevard ('10: 93.99%,.833/100: '11: 95.7%, 

121/100), .portions of Boulevard to Mt. Pleasant ('70: 99.8%, 

838/910 -- post '64 - addition capacity estimate: '11: 99.4%, 

1031/910), portions of Revere ('70: 97.4%, 1642/1295 -- pre 

'11 addition capacity esti~ate: '71: 98.6%, 1527/1575 -- post 

'11: addition capacity estimate) to Mt. Pleasant, portions of 

Woodland Hills ('10: 75.25%, 578/1; '71: 84.8.%, 796/?) and a 

portion of Boulevard to Woodland Hills. These changes also 

~ere apparently related to the opening of additions to Revere 

and Miles in 1971. There is also some indication in P.X. 223 

that an addition might have.been made to Woodland Hills in 

1910, although there is no other indication of such an addi-

tion in the record of this case. These changes were in re

sponse to changing enrollment patterns in the area and indicat 

a flexibility in adjusting boundaries which the school offici-

als frequently seem to develop once an area has become largely 

black. 

The fluidity of boundaries in this area after it had 

become predominantly black is underscored by yet another 

boundary change, which transferred a portion of Revere (99%, 

1521/1515 -- est.) to Corlett (99.7%, 916/1120), in 1912 just . 
one year after the substantial redistricting described above. 

While cearly the change could have been of little consequence 

as far as racial impact, it is a notable example of the 

changed behavior of school officials toward boundary changes 

once an .area has become predominantly black. 

The final incident concerning this area with which 

the plaintiffs' proofs dealt was the 1975 construction of a 

replacement for the Woodland school, which opened as the 
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Buckeye-Woodland school. The predecessor school had been 

destroyed by fire in 1970, and for a period, its students had 

been assigned to Observation, which then became known as 

Woodland-Observation. The school opened overwhelmingly black. 

There appears to have been no potential site which would have 

produced a markedly more intcgrative result, as is indicatcd 

from the figures for the surrounding schools: 

Date 
Constructed % black (1973) 1974 enroll/ Ex. 74 cap. 

Irving 1883 99.37% 616/980 

Wayne 1914 89.05% ,638/665 

Rice 1904 91.07% 838/1120 

Mt. Auburn 1922 99.09% 650/700 

While the schools listed above appear to have had sufficient theoretical 

I capacity to accommodate the 350 students who were attending 

Wbodland-Observation in 1974, the age of those buildings clear

ly supports the decision of school officials to go forward with, 

new construction in this area. The only question which can be 

raised with regard to this incident is basically a paraphrase 

of the ultimate question in this case, whether any new school 

, in Cleveland opening in 1975 should open with a student body 

which is more than 97 percent black. 
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HOUGH-DUNHAM AREA 

The area on the east side of Cleveland bounded by . 

E. 55th street on the east, E. l07th street on the west, 

Superior Avenue on the north, and Euclid Avenue on the south 

I, is commonly known as the Hough area. Up until the middle 

II 

19505, the Hough neighborhood was a primarily white neighbor-

hood that was characterized by large homes and little or no 

public housing. In the late 19505, the combination of a 

rapidly increasing population and a concomitant housing 

shortage caused many of the large homes in Hough to be modi-

fied so as to become multiple family dwellings. The transi-

tion from single family homes to small apartment buildings 

was aided considerably by significant real estate speculation 

in the area. (see discussion of residential patterns, 

infra. ) 

The schools in the Hough area at the present time can I 

be divided into two distinct groups for the purposes of anal-

ysis. Each group consists of an older "core" school surrounde 

by four "satellite" schools. The first group is Hough, sur

rounded by Morgan, Orr, Martin, ~nd Raper. The second is 

Dunham, surrounded by Wade Park, Attucks, Ireland and Rocke-

feller. Standing alone, but intimately involved in the Hough 

area,is the Bolton Elementary School. In recounting the 

relevant history of the Hough area, reference will necessarily 

be made to some schools not mentioned above. 

Plaintiff's first allegation: with regard to the 

Hough area dates back to 1933 when an optional zone was 

created from Giddings ('39: 98.9%) to Dunham ('39:" 1.2%). 
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Because of the vastly disparate racial percentages of the two 

schools, this optional zone would ordinarily require close 

scrutiny. But the absence of any pre~1939 data makes both 

analysis of this incident as well as discernment of its contin 

uing effect virtually impossible. 

A similar problem arises with regard to the 1933 op-

tiona 1 zone from Bolton to either Hough or Observation. Later 

incidents involving Bolton, however, can be analyzed. For in-

stance, the 1941 optional zone from Observation (52.88%) to 

Bolton (99.02%) as well as the 1944 optional zone from Bolton 

(94.67%) to Orr (50.23%) appear to reflect the school board's 

choice of the most integrative alternatives available. A sim-

Orr opened in 1944 (as "Hough-Relief) the eastern portion of 

the optional zone was altered to allow pupils to attend either 

Orr or Bolton. The western portion of the optional zone re-

mained essentially unchanged in that children were allowed to 

attend Hgugh, but not Observation. This seems an entirely 

reasonable approach given the fact that both Bolton and Orr 

appear to have been under capacity in 1955. 

An optional zone was created in 1939 from Observatio 

(50%) to Murray Hill. A second such option was created in 195 • 

The board's safety explanation w~uld dictate a boundary change 

rather than an optional zone. The racial percentages of the 

schools' respective student bodies strongly suggest that these 

options were the result of the rising black enrollment at 

Observation. 

In 1939, an addition was constructed at Dunham ('40: 

1.2%). Six classrooms were added and in 1940, Dunham was still 

297 pupils over capacity. Thus, the addition appears to have 

been totally justified. The alternative suggested by plaintiff , 

Giddings (99.3%),could only have accommodated 39 additional 

pupils and the board's safety arguments are well taken in not 

using Giddings to relieve the overcrowding at Dunham. 
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(Ot, and SOwinski (5.4%) were under enrolled by 213 and 284, 

respectively, they appear to have been dismissed as viable 

alternatives because of distance rather than racial consider

ations. 

In 1940, an optional zone was created whereby stu

dents living in the Hough (4.8% 1127/1015) attendance area 

could, instead, attend Wade Park (.1% 816/700). The optional 

zone was purporte~ly created to relieve overcrowding but the 

receiving school was also overcrowded. It is thus possible 

that the option was intended to provide an escape valve for 

whites 'at Hough who would not tolerate the presence of' any 

black students. 

Plaintiffs are apparently arguing that Sowinski 

(4.74') should have been utilized to relieve the overcrowding 

at Hough. Given the racial percentages of the schools in

volved, such a course of action would not have had a signifi

cantly more integrative racial effect. The other schools 

suggested by plaintiffs were too far away to be considered 

viable alternatives, despite their apparent under enrollment. 

Similarly, there appeared to be no integrative 

alternatives in 1941, when a boundary change transferred part 

of the Quincy (99.5\, 736/665) attendance area to Giddings 

(99.7\, 721/775), or in 1951, when part of the Quincy (99.5\, 

737/665) area was transferred to Bolton (98.0%, 925/1050). 

In 1942, an optional zone was created from Quincy 

(98.9%,751/665) to Bolton (99.4%, 982/1050). While the 

local boa~d attempts to justify this ~ptional zone on the 

gounds that,it eliminated the need for children to cross 

Cedar ROad, it appears that the exact opposite was true. It 

also appears that Irving (69.2%" 467/600) was closer to the 

affected area than either of the two schools involved and 
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was therefore a viable integrative.alternative that was either 

not considered, or considered and not chosen. 

In the same year (1942) an optional zone was 

created from Sowinski ('42: 4.9%, 563/875; '61: 59.6%, 988/ 

875) to Hodge ('42: 0%,475/735; '61: 34.9%, 680/735). This 

option was terminated in 1961. 

According to the calculations of the local defend-

ants, the sending school was closer to the affected area than 

was the receiving school. However, the local defendants ex

plain that the optional zone was created to eliminate the 

necessity of having young children cross E. 79th Street. The 

affected area was the only part of the Sowinski attendance 

area located west of E. 79th St. Had this end been accomplish 

ed by a boundary change, the proffered safety rationale would 

be quite plausible. The use of an optional zone coupled with 

the rising propo~tion of black enrollment at Sowinski suggests 

that safety was not the sole consideration. It is possible 

that this option was created in response to pressure to allow 

the children in the affected area to attend the all-white 

Hodge. 

The termination of the zone in 1961 was accomplished 

by transferring the affected area to the Hodge Attendance area 

As noted above, safety considerations do support such a boun-

dary change. As in 1942, Hodge, the receiving school, con-

tinued to be the more identifiably "white" school in 1961. 

However, both schools affected by the 1961 termination were 

statistically well integrated. Furthermore, the 1961 Sowinski 

enrollment exceeded the school's capacity. The boundary chang 
, 

was, therefore, warranted as a way of evening enrollment 

pressure. 
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In 1943, an optional zone was created whereby 

students living in a very small part of the Doan (15.5%, 552/ 

490) attendance area could instead attend Wade Park (0.4%). 

The explanation proffered by the board is one of safety, but 

such considerations seem equally pertinent to other parts of 

the Doan area not included in the optional zone. The percen

tage of black students at Doan had risen from 2.1% in 1940 to 

15.5% in 1943 and this fairly rapid increase suggests that the 

parents of white pupils may have considered the neighborhood 

to be "tipping" and demanded a means of es~ape. This infer

ence is not contra.-indicated by the fact that the school 

board would create an optional zone for such a minute 

geographical area. 

This option was terminated in 1958 when both schools 

were more than 90% black. According to the board, this was in 

keeping with their policy of terminating an optional zone 

when the receiving school became overcrowded. 

In 1944, an optional zone was created from Hough 

(5.2%, 1049/1015) to Doan (23.1%, 502/490). The option con

tinued in effect until the opening of Charles Orr School in 

1959. At that time Hough was 87.9% (1346/1015) and Doan was 

98.1% (1185/805). Therefore, the' option was from Orr to Doan. 

Defendant school board is quick to point out that 

the option was from a predominently white school to a predom

inently black school. This fact, standing alone, is not dis

positive of the effect of the optional zone or the foresee

ability of such effect. 

Shortly after the creation of this option zone, the 

black percentage at Hough dropped slightly to 6.0% in 1945, 

and 5.29% in 1946. During that same period, Doan's black 

percentage rose steadily to 33.7% in 1945, and 37.7% in 1946. 

It is difficult to determine whether these variations in racia 
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percentage were the direct or partial result of the optional 

zone in question. The local board disclaims any knowledge of 

the racial composition of the optional zone, or of those 

students who exercised the option. 

One additional comment is here required. Optional 

zones could operate in a segregative manner in at least two 

ways. The first, obvious, and probably more common effect wou d 

be to provide an escape valve for whites to avoid attending 

what was perceived as a "blacker" school. The second, and per 

haps more subtle, segregative effect would be to encourage 

those black students who were attending a predominently white 

school to exercise the option in favor of a more identifiably 

black school. Thus, an optional zone from a "-'hiter" school to a 

"blacker" school , rather than being integrative, would instead 

increase the racial identity of the schools invol~ed •. 

East Madison (5.7%, 458/250) elementary school was 

remodeled in 1948, resulting in the loss of two classrooms 

which became an auditorium. East Madison's enrollment and 

racial percentages remained fairly stable after the renovation 

in question: 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 

7.6% 
7.7% 
6.7% 
7.4% 

460/250 
469/250 
511/220 
471/220 

Thus the effect of this board action on both East Madison and 

the surrounding schools appears t? have been racially neutral. 

Stanard ('48: 4.6%: 392/545: '49: 4.2%, 381/545), Wade Park 

'48: 1.9%, 701/700: '49: 2.2%, 713/700), and Hodge ('48: 3.1%, 

521/735, '49: 2.2%, 508/735) all continued to experience stabl 

racial and numerical enrollments. 

The overcrowding experienced by the Hough area schoo s 

began to peak in the mid-1950s. In 1954, a boundary change wa 

effected transferring a portion of the Hough (48.49%, +502) 

attendance area to Dunham' (47.74%, +234) and Wade Park (41.2%, 

+506). 

The purported justification for this boundary 

chan~Jc was the undisputed overcrowding at Hough. The "remedy" 

selected by the board was to distribute the excess pupils in 
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be created at Wade Park and Dunham by adjusting their northern 

boundaries with the nearby or adjacent Case (10.5%, -99), 

Stanard (10.3%, -199), East Madison (10.8%, -70), and Sowinski 

(8.2%, -456). The board argues that these schools were too 

far from the affected area but chooses to ign~re the step-by

step boundary changes which it utilized when it suit their 

purpose. 

By failing to so involve thepredominently"white" 

schools on the periphery of the Hough area, the board was 

"advertising" its intent to contain the burgeoning black 

population in overcrowded,and therefore, presumably sub-stan

dard schools. 

Because of the severe overcrowding in the Hough area 

there was a flurry of board-initiated action between 1952 and 

1957. In 1952, some classes at Hough (22.7%, +299) were 

housed at Addision Junior High School. In 1953, portable 

classrooms were placed at Wade Park (26.6%, +382). Also in 

that year, a boundary change was effected from Hough (36.4%, 

+439) to Wade Park (26.6%, +382). An addition was built at 

Wade Park (41.2%, +506) in 1954. At the same time, yet anoth

er boundary change was effected from Hough (48.5%, +502) to 

Wade Park (41.2%, +506). In 1956, more portable classrooms 

were placed at Wade Park (70.3%, ,+407) and classroom space 

was rented in non-school owned facilities. Finally, in 1957 

the sixth grade classes at Wade Park (85.2%, +655) were sent 

to Addision Junior High (69.8%, -285). 

What emerges from this pattern of activity is an 

implosion of black students into Hough and Wade Park. At 

least three elementary schools, Hodge ;(4800'), East Madison 

(3800') and Sowinski (3800') were within a reasonable walking 

distance, particularly for upper elementary students. That 

they were available to remedy some of the overcrowding is 

clearly evidenced by the following figures: 
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I 

'53 '54 '56 '57 
en. caE· en. caE· en. caE· en. caE~ 

bdge 3.1% -201 3.4% -230 3.27% -284 2.0% -331 
msld 5.8% -462 8.2% -456 36.1% -175 44.2% 96 

• Madison 10.8% +194 10.8% - 70 16.2% - 48 18.5% - 74 

It was patently absurd for the board to attempt to 

relieve the overcrowding at Hough by the 1953 and 1954 bound-

I ary changes with the equally overcrowded Wade Park. The fact 

I that they partook of such folly is evidence of the zeal with 

which they sought to contain the black student population. 

This is particularly true when Hodge (6500') and Sowinski 

(4800') were within walking distance, at least for upper 

elementary students, from the area affected by the 1953 bound

ary change. These two schools were 6800' and 5800' respect-

ively, from the area affected by the 1954 change. 

It should be noted that the use of junior high schoo 
I i facilities for the housing of elementary school pupils while 

perhaps justified by the overcrowded conditions, is considered 

educationally unsound. 

In 1955, the Charles Orr school opened 40.2% black 

and 425/315. A boundary change was effected whereby part of 

the Hough ('54: 48.4%, 1561/1015; '55: 53.9%, 1406/1015) 

attendance area was transferred to Orr. Also an option was gi en 

t:osome. Qarr students' to-attend Doan.: '('55.:: .g9;3~, 951/595). 

Given the uniform condition of overcrowding through-

out the Hough area, the construction of Orr seems totally 

justified. But the board seemed content to operate both Orr 

and Hough at well above their capacity when Observation (90.9% 

-434) and Sowinski (28.5%, -438) were $ubstantially under cap-

acity and 4700' and 8700' respectively, from Orr. It would 

seem that under these circumstances, any reluctance to employ 

short-run transportation would be overshadowed by the intense 

overcrowding at Hough and Orr. 
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Sowinski ('54: 8.2%, 439/875; '55: 28.5%, 681/875). This ac

tion was commendable for two reasons: first, it relieved the 

overcrowding at Wade Park, and second, it had an integrative 

result on Sowinski. Unfortunately, the excess capacity at 

Sowinski could not be fully utilized since it would require 

moving the southern boundary of the Sowinski attendance area 

to within a few blocks of Wade Park. 

In 1944, an optional zone was created from Orr (50.2 , 

663/315) to Doan (89.3%, 983/805). Since the option ran from n 

integrated school to a predominently black school, it would no 

appear to have been created as an escape valve for whites. 

Since both the sending and receiving schools were overcrowded, 

the only possible explanation for the optional zone would be t 

allow certain pupils who had started school at Doan to finish 

there, rather than transfer to the newly opened Charles Orr. 

In 1956, portable classrooms were installed at Bolto 

(96.24%, 1222/1050). This action appears wholly justified 

since there existed no viable integrative alternatives. Obser 

vation (93.1%, 509/910) had available space and was adjacent 

to Bolton, but was also predominently black. Other elementary 

schools with available space were beyond reasonable walking 

distance and could only assist in relieving overcrowding in th 

Hough area had the board chosen to utilize short-run transport -

tion. 

Waring (8.99%, -53) elementary school received an 

addition in 1956 that did not involve classrooms. Only an 

assembly room and some new office space w.ere added to the schoo's 

physical plant. This incident suggests that the board had a 

strange sense of priorities. At a tim~ when the area schools 

were experiencing a rapid increase in black enrollment and at 

times were over enrolled by 500 or more students, the board 

chose to devote part of its limited construction budget "to 

improve facilitie€4' at an und"er enrolled, over-whelmingly 

white school. 
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In 1956, an addition was built at Charles Orr (56.l%, 

663/525) to relieve the overcrowding at Hough (61.3%, +476). 

On this basis, the construction of additional classroom space 

at Orr was clearly justified. The question presented, however 

goes to the board's narrow focus on the solution. Observation 

at this time, had 403 available pupil 

approximately 93% black, and this may 

board's reluctance to consider it as a 

stations, but was ! 
have contributed to the 

possible aid in reliev-) 

ing the Hough overcrowding. The board argues that part of 

Observation was being used to house the Bureau of Visual 

Education and therefore, the apparent excess space was not 

available at all. The board, however, was free to relocate 

the B.V.E. and given the acute overcrowding in the Hough area, 

perhaps should have. In any case, it cannot .rely on its own 

administrative decision which contributed to the overcrowding, 

as a defense to that overcrowding. Under these circumstances, 

it is difficult not to conclude that the addition at Orr was 

constructed in an apparent effort to insulate that school and 

Hough from the significantly more black schools to the south, 

Bolton (96.2%, -102) and Observation (93.1%, -434), which had 

available classroom space. 

Both Dunham and Wade Park were deeply affected by 

the flurry of. board activity in the 1950s. In 1953, four 

portable classrooms were placed at Wade Park (26.6%, +382). 

In 1954, six classrooms were added to Wade Park, which was 

then 41.2% black and some 506 students over capacity. From 

1955-61, relay classes were held at Dunham. In 1956, 4 

portable classrooms were placed at Dunham ('55: 55.8%, +379; 

'56: 70.1%, +491) and portables were also placed at Wade Park 

('44: 54.4%, +335; '56: 70.3%, +407). In 1957,12 Dunham 

classes and a Wade Park sixth grade we~e sent to Addison 

cr.H.S. while a Wade Park kindergarten was housed in a rented 

space. 
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The use of portublc classroom facilities and the 

farming out of elementary school classes to junior high 

schools is, at least, as arguable, albeit educntionally un

sound, method for dealing with overcrowded conditions. Had 

only these practices been followed, and had they fUlly re

solved the overcrowding then existent, then the local board 

might only be guilty of poor jUdgment. But the fact of the 

matter is that these actions failed to alleviate the over

crowding problem partly as a result of not involving adjacent, I 

predominently white schools that had available classroom 

space. These circumstances, and the inferences that may be 

drawn from them, cannot withstand a charge that blacks were 

being contained in designated schools. 

This conclusion is further buttressed by the board's 

use of relay classes which all parties agree provide the 

students with a substandard, or therefore unequal, education. 

The busing of black pupils to predominently black 

schools is also highly suspect. Once resort was had to the 

transportation of students, the only reasons for not sending 

pupils to nearby,predominently white schools, that were opera

ting under capacity are racial considerations. Dunham could 

have been serviced by Case, Stanard, and East Madison while 

Wade Park could have been assisted by East Madison, and 

Sowinski. 

Sixth grade classes at Dunham elementary school were 

sent to Addison. Junior High School in 1947 and in 1949, eight 

demountable classrooms were added to the physical plant. In 

1950, four more portable classrooms were added at Dunham 

(89.9%, 2042/1645) and in 1960 Dunham pupils were housed in 

rented facilities. 

The incidents occurring at Dunham, when reviewed in 

isolation, appear to be ilrgui:tbly justified in light of the 
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severe overcrowding problem. But the same schools are con-

stantly being described as "ovEi!rcrowded" while a different 

group of schools is continuously being described as "too far 

to walk" or "not adjacent." The following table is indicative 

of the patterns that have developed and from which there has 

been little or no deviation. 

1958 1958 
Dunham ---s9.9% 2365/1645 Hodge --1.7% 443/735 
Hough 84.9% 1539/1015 E. Madison 23.9% 407/490 
Bolton 94.8% 1327/1190 ScMinski 43.0% 884/875 
Giddings 99.6% 1007/915 Stanard 36.6% 505/595 

6238/4765 case 17.2% 421/525 
+1478 Waring 14.4% 475/630 

3135/3850 
-715 

utilization rate 130.9% utilization rate 81.4% 

From the above, it is clear that the cluster of predominantly 

black schools were vastly overcrowded and yet the Board con-

tinued to adhere to a "neighborhood school policy" that re-

sulted in children (particularly black children) being educa-

ted in churches and storefronts. j 
The predominantly white schools, however, had no 

such problem. Only one of these schools, all of which occupie 

the perimeter around the black schools, was even marginally 

overcrowded, and 'then only by 9 students (Sowinski, 43.0%, 

884/878) • 

There is no justificati'on for black schools to be 

at 130.9% capacity while nearby white schools were at only 

81.4% capacity. Adherence to a neighborhood school policy 

under these circumstances had the effect of creating or 

perpetrating racial segregation in these schools. Moreover, 

the vast disparity in utilization reflects an equally wide 

difference in the quality of education being provided. Under 

these circumstances, the schools were not only separa.te, but 

also unequal. 
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The use of boundary changes or short-run transporta-

tion was mandated by the unconscionably disparate treatment 

being afforded black and white children. 

At some point, the failure of the Board to deviate 

from its "neighborhood school policy" can be viewed only as a 

conscious and deliberate choice to contain the black school 

children of Cleveland in racially identifiable schools. 

The point was clearly reached in 19.58 with regard 

to the schools discussed above. Any discussion of walking 

distance, railroad tracks, or busy streets must give way in 

the face of the invidious discrimination then being practiced. 

In 1959, the local board constructcdCrispus Attucks 

school. The need for the construction is not questioned. The 

method by which the board redistricted so as to create an 

attendance area for the new school, is, however, subject to 

attack. 1 
As had been previously discussed, the opening of a 

new school necessarily involved the redistricting and reassess, 

ment of existing school attendance zones. After allocating an 

area for Attucks (1668/945) that school, as well as the other 

predominently black Hough (1346/1015), Dunham (2238/1125), and 

Wade Park (1882/1155) were all ov~r capacity (collectively, by 

about 2000 pupils in 1959). This condition, not merely allow-

ed to exist but, in fact, created by the board upon the open-

ing of Attucks, stands in stark contrast to the nearby pre-

dominently white schools, Hodge (0%, 423/735), Sowinski (43.1% 

~~2/875) and East Madison (29.2%, 422/490), all of which had 

available space. 

The board argues that these schools were too far for 

pupils to walk. This argument is predicated on measurements 

from Crispus Attucks to the particular school rather than from 

the closest neighborhood that might be affected by a boundary 
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shift. East Madison, for example, is only 4000' walking dis-

tance from the overcrowded Wade Park, and clearly closer to 

the northern boundary of fhat school. 

In January, 1961 Rockefeller elementary school 

(98.6%, 1281/1225) opened, and the following boundary changes 

were effected: a portion of the Dunham ('60: 95.4%, 1937/1645 

'61: 96.4%, +333) and Wade Park ('60: 96.42%, +779; '61: 100%, 

+614) areas were assigned to Rockefeller. Another part of the 

Wade Park area was assigned to East Madison ('60: 32.2%, -69; 

'61: 46.3%, +48) as was a portion of the Hodge ('60: 0%, -311; 

'61: 34.9%, -271) area. In addition, 1961 marked the use of 

relay classes at Rockefeller along with the transportation of 

some of its students to Marion (38.4%, -191). 

These last two events appear to have been an attempt 

by the Board to ameliorate Rockefeller's overcrowding, which 

was present from its opening. Once again, however, the Board 

appeared reticent to utilize the resources of under enrolled, 

predominently white schools such as Hodge ('60:34.9%, -271). 

There also appeared, however, to be some relaxation of the 

rigidity of this policy as was evidenced by the interaction 

between Wade Park and East Madison. 

In 1961, relay classes were held at Daniel Morgan 

(98.4%, 1548/1085) and some students from that school were 

housed in rented facilities. In addition, a boundary change 

was effected from Morgan to Sowinski ('60: 49.4%, 909/875). 

The following table is illustrative of the situation: 

Ikxlge 
Sowinski 
fobrqan 
East Madison 
Stanard 
Case 
Waring 

1961 
34. 9% ~4/735 (271) 
59.6% 949/875 
98.4% 1608/1085 
46.3% 538/490 
53.1% 592/595(3) 
13.5% 445/525(80) 
20.8% 467/630(163) 

(517) 
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28.1% --"'662/735 
49.9%· 835/875 
99.4%; 1461/1085 (+376) 
46.6% 553/490 
55.5% 535/595 
13.3% 431/525 
21. 0% 493/630 



At the outset, it should be noted that both relay 

classes and the use of non-school facilities for instruction 

are considered educationally unsound. The implementation of 

these methods to relieve overcrowding is considered a last 

resort. 

There is no doubt that Morgan was overcrowded and 

that some steps had to be taken to relieve that condition. 

The Board chose relay classes, the rental of parochial school 

classroom space, and a single boundary change with Sowinski. 

In 1961, Hodge, Stanard, Case, and Waring had 517 

available pupil stations. These schools ranged from well 

integrated (Stanard, 53.1%) to identifiably white (Case 13.5%) 

Had the board initiated a step-by-step series of boundary 

changes, the entire overage at Morgan (523 students) could 

have been assimilated into the available pupil stations (517) 

with an integrative result. Instead, Morgan found itself 

99.4% black and 376 students over capacity the very next year 

(1962). Thus, virtually nothing was achieved by the 1961 

board action. 

It is highly likely that a step-by-step series of 

boundary changes among Sowinski, Hodge, East Madison, Stanard, 

Case, and Waring would have alloGated the available pupil 

stations so as to relieve the overcrowding at Morgan with a 

minimum of inconvenience to the pupils involved. Some addi

tional short run transportation might also have been required. 

That, however, would have been a small price to pay to elimin

ate relay classes, and the inferior educational opportunity 

that they offer. There is no reason why black children must 

endure relay classes and rented facilities, while a "white" 

school 5700' away, (Hodge) has 271 available pupil stations. 

In this case, the black children were not even afforded 

separate but equal facilities. 
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In 1962, Margaret Ireland School (95.4%, 1085/1085) 

opened, having taken its attendance area from Dunham (99.2%, 

1543/1125), Rockefeller (97.5%, 1026/945) and Attucks (98.1%, 

953/945) . 

The thrust of the plaintiffs' argument with regard 

to this incident appears not to go to the construction of 

Ireland, for again it was clearly required. Instead, they 

challenge the redistricting process by which yet another over

whelmingly black school was created from three other such 

schools. Left untouched were the boundaries of Case (13.3%) 

and Stanard (55.5%). 

During the first year of Ireland's operation, it 

was over enrolled by 83 students and Dunham was over capacity 

by 107 students. At the same time Case was under enrolled by 

94 students, and Stanard was under capacity by 60 students. 

The board contends that part of Case was being used as a 

dental clinic (which raises yet another issue, that of selec

tive utiliz~tion) but offers no explanation as to Stanard. 

The board also argues that for any of the students 

from the predominently black schools to go to Stanard or Case, 

they would have to cross E. 55th Street, but fails to note 

that the Stanard attendance area itself is bisected by E. 55th 

Street and that such a safety problem was considered accept

able for those students. 

The year 1962 marked not only the opening of Ireland 

but also of Raper (99.4%, +163). In order to accommodate the 

new school, a portion of the Daniel Morgan ('61: 98.4%, +523; 

'62: 99.4%, +370) attendance area was 'assigned to Raper. Part 

of the Sowinski ('61: 59.6%, +74; '62: 49.9%, -40) area was 

transferred to Morgan and a portion of the Dunham ('61: 96.4%, 

+333; 162: 99.2%, +1) aroa was assigned to Ireland. Rocke

fellor '61: 99.6%, +347; '62: 97.5%, +163) and Wade Park 
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('61: 100%, +614, '62: 99.4%, +335) both transferred part of 

their attendance areas to Dunham. Wade Park and Crispus 

Attucks ('61: 96.97%, +600; '62: 98.1%, +115) also contributed 

part of their attendance areas to Raper, as well as to Dunham. 

The local board's response to this incident indicates that a 

portion of the Orr attendance area was transferred to Raper 

but it would appear instead that it was Hough that was involv

ed. Finally, in 1962, both relay and transportation classes 

were held at Charles Orr. 

The above actions represent the selective use of the II 

step-by-step approach to adjusting boundaries so as to create 

an attendance area for a new school or to relieve overcrOWding] 

The Sowinski to Morgan boundary change requires close scrutiny! 

since it both lowered the percentage of black students attend-I 

ing that school and resulted in under utilization of that I' 

facility. Since a similar result was achieved at Hodge and 

Stanard in 1962, there exists a strong influence that blacks 

were being dontained, even at the cost of inefficient or under~ 

utilization of resources. 

In January, 1963, the Mary B. Martin (97.0%, 1148/ 

1085) school was opened, drawing its attendance area from that 

of Hough ('62: 98.4%, 1218/1015; .'63: 1307/1015). Because of 

Martin's mid-year opening, and the unavailability of data for 

the period immediately thereafter, it is impossible to fully 

assess the impact on the overcrowding at Hough. The apparent 

effects of the opening of Martin included the retrieval of 

Hough's sixth grade class being housed at Addision Junior High 

School (19~7), the termination of relay classes (1961), and 

the cessation of busing Hough students to Murray Hill (1962). 

In 1963, a boundary change was effected whereby a 

portion of the Bolton ('62: 98.4%, 1329/1190) area was assign-
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ed to Giddings (100%, 851/1155) and Quincy (100~, 906/805). 

In 1967, the Giddings ('64: 99.6%, 1048/1155) elementary 

school was totally destroyed by fire. Its attendance area was 

assigned to Bolton (100%, 1046/1190). The Giddings school was 

replaced in 1970, and a boundary change was effected whereby 

part of Bolton (99.1%, 751/1190) was transferred to the new 

Giddings ('71: 98.2%, 624/1155). 

In their response to this incident; the local de-

fendants contend that both Giddings and Quincy had sufficient 

space in 1963 so as to assist in relieving the overcrowding 

at Botlon (+173 in 1962). But in what would have been the 

planning year for this boundary change, (1962), Giddings ~nd I 
Quincy were over enrolled by 34 and 132 students, respect1velyl 

The over enrolled status of Quincy continued into 1963, when 

it was 118 pupils over capacity. 

The board apparently chose not to employ Observation 

(93.3%) in the resolution of this problem which is curious in 

light of the fact that it was under enrolled by 323 pupils in 

1962. The choice of this alternative would have had only a 

slight integrative effect, but would have resulted in a far 

more efficient utilization of resources and, therefore, pre-

sumably a better quality educational experience. 

The 1967 boundary change from Giddings to Bolton 

seems entirely defensible given the sudden need to house the 

Giddings students displaced by fire and the fact that the 

facilities' at Bolton, even with the additional pupils, were 

not over taxed. 

With regard to the replaceme~t of Giddings, and 

the subsequent boundary change with Bolton, the following 

figures should be considered: 
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X74 Cap. '67 '68 X223 Cap. Const. 
Dates 

l. Attucks 99.6% 945 925 877 1015 1959 

2. Bolton 100.0% 1190 1046 1041 1330 1971 

3. Burroughs 99.7% 1225 932 832 1295 1911 

4. Carver 98.9% 875 732 717 980 i953 

5. Dike 100.0% 805 63n 258 1085 1971 

6. Hough 100.0% 1015 884 732 1085 1887 
(close 
in 

7. Ireland 96.0% 1085 850 695 1190 1961 

8. Irving 100.0% 9.80 1055 985 1170 1883 

9. Martin'68 100.0% 1085 893 791 1190 1962 

10.Orr 98.8% 525 403 454 525 1954 

ll.Quincy 100.0% 805 895 732 1015 1896 
10,455 9,253 8,114 

( Giddings) 1155 1190 1968 

As is apparent from the above table, by 1967 the 

schools in the Hough area had become either totally or over

whelmingly black. In addition, the latter part of the 1960~ 

' 7 

was marked by a pattern of consistently decreasing enrollments 

When Giddings was destroyed by fire, its enrollment was com-

pletely absorbed by neighboring schools. Under these circum-

stances, it is difficult to fathom why a replacement school 

was built, particularly when such school was unnecessary and 

destined to open overwhelmingly black. 

When the Giddings fire occurred in 1967, Ireland 

(96%, 840/1085) and Attucks (99.6%, 925/945) were also called 

upon to accept part of the Giddings student body. Immediate 

action was required and these schools had available space. 

Case (8i) and Waring (11.3%) also had available pupil stations 

but were considerably more distant from the affected area than 
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Ireland and Attucks. The decision not to involve Case and 

Waring did have the effect of containing the black student 

population but under the circumstances, was administratively 

reasonable and justified as a short-term Incasure. 

In 1970, a portion of the Sowinski (75.56%, 1056/ 

875) attendance area was transferred to Charles Lake (100%, 

878/1085). In that same year, .the Sowinski area was further 

reduced by assignment of a portion of that area to Daniel 

Morgan (100%, 1003/1085). 

The first boundary change, between Sowinski and 

Lake, appears to have involved only park land, and thus had 

no impact on the assignment of students to the two schools. 

As a result, a racially neutral effect can be ascribed to 

that act. 

The se~ond boundary change, however, was clearly 

segregative. The portion of the Sowinski attendance area 

transferred to Morgan lay south of Superior Avenue and en

compassed a not insubstantial area. Yet the optional zone 

resulted in a maximum of only 2 white students attending the 

previously 100% black Morgan. Assuming more than 2 pupils 

exercised the option, which is likely given the size of the 

area involved, this means that bTacks were leaving the whiter 

Sowinski to attend the blacker Morgan, thereby increasing the 

racial identifiability of the two schools. Moreover, Hodge 

('70: 28.9%, 633/735) appears to have presented an integrative 

alternative. 

In 1971, the Bolton replace~ent school (99.5%) 

opened, replacing the old Bolton (00.06~) and Observation 

(99.6%). The Woodland ('70: 90.66%, 600/595) school also was 

destroyed by fire in 1971, the students being sent to the old 

Observation until the new Buckeye-Woodland school could be 

built. Plaintiffn' exhibit 286-7 offers a confused recitation 

of th0 facts of this incident. 
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The wisdom of, or even necessity for, replacing 

Observation must be questioned in light of the available space 

at the adjacent Murray Hill ('68: 0.8%, -847) and Anthony 

Wayne (45.1%, -170) in.1968, presumably the planning year for 

this replacement school. The utili7.ation of these facilities 

would have had an integrative effect, although it should be 

noted that by 1971, Wayne had become 80% black. Under these 

circumstances, the decision to have a combined replacement for 

two schools that were over 99% black strongly suggests that at 

least one of the board's motives was containment. This con-

elusion is. further buttressed by the following statistical 

analysis of the schools surrounding the two replaced schools: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Bolton 

Observation 

Murray Hill 

Anthony Wayne 

Woodland 

99.7% 

99.2% 

0.8% 

45.1% 

83.6% 

X74 
Cap. 

1190 

910 

1085 

WashingtonIrvinglOO.O% 

665 

595 

980 

Quincy 

Giddings 

Attucks 

Martin 

Hough 

Orr 

805 

(1000) 

99.2% 945 

100.0% 1085 

99.7% 1015 

98.7% 525 
8700 

X223 Initial Enroll. 
Cap. Construe. '68 '69 

1330 1971 

1190 1909 

840 1.914 

735 1892 

1170 1883 

1015 1896 

1190 1968 

1015 1959 

1190 1962 

1085 1887 

525 1954 
11385 

1041 854 

391 348 

238 235 

495 496 

617 538 

985 935 

732 626 

877 696 

791 804 

732 792 

443 443 
7353 6767 

In addition, the placement of the replacement schoo 

in the southeast corner of the new combined attendance zone 

casts some doubt on the meaning and continued validity of the 

neighborhood school concept. 
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The second incident chronicled in this exhibit, the 

fira at Woodland and the sending of iis students to Observa-

tion, cannot be properly analyzed because of the absence of 

essential information. Thus, it is impossible to assess what, 

if any, racial effect it had. 

In 1972, a portion of the Dunham ('71: 99.6%, 748/ 

1645; '72: 100%, 445/1645) attendance area was transferred to 

Attucks ('71: 100, 456/945; '72: 1,00%, 502/ 945.) 

The board, in its response to this incident, states 

that this boundary change represented the first step towards 

the closing of Dunham. That closing is discussed more fully, 

infra. 

It should be noted, however, that in attempting to 

justify their failure to involve East Madison ('72: 5.0.1%), 

the board states t.hat in order to reach East Madison from 

Dunham, pupils would have to cross Superior Avenue. The 1967 

map, however, shows that a significant portion of the East 

Madison attendance area already lay south of Superior Avenue. 

Apparently the board was willing to tolerate this condition 

in some circumstances, but not in others. 

In 1975, Dunham ('73: 100%; '74: 290/1645) elemen-

tary school, which was built in 1883, was closed. Its stu-

dent body was dispersed among (1) Attucks ('73: 100%; '74: 

459/945,) (2) Ireland ('73: 98%; '74: 489/1085), (3) Rocke-

feller ('73: 99.8%; '74: 414/945), and (4) Wade Park ('73: 

100%, '74: 570/1155). 

The incident involves the closing of a 100 year old, 

100%, black school and the reassignment of those pupils to 

four surrounding schools that are newer, but all 98%-100% 

black. The four schools to which the students were sent 

surround Dunham and that makes them appear to be the logical 

choice. 
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On the periphery of this area, however, lie Case 

('73: 0%, 221/1190), Stanard ('73: 44.6%, 220/700), and East 

Madison ('73: 46.6%, 470/805). It is noteworthy, that in 1975 

two years after the filing of this lawsuit, these three school 

are still being preserved as identifiably "white" and protect-

ed from any incursion by black students. 

First of all, it should be noted that even after the 

Dunham pupils are dispersed to the receiving schools, those 

four remaining schools have 1943 empty pupil stations. While 

Attucks (1959), Ireland (1961), Rockefeller (1959) and Wade 

Park (1956) were all built during rapidly rising enrollments, 

it would appear that there could have been some consolidation I 
I 

• ! 

::o:C:::'e::::::~nce .ones that would achieve greater 1nte
g
ra-1 

Secondly, the closing of Dunham forced the Board to i 
re~evaluate the area's attendance zones and must have revealed I 

the following: (1) Dunham shared a boundary with East 

Madison. There were sufficient pupil stations in E. Madison 

(470/805) to accommodate all the pupils from Dunham (290/1645) 

The use of short run transportation would have placed students 

from a 100% black school in a school that was 46.6% black; 

hereby achieving significant int~gration. (2) Rockefeller 

('73: 99.8%, '74: 414/945) shared a boundary with Stanard 

('73: 44.6%, 220/700). A large portion of the Stanard attend-

ance zone lies south of Superior Ave. Thus, elementary child-

ren have to cross Superior Avenue to get to Stanard whereas 

they could reach Rockefeller merely by traversing side streets 

Given the Board's primary concern over: safety and the avail-

able space at Rockefeller, there is no possible explanation 

for these children to continue to attend Stanard, except to 

maintain the racial identifiability of the two schools. It 

must be remembered that this occurred in 1975 and children 

were assigned to a school that was further away, thereby 
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violatin9 the "nejqhborhood school policy," over i1 less safe 

route to avoid nn obviou9 intcgrutivc alternative. 

In 1974, the Hough ('73: 100%; '74: 502/1015) school 

was closed and the children cent to (1) Orr ('73: 100%; '74: 

261/525,) (2) Raper ('73: 100%; '74: 527/1085), and (3) Martin 

('73: 100%;'74: 404/1085). 

When the decision to close Hough was made, enroll-

ments in this area had dropped to the point that there was 

clearly no need to operate this school which had been con-

structed in 1893. The decision to assign the children from 

Hough to three of the six surrounding schools was a reasonable 

one in view of the available space at those three schools. 

In fact, there appearsfto have been sufficient space at Raper 

and Martin alone to house all of the children from Raper, 

Martin, Orr and Hough. While there was also ample available 

space at Doan ('73: 99.6%; '74: 490/805), Bolton ('73: 98.43%; 

'74: 678/1190) and Morgan ('73: 99.87%; '74: 791/1085), none 

of these choices would have been significantly more integra-

tive. Thus there were no viable integrative alternatives con

sistent with the school officials' adherence to the "neighbOr-' 

hood school" policy. This conclusion, however, does not end 

the inquiry. For this incident, particularly when considered 

in light of other school closings and openings in this same 

year, is symtomatic of some of the basic problems growing out 

of the Cleveland Board's application of the neighborhood 

school policy' at least since 1954. First, there was apparent-

ly never any established policy as to what constituted a 

neighborhood school either in terms of~ the total desirable 

enrollment in a school or in terms of the geographical unit 

to be served by a school. Exhibit 74 indicates that there 

were elementary schools with capacities of 140 (Louisa May 

Alcott) at one end of the spectrum and 2030 (Tremont) at 
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the other end. ,The irregularly shaped attendance zones vary 

radically in total included area, as a comparison of the S.E. 

Howe and Euclid Park areas readily reveals. The court rec

ognizes that many of the Cleveland schools are old structures 

and that many of the boundaries follow natural or man-made 

features which suggest a logical dividing point. But the 

building program of the 50s, 60s and 70s does not appear to 

have proceeded toward any rationalization of the ephemeral 

rteighborhood school policy. During the 1950s and 1960s, 

there was a large in-migration of families with school-age 

children first into the Hough area and then into the Glenville 

area. As the testimony at trial, on which both the plaintiffs 

and the local defendants place reliance, made clear, partic

ularly in the Hough area the density in population was the 

result of conversion of the existing housing stock into 

smaller living units. Frequently, these conversions were in 

violation of housing code provisions regulating the maximum 

number of families and individuals who could occupy a struc

ture in safety and health. The structures which were convert

ed were generally older frame houses and apparently some 

older apartment buildings. The existing schools in the Hough 

area were clearly incapable of h~ndling the crush of students 

generated by these changes. The school officials responded 

to the serious problems of overcrowding in a number of ways, 

including doubie session classes, use of portable classrooms 

and rented classroom space, assignment of upper elementary 

classes to junior high school buildings, construction of addi

tions to existing schools, transportation of students for a 

relatively brief period, and finally construction of new 

schools. All of these measures except transportation, were 
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taken to implement the neighborhood school policy, that is to 

have children attend school in their own neighborhoods, how-

ever, that term might be construed in a particular context. 

Given the age of the housing stock and the high incidence of 

families renting in the area, it must be questioned whether 

but for the racial makeup of these "neighborhoods," school 

officials would have decided to make so many permanent capital 

investments in new school plants in this area. Plainly given 

the age of schools such as Hough, some new school construction 

was in order. But the concentration of suph construction in 

areas of where the housing stock was in obvious decline 

suggests an absence of the usual planners' concern for the 

long-term need for capital improvements or some influence 

overriding this concern. Such an inference would be unwar-

ranted if there had not been an option to this concentration 

of construction, t hat is transportation to unde.r utilized 

schools on the perimeter of these neighborhoods. Looking 

either at system-wide figuresfbr enrollment and capacity or 

at such figures for the area of the system east from downtown 

and north of Euclid Avenue, it becomes clear that the over-

crowding was a localized problem for which many resources 

existed if there was the will to use them. 

In 1974, the new Wade Park elementary school, 

consisting of 30 classrooms and two kindergartens was opened. 

In 1973, Wade Park was 100% black and had 612 pupils in 

attendance. 

This incident is remarkable because it took place 

in 1975, two years after the filing of this lawsuit. 

Wade Park ('73: 100%) was closed and a replacement 

school built because of Wade Park's age (built in 1898), 
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virtually next door to the old building. There also appears 

to have been a boundary change effected with Dunham (' 73: 

100%) as a result of the closing of that school. Under these 

circumstances, there was no way that the new school would not 

present a mirror image of the old school's racial composition. 

Thus, it was totally foreseeable that the new Wade Park would 

open 100% black. 

To the north of Wade Park, and contiguous therewith, 

are East Madison ('73: 46.6%, 513/490) and Hodge ('73: 35.4%, 

594/735). These schools were built in 1889 and 1904, respect

iveiy, and were also prime candidates for replacement. Had 

Wade Park, East Madison, and Hodge all been replaced with a 

single, centrally located school, in a consolidated attendance 

zone, such school would have been 61.7% black and 38.3% white 

(based upon 1973 enrollments and racial percentages for the 

three schools). Given the fact that, in 1974, enrollments wer 

steadily declining, a single integrated school for approximate 

ly 1719 students should have been a prime objective. Instead, 

Wade Park was built to open foreseeably 100% black, and to 

accommodate 612 pupils. 

A look at the 1967 schopl map shows how Wade Park, 

East Madison, and Hodge form a triangle and how a school 

placed in the middle of the triangle would not have been much 

more inconvenient for any of the students involved. This 

incident, occurring in 1974, is clearly an overt act of 

containment. 

It should be noted that East :Madison and Hodge were, 

in 1945, being operated as highly successful integrated 

schools. They had maintained relatively stable student popu-
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lations and the area appears to offer a prime example of an 

integrated educational experience. 

The fact remains, however, that the 612 students at 

Wade Park are racially isolated. No matter how commendable 

the integration at East Madison and Hodge, the clear segrega

tion at Wade Park must be condemned. The consolidation of 

Wade Park, 'East Madison, and Hodge might have slightly altered 

the first two schools racial balance. But most importantly, 

it would have broken the racial stranglehold on Wade Park and 

enabled those pupils to participate in an integrated learning 

experience. It was this objective that should have been 

pursued most ardently. 

In 1974 the new Marion-Sterling (97.8%, 660/1 

school was opened. One year later, Waring ('73: 3.2%; 

'74: 270/630) was closed with the pupils being transferred 

to the new Case ('71: 1.85%i '73: 221/ 1 ). 

These events take on added significance because of 

the fact that they occurred in 1973-75. In 1975 Waring 

(73: 3.2%; '74: 270/630) was closed. Waring had been built 

in 1884 and quite obviously was antiquated. The old Waring 

and old Case ('73: 9% 246/1190 areas were combined with all 

the pupils being sent to the new Case elementary school. 

In 1973 the Board closed Marion (built in 1883: '72: 

94.3%) and Sterling (built in 1869): '71: 98.8%) and opened 

the new Marion-Sterling ('73: 97.8%). 

It should be noted that Stanard (built in 1884: '73: 

44.6%; 276/700) was not closed. 

The first question is whether the new schools were 

needed at all. The entire 1973 enrollments of Waring, Case, 

Stanard, Rockefeller, Ireland, Carver, and Marion-Sterling 

could have been assigned to Rockefeller, Carver, and Ireland 
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with 176 pupil stations left over. These three schools were 

relatively new, having been built between 1953-61. Given the 

fact that by 1973 enrollments had decreased sharply, the con

struction of two new schools (Case & Marion-Sterling) is itsel 

questionable. 

Assuming, however, the need for the two schools, the 

choice of the schools to be closed as well as the new school 

site selection was such as to create two segregated schools. 

It is painfully clear that closing Marion ('72: 94.3 

and Sterling ('72: 98.8%) and building Marion-Sterling direct

ly in the middle would cause it to open as a predominently 

black school, which it did ('73: 97.8%). 

Similarly, combining the old Case attendance zone 

('73:0%) with the closed Waring zone ('73: 30%) had the 

natural, probable, foreseeable, and actual result of causinq 

the new Case school to open predominently white. 

Had Stanard ('73: 44.6%; 276/700, built in 1884) 

been paired with Case, instead of Waring, the resulting school 

would have been approximately 26% black (based upon 1973 per

centages and enrollments). Stanard was the same age facility 

as Waring. 

Had Waring been paired with Marion and Sterling, the 

resulting school would have been approximately 68% black as 

opposed to 97.8% black (based upon 1973 percentages and en

rollments). Had both the alternatives been pursued, two 

relatively integrated, as opposed to clearly segregated 

schools would have been built and an additional 79 year old 

building would have bee replaced. 

Defendant mak~s much of the fact that children from 

the Waring area would have to cross several large streets to 
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reach Marion-Sterling, as the reason for not pairing the two 

schools. But Marion-Sterling was constructed between Cedar 

and Central so that even its own children have to cross these 

two busy thoroughfares. Under these circumstances, defend

ants' argument loses much of its cogency. 

Some final comments are required with regard to the 

local school board's utilization of the Murray Hill school. 

This school was built in 1909 and from 1952 through 1963 was 

rated by school authorities as having a basic capacity of 1085 

From 1940 forward, its enrollment has generally declined as 

indicated by the enrollment figures 

1940: 
1945: 

1950: 
1955: 

947, 0% 
494, 0% 

760, 0% 
530,0.57% 

at five-year intervals. 

1960: 384, 0% I 
1964: 313, 0% 
(1965 figures not'availablJ> 
1970 262 15.26% 
1974 173 24.33%('73) 

As the accompanying racial percentages indicate, it is only in 

recent years that Murray Hill has had a significant percentage 

of black students enrolled. During the late 1950s and early 

1960s, its enrollment was consistently less than one-half of 

its basic capacity. As testimony at the trial revealed, for 

a relatively brief period some of this available capacity was 

marshalled for the use of students who were transported from 

overcrowded,' predominantly black dchools. 

By 1971, the theoretically available pupil stations 

which numbered 846 (1085 minus 239) were not actually avail-

able, school authorities point out, because space in Murray 

Hill had been rented to the county, classes for the educably 

mentally retarded were conducted there, and the school dis

trict's audio-visual division was located on the school's 

third floor. The above description, particularly in its use 

of passive verbs, imitates the explanations offered by school 
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officials. The particular mode of expression obscures a basic 

aspect of each of these situations. That is, these conditions 

which made space at Murray Hill unavailable for regular elem

entary students not from the immediate neighborhood did not 

just spring into existence one day. They were the result of 

conscious administrative decisions. Particularly in the late 

1960s, unused classroom space was becoming widely available 

throughout the system as a result of stabilizing or dropping 

enrollments and the ambitious school construction program 

underway. It is thus surprising to find such a concentration 

of special functions at a single older school. 

These were not the only administrative actions 

bearing on Murray Hill which could be characterized as out of 

the ordinary operating procedures. Murray Hill has had an 

unusual grade structure throughout its history. Rather than 

including the typical kindergarten through sixth grade comple

ment of classes, it has consisted of kindergarten through 

eighth grade. Yet at least as early as 1947, as the local 

defendants pointed out in response E-15l, it has been the 

policy of the Cleveland School District to assign seventh and 

eighth grade pupils to junior high schools. At trial, testi

mony was offered in justification of this anomaly in grade 

structure. The reason given was that access to a junior high 

school from the Murray Hill area was obstructed by railroad 

tracks and streets with extremely heavy vehicular traffic. 

Yet again from response E-15l, we see that railroad tracks 

and traffic problems in other areas of the city did not block 

the transfer of seventh graders to juntor high schools. 

The court concludes that the many administrative 

anomalies which characterized the operation of Murray Hill 
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School have been motivated by a desire to allow white seventh 

and eighth grade children iln opportunity to attend a largely 

''whitc''school and further motivated to the end of eliminating 

space at Murray Hill for the reassignment of children from 

predominantly "black" schools, should the problems of over-

crowding which plagued parts of the school system in the 1950s 

and 1960& reoccur. 
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GLENVILLE AREA 

To the north and east of the Hough area lies a 

community commonly known as Glenvil1e. It is bounded on the 

north by the City of Bratcnahl, and on the south by Wade' Park 

Drive. Its western boundary is Rockefeller Park, and its 

eastern boundary is the Ne~ York Central tracks at approx

imately East ~3lst Street. There are some sixteen elementary 

schools clustered within the Glenville area. 

On more than one occasion, the eyes of the community 

were fixed on Glenville. In recounting the events that 

transpired there, it will occasionally be necessary to refer 

to other incidents that occurred either on the periphery of 

the area, or had some tangential effect on it. These collat

eral incidents will be alluded to, but are discussed more 

fully elsewhere. 

In 1939, an optional zone, which is still in effect, 

was created from Rosedale ('40: 4%) to Murray Hill ('40: 0%). 

At that time Rosedale was overwhelmingly white and remained 

less than 10% black through the 1940s. Its racial composition 

changed rapidly. By 1956 it was '90% black. Murray Hill did 

not become more than 1% black until 1967. As a ,result, the 

continuation of this optional zone from 1950-67 had the effect 

of providing an escape valve for whites from the increasingly 

black Rosedale. Given the racial percentages of the two 

schools at the time of the creation of the option, racial 

considerations would appear to have been secondary to the 

safety factors cited by the board. In addition, the present 

effect of this option appears to be integrative as the option-
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al area is now primarily black and the main source of Murray 

Hill's black enrollment (73: 24.33%). 

The year 1939 also marked the creation of an option 

zone from Doan ('40: 2.1%, 514/490; '53: 81.6%, 825/490) to 

Standish ('40: 5.89%, 849/1050) ('53: 89.3%, 944/1050). As 

with all optional. zones, the absence of data as to the number 

and race of students exercising the option makes proper assess

ment of its racial impact extremely difficult. This is 

especially true where, as here, there is also no date whatso

ever fo~ the year that the option was crea~ed. 

The optional zone now in question appears to 

encompass only a single block. Initially, the schools involv

ed reflected approximately the same racial makeup, and in 1953 

when the option was terminated, both schools were predominant

ly black. Regar~less of what racial impact this optional zone 

might have had at the time of its inception, it appears to 

have long been dissipated. 

In 1943, an optional zone was created whereby part 

of the Observation (55.1%, 352/910) attendance area was 

assigned to Rosedale (2.9%, 690/910). The area covered by 

the option was a single block consisting primarily of commer

cial and institutional structures'. Although it would seem 

that very few. children were affected by the option, it would 

appear that the effect of the option was segregative, given 

the racial percentages of the schools involved. 

It should be noted that in 1956 a second option was 

created, covering essentially the same area, but allowing 

students to go from Observation (93.1%) to Murray Hill (0.0%), 

Rosedale, in 1956, was 90.81% black. This second option 
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points up several relcvilnt factors. If the original option 

was created for safety reasons, as the board contends, the 

reasonable option (or, more appropriately, boundary change) would 

have been to the very proximate Murray Hill. Murray Hill, 

however, was not involved until the two schools in the 1943 

option had become more than 90% black. Since the racial per

centage at Murray Hill fell from 0.63% in 1956 to 0.22% in 

1957, one can only conclude that the creation of the second 

option did not have an integrative effect. 

In 1945, an optional zone was created from Observa

tion (68.7%, 265/910) to Doan (33.7%, 540/490). The board's 

proffered explanation that the option was created for safety 

reasons is not persuasive. While students would have to cross 

E. 105th and Euclid to reach Observation from the affected 

area, a single crossing guard would have significantly lowered 

if not eliminated, the hazards involved. Moreover, the option 

required the children io travel 'a longer distance, through 

Wade Park which itself was intersected by the serpentine 

Liberty Boulevard. The board asserts that students could 

avail themselves of public transportation to get to Doan with

out encountering vehicular dangers but does not indicate why 

such public transportation could not be used to get to 

Observation. 

This purported explanation for the optional zone 

becomes even less convincing when one considers that the op

tion ran from a severely under enrolled school to a signifi

cantly overcrowded school. As is evidenced by the following 

figures, Observation was experiencing decreasing enrollments 

characterized by increasing black percentages. Doan, on the 

other hand, had a rising student popUlation which was also 
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marked by an increasing black percentage, although not to the 

same extent as Observation. 

Doan 
Observation 

23,1% 
64.2% 

'44 

502/490 
288/910 

33.7% 
68.7% 

'45 

540/490 
265/910 

It is thus cler, that the option ran from an under enrolled, 

majority black school to an overcrowded, majority white 

school. Under these circumstances, it must be concluded that 

the option was created for racial reasons since there exist 

no cogent administrative or educational rationale. 

In 1947, an optional zone \'las created whereby a 

minute portion of the Columbia ('47: 64%, 656/665) attendance 

area was transferred to Holmes ('47: 8.7%, 760/945). 

This optional zone is immediately suspect because 

of the wide disparity in the racial composition of the two 

schools involved. Anytime children are allowed to move out 

of a 64% black school into an 8.7% black school, the problem 

of a "white escape villvc" must be explored. 

It is significant that only one building is involved 

The defendant admits that the optional zone for this building, 

whether a single or multiple family dwelling, was created as 

a result of parental pressure. 

In 1947, the Columbia attendance zone stopped on the 

South side of St._ Clair Avenue. Thus, pupils who avai-led 

themselves of this option had to cross St. Clair to get to 

Holmes, Thus, the optional zone cannot be based on safety 

considerat_ions since the route the students took was, in 

fact, less sa!e. 

Neither can the option be explained by overcrowding 

at the sending school, Columbia ('47: 656/665) although 

N.B. There is no page 125 
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II I Holmes also had room ('47: 760/945). 

The suspoct nature of this option is made even more 

clear by the northern boundary of the Columbia attendance 

area in 1947. In the exact area that is the subject of this 

option, the boundary is extremely jagged, going up one block 

and down another. It is not at all unreasonable to infer 

that the boundary was managed to keep "black" streets in 

Columbia ('47: 64%) and "white" streets in Holmes ('47: 8.7%). 

It is difficult to accept the board's reason for 

the option as convenience since the attendance area itself 

had children who were closer to Holmes going to Columbia 

and vice versa. 

Holmes (12.8%, 751/945) Was again involved in the 

creation of an optional area in 1948, when part of its 

attendance area was assigned to Chesterfield (0.32%, 630/735). 

The option was terminated in 1958, in conjunction with the 

opening of Pasteur (98.7%). 

The area affected by the optional zone appears to 

consist of only one block, containing about 19 homes. Since 

both schools were substantially under enrolled, the option 

could not 'uave been created to relieve overcrowding. As with 

any optional zone, ~ safety argum~nt is not convincing as 

pupils not given the. option, or those having been given it, 

who do not choose to exercise it, are exposed to' the same 

hazards cited by the defendants as justification for the 

creation of the optional zone. The data on black enrollment 

suggests that for at least a five year period after its 

creation, this optional zone provided a.n escape valve to a 

substantially less black school: 
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'48 '49 '50 '51 '52 '53 ------------- ~------~------~~----~~----------

Chesterfield .32% 1.28% 2.0% 2.4% 7.6% 22.2% 

Holmes 12.78% 14.97% 18.9% 27.6% 42.3% 53.4% 

The termination of the optional zone in 1958 seems 

totally justified as the newly opened Pasteur is located 

directly be~ween Holmes and Chesterfield. 

In 1951, Iowa-Maple opened 0% black as a K-3 school. 

At the same time, an optional zone was created from Iowa

Maple to IIazeldell (2.2%). This optional zone was terminated 

in 1963. Finally, a 1951 boundary change 'was effected among 

Holmes (27.67%), Iowa-Maple, and Hazeldell. 

The initial construction of Iowa-Maple seems entire

ly reasonable. Although Holmes (27.6%, -131) and East Clark 

(1.1%, -153) both had considerable space available, and Holmes 

presented an integrative alternative, their distance from the 

affected area was prohibitive. Iowa-Maple was built for 

primary (K-3) 8·:udents, and it is not reasonable to require 

such young children to travel the respective distances of 7200 

and 7400' to Hoimes and East Clark. Thus, the construction 

and placement of Iowa-Maple filled a clear need. The only 

possible critique of the action is the under enrollment of 

Hazeldell and Iowa-Maple through 'the mid 1950s. This condi

tion, however, was not so marked as to character,ize the con

struction of Iowa-Maple as a racially evasive act. 

SimU.c1rly, the optional zone between Iowa-Maple and 

Hazcldell appears to have been a racially neutral act. Given 

the racial percentages of the two schools, the option had a 

negligible racial impact on each. 

By the same token, the boundary change among Iowa

Maple, Holmes, and Hazeldell appears wholly justified. The 
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thrust of this ac.tion was to have the school attendance area 

boundaries conform with the natural barrier formed by Rocke

feller Park, and appears to have been devoid of racial 

motivation. 

It should be noted that the apparent prior practice 

of the board was to have upper elementary students from the 

Iowa-Maple area walk to Holmes. This severely undercuts the 

board's protestations that the available space in Iowa-Maple 

was beyond the reach of the Glenville students and was thus 

not available to assist in relieving the overcrowding that 

developed there during the 1950s. 

In 1953, two classes at Parkwood (89.9%, +100) were 

housed at Patrick Henry Jr. High (51.7%, -361). This incident 

was not addressed by the board in its response. In 1954, an 

addition was constructed at Parkwood ('53: 89.9%, +100; '54: 

92.3%, -49). 

Given the close physical proximity of Parkwood, 

Chesterfield, and Rosedale, those schools may be considered as 

a single planning unit, and this incident becomes suceptible 

to area-wide analysis. In 1953, presumably the planning year 

for the Parkwood addition, this area was not over enrolled, as 

the following figures indicate: 

Park wood 

Chesterfield 

Rosedale 

+100 

- 66 

- 81 

'53 

89.9% 

22.2% 

65.6% 

-49 

- 7 

-104 

'54 

92.3% 

40.97% 

74.1% 

The school authorities chose to send elementary 

school pupils from Parkwood past Chest~rfield, where there was 

available space, to a junior high school in contravention of 
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both sound educational policy and the board's often-expressed 

concern that children should attend the school nearest their 

home. Moreover, despite far more acute overcrowding problems 

elsewhere in the city at this time, the board decides to 

commit much needed construction resources at Parkwood. Both 

~ of these actions evince an intent by the board to contain 

Ii 
II 

I 

blacks at Parkwood so as not to contribute to the further 

"tipping" of the Chesterfield and Rosedale attendance areas. 

In 1954, three additional classrooms were construct-

ed at Doan (83.7%, 941/595). Despite this addition, there 

II still remained serious overcrowding at that school. 

I overcrowding could have been further alleviated by' utilizing 

Such 

II 
I! 
I 

II 

the availuble pupil stations at Rosedale (74,'1%', -104) and 

possibly Parkwood (~2.3%, -49). While neither of these 

alternatives would have been significantly more integrative, 

they would have. provided, at least; more equal school facili-

ties and a higher quality educational experience for the 

students attending the predominently black Doan. 

In an attempt to cope with the rising student 

population, the' board placed portable classrooms at Rosedale 

in 1954, 1956 and 1957. 

The threshhold question presented by this incident 

is whether portable classrooms were necessary in 1954. The 

following chart shows that while student enrollm~nt at Rosedal 

was increasing, it was not until 1955 that the student popula-

tion exceeded the 1952 capacity. 

1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 

proportion black 
50.2% 
65.6% 
74.1% 
84.2% 
90.8% 
90.0% 
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It would appC'ar that in 1956 the overcrowding at 

Rosedale warranted Board action. Instead of portable class

rooms, plaintiffs suggest that interaction with three schools

Parkwood, Chesterfield, and Murray Hill - was the better 

choice. 

Parkwood had approximately 53 pupil stations avail

able in 1956. Because of its racial composition, however, it 

would not have presented an integrative alternative ('56: 

98.5%) • 

Chesterfield also had available pupil stations in 

1956 (-20), but was also identifiably black (84.7%1. Thus, 

it too was not a particularly integrative alternative. 

Murray Hill, however, presents a vastly different 

picture. In 1956, it had approximately 618 available pupil 

stations and was only .6% black. It was contiguous with the 

Rosedale district, but the Board would minimize the signifi

cance of that fact. 

In its response, the Board states that children from 

Rosedale were not transferred to Murray Hill because they 

would have to cross Wade Park and Euclid Avenues and walk 

through a railroad underpass. In this regard, several obser

vations are necessary. 

First, W.ade Park Avenue dead ends in the Rosedale 

attendance zone and is far less of a major thoroughfare there 

than it is further west. Secondly, some children in the Rose

dale area already have to cross Wade Park in a northerly 

direction to reach Rosedale. It is dijficult to see why 

children can cross Wade Park from South to North, but not vice 

versa. Thirdly, the problem of crossing Euclid Avenue could 

easily be resolved through the assignment of one or more 

crossing guards at key intersections. Finally, the fact that 

the children would have to walk uncler railroad tracks, and 

~!lr~~~~ an underpass, pales in signjfjcance compared to the 
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fact that a 90.1~ black school (Rosedale) was next to a .6% 

black school (Murray Hill). 

It should be noted that Murray Hill lies approximate 

ly 4500' walking distance from the center of the Rosedale 

district. There are several attendance zones (eg. East Clark, 

Euclid Park) that require pupils to walk farther. In a 

metropolitan school district such as Cleveland, it must be 

expected that busy streets and other obstacles will have to be 

negotiated by pupils on their way to school. It is one 

function of the School Board to facilitate the crossing of 

these streets and obstacles and not utilize them as reasons 

for ignoring integrative alternatives. 

In 1955, an addition, consisting of five classrooms 

and one kindergarten, was constructed at Columbia (95.2%, 

949/665). By this time, there was virtually no space availabl 

at any of the schools within a reasonable walking distance of 

Columbia. Thus, absent any inclination to utilize short run 

transportation, the building of the addition appears 

reasonable. 

Additions were also constructed at Holmes in 1955 

(74.8%, +328) and 1947 (90.1%, +376) that resulted in eleven 

new classrooms at that school. Given the overcrowded condi

tions, the additions seem justified. But these additions did 

not fully resolve the overcrowding problem at Holmes and the 

board was unwilling to involve the adjacent Hazeldell ('55: 

2.7%, -Ill; '47: 5.4%, -185) in attempting to alleviate the 

problem. This persistent reluctance t? involve a predominent

ly white school, to which there was apparently easy access 

fro~ the southwest corner of the Holmes attendance area, 

indicates an intent on the part of the school board to contain 

blacks at Holmes. Iowa-Maple ('55: 0%, -79; '57: 1.9%, -93) 
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also presented an integrative alternative for resolving the 

overcrowding at lIolmes, but perhaps was too far away for any 

non-transportation remedy. 

Like most other schools in Cleveland during the mid 

1950s, Doan elementary was also experiencing severe over

crowding. In an attempt to alleviate the problem, relay 

classes were introduced at Doan in 1955. In January, 1956, 

I that school's kindergarten class was housed in rented facili

ties. At that point, Doan was 89.8% black and 502 pupils 

over capacity. In December 1956, five more Doan classes were 

farmed out to rented facilities. Finally, in 1957~ the board 

constructed six additional classrooms at Doan (95.3%, +377). 

The board's resort to such educationally unsound 

vehicles as relay classes and rented facilities might be 

viewed somewhat less hars ly, had they fully resolved the 

basic problem of overcrowding. If such action was indeed a 

"last resort", the obviouf.i containment of the black student 

population might be viewed as an unavoidable, albeit abhorrent 

side effect. Such, however, was clearly not the case. 

At the same time as black pupils were being educated 

in inferior conditions, reasonably nearby schools, some of 

which presented' integrative alternatives (Sowinski and Murray 

Hill) and some of which did not (Rosedale and Ob.servation) 

were not pressed into service, despite their available pupil 

stations which lay idle. Under these circumstances, the im

plementation of relay classes, which deprive the pupil of even 

a minimally acceptable education, cann?t be justified. This 

practice, in the face of practicable alternatives, constituted 

an outright theft of those students' rights to even an equal 

educational experience, and can be explained only as the 
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manifestation of an intention to contain blacks, at all costs. 

This pattern of behavior continued into 1956, when 

the board placed portable classrooms at Chesterfield ('55: 

Gl.a%, +74, '56: 84.7%, -20). The use of portables in this 

instance strongly suggests an intent to contain blacks given 

I the available space at the then adjacent Hazeldell ('55: 1.7%, 

I 

I 
II 
I' 

-Ill; '56: 3.1%, -177). The overcrowding at Chesterfield was 

far less acute than that of Hough and west Glenville schools. 

That the portable classrooms then available were sent to 

Chesterfield, rather than the other areas of far more pressing 

need, supports the conclusion that school authorities sought 

to contain blacks in the Holmes area. This conclusion is 

further buttressed by the available space at adjacent Parkwood 

('56: 98.5%, -53) and Rosedale ('56: 90.8%, -78). Although 

utilization of these facilities would not have had a markedly 

integrative effect, it would have indicated an administrative 

intention to maximize the efficient use of resources, where-

ever they mi.ght be found. 

In 1956, Rosedale lost a portion of its attendance 

area when that area seceded from the City of Cleveland and 

became a part of the City of East Cleveland. The critical 

issue here was the role of the S~ate Board of Education, and 

for a discussion of that issue, see infra. 

Other Glenville elementary schools were undergoing 

the same kind of turmoil as a result of the overcrowding of 

the 1950s. In 1953, two Parkwood (89.9%, +100) sixth grade 

classes were sent to Patrick Henry Jr. High School. In 1954, 

one Columbia (93.6%,) class was also sent to Patrick Henry Jr. 

High School and another class was sent to Empire Junior High 

. School. In 1956, four portable classrooms were added to 
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Parkwood ('55: 95.04t, +25; '56: 98.5%, -53), and four portabl 

classrooms were placed at Standish (' 55: 91.7%, +142; '56: 

90.8t, +50). Also in 1956, two additional Parkwood classes 

were sent to Patrick Henry and two Standish classes were sent 

to Empire Junior High School. 

By the school board's own calculations, Rosedale 

und Hazeldell are 3000' and 4800', respectively, from the 

Parkwood school itself, and clearly closer to portions of the 

Parkwood attendance area. Such walking distances are not 

unreasonably excessive, particularly for upper elementary 

children. Both schools had available space during' the 1950s 

with Rosedale offering a somewhat integrati~s alternative 

through 1955 and Hazeldell presenting such an opportunity 

throuCJh 1959. 

The obvious question, in view of the above circum

stances, is whether portable classrooms and the use of junior 

high school facilities represented an effort by the board to 

contain the black student population so as not to contribute 

to the "tipping" of Hazeldell or accelerate the r,acial change 

in the Rosedale area. 

On the basis of the facts presented, this question 

cannot be definitively answered. The overcrowding at Standish 

might have been dealt with by utili~ing availabl~ space at 

Sowinski (4100' away) and Hodge -- but was not. At the very 

least, however, there exists a negative inference from the 

board's decision to select less integrative and less educa

tionally sound alternatives that were,',perhaps, more conven

ient. 

One of the most crucial issues raised at trial with 

regard to the Glenville area was the board's construction 
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program during the ten year period from 1959-68. Over the 

course of that decade,the following schools were built: 

Morgan (1959), Pasteur (1959), Lake (1961), Landis (1963), 

Howe (1965), and Forest Hills Parkway (1968). 

As with mAny other actions isolated by the plaintiff , 

the planning and construction of Morgan and Pasteur were most 

defensible acts given the burgeoning enrollments in the 

Glenville a~ea at this time. In fact, using the June 1958 

enrollment figures in response E-114 and the exhibit 74 capa-

city figures, the five schools from which the Morgan attendanc. 

zone was drawn were over enrolled by a total of 16~3. Certain 

ly, the basic capacity of Morgan, 1085 pupil ·stations, was 

needed. The questions which arise have to do with the failure 

of the school authorities to more evenly distribute the stu-

dents among these schools; Sowinski, which had a black enroll-

ment of 43~ ~n 1958 and 43.1% in 1959, enrolled 852 students 

and 830 students respectively in each of those years in a 

school plant which had a basic capacity of 875. Such condi-

tions when considered by themselves are quite close to ideal. 

However, they must .be viewed in the follo",ing statistical 

context. 

enroll/ utiliz. % bI. enroll/ utiliz. % bI. 
caE· rate c~ rate 

Charless Orr 671/525 128% 74.8% 547/525 104% 84.1% 
Doan f2327s05 153% 96.9% 9907805 123% 98.1% 
H"6dgc 4437735 60!i; 1.7% 400/735 5~% 0.0% 
!b\~. 1444/1015 142'1; 84.9% 1344/1015 1.32% 87.9% 
Wade Pilrk l859[1155 161% 92.1% 1623[1155 141% 9G-.3%-

The introduction of the figures for Hodge school which shared a long 

boundary with Sowinski leads to the co~clusion that the neigh-

borhocd school policy was not neutrally applied when the 

school officials redrew school boundaries on the opening of 
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Daniel Morgan. Had there been a racially, neutral reassessment 

of how to utilize the available school facilities in this 

general area, one must conclude that the available space at 

Hodge would have been pressed into the solution of the contin-

uing overcrowding problem. The high correlation between low 

utilization rates and low proportions of black enrollment 

suggest purposeful behavior aimed at maintaining the white 

identity of certain schools. If school authorities had been 

concerned with the comparability of neighborhood schools, 

these types of disparities would not have been tolerated the 

year that a new school opened in the area. 

Turning to the opening of Louis,Pasteur, similar 

observations must be made. There can be little question as 

to the need for the school. Again using the June 1948 enroll-

ments in response E-114 and exhibit 74 capacity figures, the 

over enrollment of the four schools from which the Pasteur 

attendance zone was carved was 859. However, the problem is 

focused when one realizes that in 1959, relying on exhibit 74 

enrcllment and capacity figures, these four schools plus 

Pasteur had over enrollments totalling 981. Under these cir

cumstances, a racially neutral application of the neighbOrhOod l 
school policy would have seen such enrollment pressure more 

evenly distributed to nearby schools such as Iowa-Maple (15.6% 

292/385) and Hazeldell (15.9%, 1089/1190). While such boundar 

adjustments might not occur under normal circumstances because 

of what might be termed inertia, the opening of a new school 

by definition creates a situation of flux and is a natural 

time for reexamination and changes. The failure to make reason 

able boundary changes in these circumstances suggests an 
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explicit rejection of such alternatives. This plainly seems 

the case in not adjusting the Iowa-Maple and Hazeldell bound

aries to handle some of the students crowding Holmes and 

Pasteur. 

I By 1961., when Charles Lake opened, all of the 

I I schools in the immediate area had enrollments which .exceeded 

II their capaci-ties. Lake was planned to relieve the overcrowd

ing at Holmes and Standish. However, by the time it opened, 

all _three schools were substantially overcrowded, though not 

as drastically as Holmes and Standish had .been in the two 

previous years. In fact, all of the schools in the Glenville 

area had enrollments higher than their stated capacity, in 

most cases substantially higher. Looking just at the schools 

listed in exhibits 293-13 and 293-14 and response E-117, Lake, 

Holmes, Standish; Iowa-Maple, and Hazeldell were over enrolledl 

according to exhibit 74 figures by a total of 830. The first 

three of these schools had black enrollments 99% or more, 

Hazeldell of 68.5% and Iowa-Maple of 48.1%. At the same time'l 

Memorial (2.6%), Brett (2.7%) and Longfellow (30.1%) had 1275 

theoretically available pupil stations on the basis of exhibit 

74 capacity. While it is clear that these three schools were 

beyond a reasonable distance for'an elementary child to walk, 

they were "nearby" if bus transportation was considered. 

Whatever the justification provided by the "neighborhood 

school policy" in other circumstances, the juxtaposition of 

these two areas with such contrasting enrollment circumstances 

makes clear that the effect, if not the deliberate purpose of 

school iluthorities' decision not to employ short-run-transpor-

tation to fully resolve overcrowding problems in Glenville 

schools, was to contain black children in overcrowded and, 
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therefore, unequal facilities, while space went unused in 

schools which maintained a primary identification as white 

schools. While the failure to use such a short-run transpor

tation strategy might not reflect a conscious decision where 

assignment patterns are stable, the opening of a new school is 

a natural time for the reevaluation of assignment policies. 

There is evidence in the record that the construction of Lake 

School focused the growing community concern over both the 

racial isolation in the Cleveland system and the widespread 

problem of overcrowding in predominantly black schools and 

leaders in the black community viewed transportation as part 

of the solution to both problems. Viewing all of this, it is 

clear that the rejection of such proposals was an omission to 

act which maintained segregation of black students in inferior 

i.e. overcrowded facilities. 

The Landis School opened in 1963 with a black 

enrollment of 99.9% black in a total enrollment of 1138. Its 

capacity was 1085. The necessity for the school could be 

demonstrated by pointing to the fact that "nearby" schools, 

i.e. Doan, Parkwood, Columbia, Holmes, Pasteur, Rosedale and 

Chesterfield, all of which had domino like boundary changes 

as a result of the opening of La~dis, were over enrolled by a 

total of 1552 in 1961. Thus, if children were to attend 

schools which were not overcrowded , clearly addi"tional facil

ities were needed. One way to provide such additional space 

. was to build a new school. But as the testimony at trial made 

clear, such a solution took time, even when such construction 

was accelerated. In the meantime, another solution was to 

utilize available space elsewhere. In 196i, three schools 
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in the general area, Murray Hill (0%), Longfellow (30.1%), 

and Brett (2.7%) had 1545 theoretically available pupil 

Factoring in -the enrollment situation at I stations in 1961. 

\

11 East Madison (46.3%, 583/490) there would still have been 1452 

available pupil stations at those three schools. While some 

I busing was undertaken from 1962 to 1964, the evidence indic-

I ates that it was not such as to take full advantage of the 

ill opportunity to equalize enrollments at just above optimum use 

I in all of these schools. Instead, the evidence indicates that I 
\ there was a rush to complete Landis to allow for the termina- I 
II tion of a significant portion of the busing which was under-

Ii taken. 

'\ the opening of Landis, the transportation of Holmes students 

As the local defendants note in respo"nse E-114, upon 

I, I to Longfellow ended. 

! rollment figures for the exact period when the busing ceased, 

The court is without the benefit of en-

I but a comparison of the 1961 Holmes enrollment, 1597, and its 

I 1964 enrollment, 1647, suggests that this cessation was prema-
'\ 
1 ture. Similarly, the school authorities decided to terminate 

I 

transportation of Chesterfield stud~nts to Murray'Hill upon 

the opening of Landis. The available enrollment figures 

I suggest that the overcrowding at Chesterfield had been nearly 

eliminated. But, again, looking at the distribution of 

I students in the almost totally black schools of Glenville, 

IparticularlY those affected by the opening of Landis, there was 

a total over enrollment of 942 in 1964. (This does not include 

a figure for Landis School itself for which 1964 enrollmcnt 

figure's were not supplied). In the same ycar, the predominent-

ly white schools, Murray Hill, (0%), Brett (4.4%) and Longfello 

(37.2%), near the edge of Glenville had a total available basic 

capacity of 1491. If East Clark (48.8%) which was over enrolle 

is included in the determination of the available capacity of 
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this group of Schools, the figure drops to 1434. Finally, in 

I assessing the various boundary changes which occurred in the 

I 
II ,I 
II 

II 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ii 
I 
I 

I 
I 

'I , 

II 

Ii 
I 
I 

I 

step-by-step adjustments accompanying the opening of Landis, 

perhaps the most notable is the one which did not occur betwee 

Rosedale and Murray Hill, despite the fact that, as the local 

defenda'nts acknowledge, Rosedale did not receive substantial 

relief from overcrowding until 1965. In summary, while the 

construction of Landis was defensible, the implementation of 

assignment policies pursuant to its opening were segregatory 

in effect. It appears that under the rubric of the neighbor-

hood school policy, there was a rush to concentrate black 

pupils in generally overcrowded, predominantly black schools, 

despite the availability of space in nearby predominantly 

white schools. 

In 1965 the Board opened Ho~e, Roth, and Bethune 

elementary schools. These schools opened 99.1%, 99.1% and 

100% black, respectively. When these schools were planned, 

presumably in 1963, there was justifiable concern among 

school officials over the rapidly increasing elementary 

school population. Relevant, too, was the apparent,mobility 

of the population which had recently migrated out of Hough 

and into Glenville. Thus, as an 'abstract planning proposition 

there was a need for additional pupil stations in the Glen-

ville area. 

The analysis of the Glenville area, as a single 

entity, is somewhat hampered by the absence of statistical 

data for the years 1963, 1965, and 19~6. The following chart, 

however, is representative of the situ~tion during the 

critical period. 
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Pcn!cnt. 1964 Percent. 1967 
________ -'e::;.;:l\,!:"o11/cap. cnrollm~nt/cilp2citL 

The above schools are those gI:ouped together in 

the 1965 School HO\l~inq Report as beinq in the Glenville area. 

In 1964, these schools had a total enrollment of 15,344 which 

was 2359 over their theoretical capacity. Thus, based upon 

actual 1964 figures, Glenville, at that time, required 2359 

additional pupil stations to meet its present needs. Coupled 

to this was the School Board's projection, contained in its 

1965 Housing Report, that the Glenville enrollment would reach 

17,000 in 1967. Thus, the construction of Roth, Howe, and 

Bethune appears justified even though the actual 1967 enrqll-

mont for the Glenville area was only 14,872 or some 1518 under 

capacity. Viewed in a vacuum, the additional 3405 pupil 

stations provided by Roth, Howe and Bethune appear defensible. 

As has been previously noted, the opening of a new 

school necessarily requires re-evaluation and revision of ex-

isting attendance zones. The fact that two of the new schools 

would open 99.1% black and the otherlOO% black could not have 

escaped the attention of the Board. In its various responses, 

the Board has mentioned its "step-by-step" method for relicvin( 

overcrowded conditions. The Board, however, chose to con-

struct a new school, Bethune, virtually next door to an exist-

ing school, Hosedale (99.9%), rather than take an additional 
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"step" into the Murray ilill (0%) area. In 1964 Murray Hill 

had only 313 students in a building with a capacity of 1085 

and which had the potential for a highly integrative result. 

This alternative would have required the crossing of Euclid 

Avenue and walking under some railroad tracks. The former 

problem could have been solved through the use of a crossing 

guard while the latter is only of minimal significance. 

It is difficult to see how the site selection of 

Bethune can withstand d charge of containment. The Board in 

its response, says that the Bethune district was formed from 

the Rosedale area. In fact - both the Bethune and Rosedale 

attendance zones are coterminous. This construction of a 

"double-deck" attendance zone is indefensible when the zone 

is contiguous with a zone that has over 700 available pupil 

stations (Murray Hill). The result is two 99% black schools 

"piggy-backed" next to a 0% black school. 

The 1961 opening of Charles Lake (98.98%, +70) 

precipitated a far-reaching series of boundary changes, as 

well as other board initiated action. A portion of the Holmes 

('60: 97.76%, +730; '61: 99%, +248) and Standish ('60:99.67%, 

+239; '61: 99.60~, +75) attendance areas were transferred to I 
the newly opened Lake. Part of the Parkwood ('60: 99.5%, +14; 

'61: 99.4%, -31) area was assigned to Columbia ('60: 99.8%, 

+273; '61: 99.9%, +182), and a part of Columbia, in turn, was 

assigned to Standish. Relay classes were held at Columbia in 

1959, and 1969, and for one semester in 1962, 70 Columbia 

studC'nts were bused to Murray Hill. F,inally, a portion of the 

Pasteur ('61: 99.9%, +414; '61: 99.7%, +214) attendance area 

was assigned to Holmes. 

These actions by the board are yet another example 

of the use of rippling boundary changes so as to distribute 
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overcrowding burdens more evenly. While such action was not 

a total panacea for the student overpopulation problem, it did 

prove to be a highly useful technique which the hoard had 

eschewed during the 1950s. 

Noteworthy, however, was the situation at Sowinski 

(49.6%, +74) and Hodge (34.9%, -271) in 1961. The failure of 

the board to utilize these schools strongly suggests that stepi 

by-step bounuary changes were selectively employed and that . 

the rippling effect of these changes was deliberately halted 

at school boundaries that the board considered racial barriers 

In 1955, the Captain Arthur Roth ('6 7 ~' 99.1%, 1324 

1155) school opened having had its attendance area carved out 

of Hazeldell ('64: 94.6%, 2313/1190). In 1968, however, the 

situation \1aS rev~rsed, and part of Roth ('68: 99.5%, 1177/ 

1155) was return~d,to Hazeldell (99.7%, 1079/1190). 

The construction of Roth appears highly justified, 

given the extreme overcrowding at Hazeldell, which lay 

directly to the North. By the same token, the boundary change 

between the two schools was mandated by the availability of 

the new facilities, By 1968, the situation at Hazeldell had 

become sufficiently relieved to allow it to reclaim part of 

the area it had transferred to tne newly opened Roth in 1964. 

Proper analysis of this incident, and its ramifi-

cations, is hampered by the absence of statistical date for 

1963, 1965, and 1966. For example, Iowa-Maple, to the North 

of "azeldell, appears to have sustained a tremendous increase 

in its black population uuring that pe,riod which mily have 

been either a cause or effect of the opening of Roth and the 

resulting boundary change. 
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This absence of data also relates to the 1963 

addition to Iowa-Maple ('62: 77.01, 736/1085; '64: 89.9%; 

'63: 1249/1085). The addition of these 24 classrooms allowed 

Iowa-Maple to become a K-6, rather than K-3· school. As a 

result, the 4-6th graders in the Iowa-Maple attendance area 

no longer had to attend Hazeldell ('62: 85.8%, 2388/1190; 

'64: 94.6%; '63: 2313/1190). 

While the board actions obviously helped minimize 

the overcrowding problem, one must question its failure to go 

further. By this point in time, school authorities had begun 

to utilize busing elsewhere in the system to relieve over

crowding. There was available space at Longfellow ('62: 31.2% 

369/700; '64: 37.2%, 428/700) which was easily within reach 

of short-run transportation, although beyond walking distance. 

Because of the gaps in the statistical data for the mid-60s, 

it is not possible to determine whether the acute overcrowding 

at Hazeldell continued after the expansion of Iowa-Maple. 

Between 1963-68, five Holmes ('62: 98.9%, +334, 

'64: 99%, +317) kindergarten classes were housed in rented 

I facilities. This was in addition to the 1959 transfer of 

seven Holmes classes to Glenville Junior High School. 

Although the rental of non-school owned facilities 

might evince an intent to contain black pupils in this area, 

there is simply insufficient data to make such inference 

conclusive. Such practice is counterproductive, both educa

tionally and integratively, and could be condoned only in the 

complete absence of alternatives. It'~urther appears that 

this action did not fully resolve the overcrowding problem 

and this fact further clouds the issue of motivation. 
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In 1968, Forest Hills Parkway opened with a 

proportional black enrollment of 99.6%. Because of the 

unavailability of data for 1965 and 1966, the court is unable 

1 to reconstruct the context in which the initial planning of 

II 

II 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
II 
Ii 
! 

this school took place. The local defendants have noted that 

it was planned to relieve overcrowding at Roth, Hazeldell and 

Iowa-Maple. This justification must be evaluated in light of 

the data available to the court. The court has considered 

data for 1964, 1967, 1968 and 1969 for the schools in the 

area. 

ENROLLMENTS 

Capacity 1964 1967 1968 1969 

Bethune * not open 740 710 661 
Chesterfield 945 990 884 820 796 
Columbia 875 964 742 686 648 
Doan 805 963 620 546 580 
Hazeldcll 1190 2313 1317 1079 977 
Holmes 1330 1647 1156 1091 941 
Howe * not open 782 761 750 
Iowa-Maple 1085 1249 1404 904 869 
Lake,Charles 1085 1162 11031 991 962 
Landis 1085 1138(68) 938 898 830 
Pasteur 945 1173 896 830 798 
Pilrkwood 1050 1010 816 773 718 
Roth * not open 1324 1117 1110 
Rosedale 1400 1576 1088 1030 1000 
Standish .1190 1159 1062 1115 992 
Forest Hills 665 not open not op. not op. 850 

Parkway 

Totals: 1964: 12985 15344 14872 13351 13482 
1967: 16390 (includes Bethune,Howe, and Roth) 
1969: 17055 (includes Forest Hi,lls Parkway) 

*The individual capacities of Bethune, Howe, and Roth are not 

known. However, the court has determined the aggregate 

capacity of these three schools to be 3405. This figure WilS 

deduced from the discussion of the capacity of the schools in 

this area in the 19G5 housing report and the known capacity 

figures from P.X. 74 of other schools in the area. 
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In light of the foregoing figures, it must be 

questioned whether the construction of Forest Hills Parkway 

I School was necessary at all. While the elementary schools to 

I 

I 

I 
I 
!\ 
I 

the east of Forest Hills Park, i.e. Iowa-Maple, Hazeldell and 

Roth, were over enrolled, there was sufficient capacity in 

schools in the Glenville area to provide adequate space for 

all elementary students. Indeed the concentration of construe 

tion in the Glenville area from 1959 onward had by 1967 

resulted in 1518 theoretically unused pupil stations. This 

calculation does not even consider spaces available in the 

L further dista~t ichools in the northeast corner of the city. 

II 
I' 
II 

Assuming that step-by-step boundary changes through " 

the Glenville area could not have obviated the construction of 

yet another school in that area with the consequent impaction 

of black students, the more serious question arises of whether 

the site selection for Forest Hills Parkway was intentionally 

segregative. During the 1960s the enrollment at East Clark 

was growing at a significant rate ('60: 777; '67: 990; '68: 

1113). In fact, in 1966, an addition of four classrooms was 

constructed at East Clark, which had previously had a theor

etical capacity of 770. The initial planning of this addition 

and of the construction of Foresi Hills Pa~kway Elementary 

school was presumably essentially simultaneous. Thus school 

officials were aware of overcrowding not only at Roth, 

Hazeldell and Iowa-Maple, but also at East Clark. The court 

assumes that the 1966 addition to EaRt Clark raised its 

theoretical capacity to 910 (770+(35X4)=910). The problem of 

overcrowding at East Clark was obviously not fully resolved 

by this addition. Selection of a site to the east of Iowa-

Maple could have been as effective in relieving overcrowding 
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on a step-by-step basis as was the site actually used to the 

west. At the same time, it could have also served to fully 

relieve the overcrowding at East Clark. Most significantly 

for the focus of inquiry in this case, a school which has as 

part of its attendance area a portion of the East Clark ('68: 

42.49%) attendance area might have opened less segregated 

than did Forest Hills Parkway. The site selection for Forest 

I
I Hills led to the clearly foreseeable result of opening a 

segregated school, when a reasonable integrative alternative 

I 
! 

~ ~ 

appeared to be available. This pattern of site selection 

which heightened racial isolation even where integrative 

alternatives existed appears to have become a practice of 

school officials in the 1970s, as discussed infra. 

In 1969, an optional zone was cre~ted whereby part 

of Holmes ('68: 99.8%, 1091/1330; '69: 9~.9%, 941/1330; 

attendance area was assigned to Forest Hills Parkway ('68: 

99.6%, '69: 100%, 840/ ). This option is still in effect. 

This optional zone, in and of itself is of little 

significance. It does, however, point up the problems in the 

site selection of ~orest Hills Parkway, as discussed more' 

fully, ~ra, in the analysis of the Glenville elementary 

school construction. 

I In 1970, a boundary change was effected from the 

I Charles Lake (100%, 878/1085) area to Sowinski (7.56%, 1056/ 

875). In that same year, part of the Sowinski area was trans-

ferred to Daniel Morgan (100%, 1003/1085). 

The school board indicates that the area encompassed 

by the first boundary change involved 'only parkland, having 

no bearing on the assignment of students, and thus no racial 

effect. 
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The second boundary change, however, appears to have 

had a segregatory effect. The area taken from Sowinski (75. 

56%), when added to Morgan (100%) reduced the latter's black 

percentage by only .2% (Morgan was 99.8% black in 1971). 

Hodge ('70: 28.9%, 633/735) appears to have presented an 

integrative alternative. 
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NORTHEAST AREA 

The area to the east of Glenville, for analytical 

purposes can be considered in connection with the Glenville 

area, in regard to only the events from the late 1960s to 

date. However, to gain a proper perspective on the local 

defendants' treatment of this area, separate discussion of the 

area taking into consideration decisions of school officials 

dating back to the 1940s is appropriate. 'The nucleus of sllch 

an analysis is Longfellow school which in 1940 had a signifi

cant proportion of black students (12.4%). Other schools in 

the vicinity of Longfellow had the following proportional 

black enrollment in 1940: 

Brett 
East Clark 
Memorial 

2.69% 
2.40r.; 
0.99% 

Nhen compared with the systemwide average of 14.48 percent 

black enrollment in regular public schools in 1940, this 

suggests that the underlying residential patterns in this 

area were more integrated than most other areas of the city. 

The first action of the local defendants concerning 

this area included in the plaintiffs' evidence is the trans-

fer in 1946 of the seventh grade classes formerly conducted 

at Longfellow (18.5'1" 361/700) to Collinwood (2.9%, 1138/3548) 

which was then operated as both a junior and senior high 

school. In the court's view, this action appears to have had 

an integrative effect. To have acted otherwise would have 

subjected the board to the charge of containing junior high . 
school students at Longfellow, a significant portion of whom 

would be black. 
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What is interesting about this incident is the 

board's explanation that "where possible, junior high school 

students, c.g., the 7th grade, who were in elementary schools 

were sent to junior high schools." The board's persuasive 

argument with regard to this action calls attention to its 

inconsistency in failing to apply such a policy to Murray Hill 

While Murray Hill is not included in the geographical area 

now being treated, this does seem the appropriate time to make 

a few observations about the seventh and eighth grade classes 

which continue to be conducted at Murray Hill. In 1946, when 

the board indicates it was attempting to make its grade struc-I 

turing uniform for schools throughout the system, the Murray 

Hill (0%) elementary school attendance area was included in 

the attendance area of Fairmount Junior High School (58.6%). 

In the year t~at this case was filed, 1973, had Murray Hill 

(24.3%) not provided seventh and eighth grades, the students 

in those classes would have been assigned to Davis Junior High I 

School (100%). The'unusual grade structure maintained at 

Murray Hill for at least 30 years after school officials had 

eliminated such arrangements in all other schools in the 

district reasonably must be judged to be a blatant effort ,to 

provide white students with the opportunity to attend a clear

ly identifiable white school. 

In 1947, an optional zone was created permitting 

students in a portion of Longfellow (23.3%, 407/700) to attend 

Memorial (1.6%, 488/1015), if they so chose. The affected 

aroa was located in the northern portion of the Longfellow 

area, and the local defendants contend that it was substan-

tially closer to Memorial. This argument overlooks the fact 

that the option was given to only one street and that there 
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were portions of Longfellow further north of the affected area 

which would have been even further from Longfellow and closer 

to Memorial, yet the students in this area were not given the 

option; Further, the alleged safety hazard on which the de

r fendants rely, the crossing of 140th Street, was one which 

I confronted students from a large area of Longfellow attendance 

zone who were not given any options. 

In fact, the local defendants' attempt to argue that 

safety considerations were a significant consideration in 

this decision calls attention to the anomalous southern boun-

dary of Longfellow. That boundary followed a railroad track 

on its eastern half, but on the western portion dropped down 

to include a residential area much of which was considerably 

closer to East Clark (1.0%) than to Longfellow. The court 

does not have data on the racial composition of this residen-

tial area. However, it does find this portion of the boundary 

highly suspect in light of the school officials' oft-expressed 

concern about having children cross railroad tracks. In fact, 

an examination of the theoretical number of pupil stations in 

East Clark, l-1emorial and Longfellow in light of their 1947' 

enrollments reveals that had school officials chosen to do so, 

they might have operated two moderately integrated schools in 

this area, instead of two virtually all-white schools and one 

"black" school. Specifically, the theoretical capacity of 

East Clark. and Memorial totalled to 1785, while the 1947 en

rollments of these two schools plus Longfellow totalled only 

1496. The specific data for all three ~chools for 1947 is: 
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East Clark 
Longfellow 
Memorial 

___ e.;;...n",-r:;..o.;:...;l1mcn t/ c~,.:...a",-p..::a..::c,-,i,-,t: ... y,--___ ...;%:.,· b 1 a ck 
, ________________ 401//70 1.0% 

40-77700 23 :3'~---
~loT5 1. 6%--

Since the northeast corner of the city was characterized by 

fairly large attendance zones, the attendance areas which 

would have resulted had such an approach been adopted would 

not have been greater than the average in that area. Further, 

had the school officials chosen to operate only East Clark and 

Memorial, they could have drawn the boundary between the two 

attendance areas to correspond precisely with the railroad 

tracks, thereby eliminating the apparent safety hazard which 

I
, this created for children in the most southerly portion of the 

I Longfellow area. The court concludes that this particular i 
~ optional zone is a minor manifestation of the school officials' 
" 

I 
I 

I 

general inclination to contain at least the black elementary 

students in this area at Longfellow to the extent possible, at 

the same time allowing at least some of the white students 

assigned to Longfellow the opportunity to attend a "white" 

school. 

The next ,specific action which involved Longfellow 

was in 1963 when the attendance boundary for East Clark ('62: 

4.0%,850/770; '64: 4.3%, 843/770)·was shifted to assign a 

portion of the area to Longfellow ('62: 31.2%, 369/700; '64: 

37.2%, 428/700). Certainly the enrollment figures for the two 

schools at this time bear out the necessity for some action to 

relieve the overcrowding at East Clark. Looking only to the 

percentage of black enrollment at the ~wo schools, the action 

was seemingly integrative. However, comparing the relative 

stability of that percentage figure at East Clark after the 

change would have been effective with the increase in that 

figure at Longfellow, it may not be reasonable to rest with 

this superficial conclusion. Another factor to be considered 
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in this scrutiny is tllLlt the boun<'liJry chantje incrcilsed the 

portion of the Longfellow attendance area which WilS souLh of 

the railroad tracks in the area. Finally, Longfellow was not 

the only school adjacent to East Clark which apparently had 

space available for use in dealing with the overcrowding 

problem at East Clark. Brett ('62: 2.94%, 579/1010; '64: 

4.4%, 563/1010), which was located to the east of East Clark, 

was operating at slightly over half capacity. Under these 

circumstances, the court believes that it is warranted in 

speculating that the particular action which was taken to re

lieve overcrowding at East Clark might have focused on a 

residential area which had been or was becoming significantly 

black. If this were so, the legitimate action of school 

officials in dealing with a recognized problem would be tain

ted as the foreseeable effect of such action would be the 

further isolation of black students in the area at Longfellow. 

In 1964, a portion of the Longfellow attendance area 

which was in the vicinity of a freeway construction site was 

desiynated as an optional zone, allowing the students in the 

area t1)e choice to attend Memorial. The explanation of the 

local defendants that this zone was created because of safety 

considerations associated with the freeway construction seems 

to be factually supported. 

In 1966, an addition of four classrooms was con

structed to deal with the continued overcrowding at East 

Clark. The court estimates that this action increased the 

theoretical capacity of East Clark from 770 to 910. This 

addition has been discussed, supra, in'~relation to various 

construction decisions which were made in Glenville in the 

mid and late 1960s. 
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'l'Jw pcr-sisb'nl prol>lern uf. inCn'dSillC) (,Ilrolllll<'nt at 

i East 

I 
Clark und Lhe:r.csulthlg over.cr.owding precipitated yet 

I 
1 

\ 

\ 
i , 
I , 
'I 

II 
I 
\ 

another boundary change in 1969, shifting an additional por-

tion of the East Clark ('68: 42.5%, 1113/910; '69: 57.7%, 

1094/910) arc'a to Longfellow (' 6[1: 42.5%, 409/700; '69: 35.8%, 

48G/700). As was the Cdse with the 1963 boundary change, the 

need for SOlnP action to relieve overcrowding was cle'ar. Agi'lin, 

however, the question arises of whether the alternative of 

utilizing the available space at Brett ('6B: 5.05%, 475/1010; 

'69: 4.97%, 462/1010), which was clearly the more integrative 

option, was rejected in an effort to maintain the white iden-

tification of Brett. The fact that Brett's proportional black 

enrollment had dropped from l3.9B% in 1967 to 5.05 percent in 

1968 would support such an inference. Further the explanation 

of t.he local defendants as to why Longfellow was chosen as the 

rcceiving school cuts against their insistence thut safety ~aH 

I their overriding consideration. 
I 

Thc' walking distance from the center of the affected 

area to both I,ongfellml and Brett was virtually the same. In 

I its response, the board says that Brett was not considered' as 

i a receiving school because of safety factors involved. The 
I 

\ 

board conveniently ignores the fact that the decision it made 

,reqUired students to cross railroad tracks, near what board 

I documents call a railroad yard. The purported danger involved 

in the route to Brett is Cl "five-po.int" intersection, whore 

E. 1.!j:~nl1 Stn'(~l. ann Sl. Clair meet. The dangcn3 presented in 

crossing city streets can be met by usc, of crossing guards. 

In the court's view, guarding against t6e dangers presented 

by the attractive nuisances of a railroad yard and other 
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industrial use~ along the route to Longfellow is not as easily 

accomplished. 

The local defendants also argue that there was no 

available space bt Brett because the County was renting 

"numerous" classrooms for the training of the mental.!y re

tarded. Assuming that all of the available classrooms had 

been rented to the Counly, it was the bOilrd which chose' to 

enter into this arrangem~nt, perhaps to preclude just such 

integrative actions as a boundary change with East Clark. 

Finally, school officials began construction of 

East Clark Relief in 1975. This incident is amon~ the most 

damning evidence in the record. The planning of this school 

presumably has taken place since the filing of this suit. 

East Clark Relief was constructed to relieve overcrowding at 

East Clark ('73: 93.2%, 1174/910). The relief school is lo

cated on Woodworth Ave. in the extreme southwest corner of the 

East Clark attendance zone. As a result, it will draw its 

students from that area, and reflect the existing racial 

composit.ion of East Clark, and perhaps from the Iowa-Maple 

('73: 100~) attendance area. Thus, there was no doubt that 

East Clark Relief would open predominently black. 

To the east of East Clark, and contiguous therewith, 

lies Brett ('73: 4.1%, 410/1010). The surplus students at 

East Clark could have been assimilated by Brett without over

crowding at either school. The result, quite obviously, would 

have been enormously integrative. Instead of constructing 

East Clark Relief, the board might have bisected the East 

Clark. and Brett attendance areas, along a line coterminous 

with St. Clair Ave. This would have assigned one "white" 

quadrant and one "black" qUadrant to each school tlwreby 
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integrating botll schools. 

Moreover, by making St. Clair Ave. the boundary 

between the two schools, no child attending those schools 

would have to cross that thoroughfare. It should be noted 

that approximately half of the Brett students currently must 

cross St. Clair Ave. The integrative alternative recognized 

by the Court would have eliminated that hazard. 

The board, in its response, mak0S rcference to the 

fact that Brett was built on shale, and its floors have 

buckl~d. If Buch is the case, a reasonable soluLion would 

have been to build a new school which would replace Brett, 

which was built in 1919, and provide relief for East Clark. 

Instead of constructing a new integrated school through 

redrawing of boundaries, the board has chosen to build anew I 
predominently black school. on the very border of the district 

The pattern followed by the board with regard to 

East Clark Relief is the same as that followed with Marion-

St.er1ing, Rosedale and Bethune, the replacement: of Wade Park, 

and otlJers. Even more distut"bing them the obvious containing 

effect of East Clark Relief is the fact that its construction, 

like many othar segregative acts of the board, occurred almost 

on the eve of trial. By that time, any integrative alterna-

tive should have been seized by the board. Fai1~re to do so 

can only be interpreted as a conscious segregative choice by 

the board. 
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WES'l' SIDE 

One of the areas of the Cleveland School District 

that was in issue at trial lies on the west side of the city. 

As has been noted earlier, and stipulated by the parties, the 

city of Cleveland suffers from severe residential segregation. 

Virtually all the blacks live on the east side. There is, 

however, a small pocket of blacks on the west side - a vestige 

of the grouping of black laborers at a railroad depot in that 

area. 

The area, and schools in question, was not analyzed 

in detail at the actual trial, but like many other allegations, 

received full treatment in the board's written responses to 

the plaintiffs' allegations. The area in question is relativel 

ly small, when compared with the east side, but it managed to 

generate considerable board action. 

In 1930, an optional zone was created from Longmead 

to Hawthorne, and in 1,975, this optional area was incorporated 

into the Brooklawn area. 

The analysis of this incident requires an overview 

of the racial composition of the schools involved: 

Longmead 
Hawthorne 
Brooklawn 

1940 

12.8% 
5.1% 

not open 

1950 

13% 
7.7% 
not open 

1960 

14.7% 
6.0% 

49.6% 

1970 

22.4% 
5.8% 

53.7% 

What is here involved, therefore, is an optional 

zone f~om a school with a greater percentage of black students 

to a school with a lesser percentage oE black students, which 

requires closer scrutiny. 
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In its response, the Board does not allege any over-

crowding at Longmead which necessitated the creation of an 

optional zone. Instead, the board states that the option was 

created because Hawthorne was closer and safer to reach from 

the affected area. The intersection of l30th Street and 

Bellaire and a railroad trestle are cited as the primary safet~ 

I! factors. 

r 

As has been stated on numerous occasions, it is 

clear that an optional zone, in ardof itself, does not allevia,e 

safety problems. If, in fact, safety was ~hemajOr considera- I 
tion, a boundary change along Bell<tire would have been more I 

j rational. The choice of a single street for the optional zone 
I i 

II is puzzling since a large area of the Longmead attendance zone I 
I 
still had to cross Bellaire and the tracks to get to school. 

A review of the 1967 school map points up the incon-

sistency in the board's position. Brooklawn opened as a K-3 

school. Yet the board created an optional zone for these 

children in the Brooklawn area to instead attend Longmcad. In 

order to get to Longmead, these pupils must cross 130th Street 

and Bellaire and walk under the railroad tracks. It would 
I 

seem that the Board alternatively emphasized and then sUbordini 

ated the safety hazards presented' by 130th Street and Bellaire 

and the railroad tracks. 

Since the safety argument presented by the board in 

justification for this optional zone is not persuasive, it mus 

be concluded that the option, from a blacker school to a white 

school was racially motivated. The fact that Longmead contin-

ued to rise in black percentage while Hawthorne remained highl 

stable seems to support this conclusion. 

In 1955, Tom Johnson (0%, 455/350) was constructed 

drawing its students from Longmcad (17.14%, 998/770). 
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To understand the import of the construction of 

Johnson, the following data for the 1954 school year is 

significant: 

Agassiz 
Garfield 
Hawthorne 
Jones 
Longmead 
Ward 

proportion black 

1. 34% 
0% 

8.4% 
0% 

20.21% 
0% 

enrollment/capacity 

673/700 
564/410 
726/700 
448/560 
998/770 
573/630 

3982-/3770 

As the above figures indicate, a problem of overcro\\'ding had 

deve.1oped in this area, with Longmead, Garfield and Hawthorne 

bearing the brunt of it. The situation was not significantly 

changed in 1954 from what presumably was the planning year for 

Johnson, 1952. In that year, the enrollments at Longmead, 

Garfield and Hawthorne were 906, 568, and 722, respectively. 

Under these circumstances, new construction was appropriate. 

The particular response of the Board, however, in choosing to 

construct Johnson in a corner of the school district where it 

could only serve to relieve the problems of Longmead is the 

first anomaly presented by this Board action. The second odd 

characteristic of this site choice by the Board was that it 

missed the opportunity to cure the safety hazard presented by 

the railroad tracks which separated the northern portion of 

the Longmead attendance area from the school. Instead of 

redefining the Longmead attendance area as that area for all 

practical purposes bounded by three sets of railroad tracks 

(there appears to be no residential development south of the 

C.S.L. tracks or east of the B & 0 tracks) and the city limit, 

the school authorities for some reason'cohstructcd a second 

s<.:hool within this ilrea ilnd tolerated the continued bisection 

of the Longmead area by C.C.C. and the St. L. trclcks. Not 
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only was the northern portion of the Longmead area separated 

from the school by railroad tracks, it was also separated by 

a large industrial triangular tract. Reasoriable application 

of sound administrative policies would have dictated a differ-

ent site selection for the new Johnson school, one available 

not only for solving overcrowding at Longmead, but also at 

Hawthorne and Garfield. 

I When the above factors are considered in light of 

I
·· the fact that Johnson opened as a totally white school, though 

\ its parent school had a significant black enrollment, the 

court concludes that the Johnson site was intentionally select-

ed to open as a white school at the expense of other desirable 

administrative .considerations. 

In 1957, Brooklawn opened as a K-3 school with 

optional zones running to that school froITl Hawthorne, Agassiz, 

and Longmead. Finally, in 1972, an addition was constructed 

at Brooklawn. 

The effect of the opening of Brooklawn is best shown 

by the following chart: 

1955 1956 1957 1958 
Agassiz 2.3% 357/700 2.95% 679/700 .95% 6307700 1.01% 597/700 
Hawthon1e 8.7% 773/700 10.04% 759/700 4.3% 668/700 4.04% 642/700 
longmead 17.4% 776/700 15.07% 888/770 9.4% 746/700 9.09% 605/770 

Aqgassiz 
lI3wthornc 
lon~<ld 

Brooklawn 

2166/2170 2326/2170 2044/2120 1844/2120 

1959 1972 1973 1974 
1.:3"2% 531/700 1.87% 534/700 1. 72% 522/700 43]/;=00"---
4.04%64477004:-03%7287700-4.08% 710/700 635/700---

12.05% 616/770 24.9% 547/7"10 22.7% 5Cn/770 477i770 
178972120 1809/2120 1739/2120 1543/2120 

1955 1956 1957 1958 
47.7% 358/313 45.8% 371/315 

1959 1972 '.1973 1974 
Brook1·-awn---4-:-:1'-.'""8~%~4=2/315 58.1% 344/385 57.6% ' .403; n.a. 420/ n.a. 

Number of blacks 

1956 1957 
Agassiz -W --6 
IldwtllOmc 79 28 
IDngm,Yld 139 70 

-238- -m,f 

Brooklawn 170 
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The Board, in its response, states that Brooklawn 

was constructed because of crowding at the three schools that 

ultimately contributed to its enrollment. In 1954, presumably 

the planning year for an elementary school that opened in 1957 

Agassiz was slightly urider capacity, Hawthorne was slightly 

over capacity and Longmead was virtually at cClpacity. One 

year later, the situation became more critical, particularly 

II at Longmead. Given the rising enrollments throughout the 

I school district, the construction of an additional school 

appears to have been warranted. 

The opening of Brooklawn, however, caused precipi-

tious drops in the black percentages of the three schools from 

which its attendance area was taken. As is shown by the above 

chart, the practical effect of the opening of Brooklawn was 

to take the vast majority of black students attending three 

schools and concentrate them, instead, in a single school. 

Significant, too, is the fact that Brooklawn was 

constructed with a much smaller capacity than its neighboring 

schools. It was this smaller size that caused it to open 

47.7% black in 1957 while no other schools in the area was 

more than 10% black. Under these circumstances, Brooklawn 

would have to be considered raciqlly identifiable even though 

it might be considered "integrated" in a purely statistical 

sense. 

The black population on the West side of Clev~land 

in 1957 was extremely small and highly concentrated. Brook-

lawn was constructed virtually in the middle of that small 

community and therefore, opened foreseeably more black than 

any of the surrounding schools. The reciprocal effect of 

the opening of Brooklawn on those schools was to significantly 

reduce their black percentage and enhance their racial ident-
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ifiability as "white" schools. The end result was racidl 

impaction., racial isolation, and blatant containment of black 

pupils. Such action can only be deemed deliberate. 

In its response, the board states that the Brooklawn 

site had been owned by the board for 26 years. Even if true, 

this fact is no justification for the construction of a 

racially idontifiable school. The Board of Education is 

possessed of the power of eminent domain and net'J. not fcel 

constrained to construct schools on property previously owned. 

It is also difficult to understapd why, in 1957, 

when the board was delineating the attendance area for the 

newly opened Brooklawn, it simultaneously created optional 

zones i.n the three adjacent schools. The board states that 

these optional zones were closer to Brooklawn and therefore 

more convenient. One of the optional zones in the Hawthorne 

area is virtually equidistant between that school and Brook

lawn. Notwithstanding that fact, if convenience was the 

reason for the creation of the options, those areas should 

have simply been included in the brooklawn area. It would 

seem that the reason for the exclusion of these areas from 

the Brooklawn attendance zone, and their inclusion in optional 

zones to that school, is that they were transitional areas 

and whites were being provided with a means to avoid the 

identifiably black Brooklawn. Since all of those optional 

zones are.still in effect, there is little doubt of their 

continuing impact. 

In 1972, an addition was constructed at Brooklawn, 

and cQwnencing in that year, one grade'was added to Brooklawn 

annually until it became a full K-6 school in 1974. In its 

response, the Board states: 
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"'I'he 9radc structure changes were mud(-~ 
in this w~y so that a prospective fourth 
grader could stay at Brooklawn. To have 
made Brooklawn K-6 all at once would have 
required the removal of children from 
Hawthorne, Agassez, and Longmead to 
Brooklawn and this was not done so as 
not to disturb the educational environ
ment." (Response E-l67; OX 1203). II 

I The effect of this action was twofold. First, as the Board 

I 
I , 
I 
II 

II 
I 

I 
I 

I 

admits, it precluded the introduction of students into 

Brooklawn from the predomincntly white neighboring schools. 

Second, it contained the black pupils at Brooklawn since 

every year, when a fourth grader would presumably move to a 

predominently white neighboring K-6 school, another grade 

level would appear at Brooklawn, 

to transfer. It is important to 

thereby obviating the need I 
note that changing a schoOl'sl 

grade structure is facially a neutral act. The effect of 

this change at Brookla\OTn, however, was clearly segregative. 
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RELAY CLASSES AND nUSING 

In an attempt to alleviate the severe systemwide 

I overcrowding, particularly in the Hough area elementary 

~ schools, during the early 1960s, the Cleveland school board 

II 

I 

embarked upon a program of bus transportation. The objective 

of this program was twofold: easing the pressure on over-

crowded schools until new school construction was completed, 

and the elimination of "relay classes." 

Relay classes which commenced around 1955 and ran 

I to 1961, reflected an effort to get twice the mileage out of 

a school day by teaching one group of students in the morning 

and another in the afternoon. The instruction thus received 

was abbreviated and therefore inferior, to that received by 

pupils not on relay classes and, in fact, fell far short of 

the minimal education standards set out by law~*(TR. at 463). 

The vast majority of the schools that employed relay classes 

had majority or predominently black student enrollments.* 

(Tr. at 504-05). Similarly, almost all of those schools that 

were forced to utilize "transportation classes" were majority 

or predominently black. 

At trial, most of the plaintiffs' evidence with 

regard to the use of transportation classes involved the 
, 

following schools during the indicated time periods: 

* Of the 26 schools with relay classes, 17 were 90~100% 
black, 3 were 60-90% black, and 5 were 0-10% black between 
1955-61. 

~*Sincc ~hildren on relay classes received only 3-1/2 hours 
11lstruct10n per day, as opposed to the 5 hour minimum required 
by law, the local board sought, and in fact received, a waiver 
from the State Board of Education. 
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Year 

1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961 
1961-66 
1961-62 
1961-63 
1962-66. 
1963-66 
1963 
1964-66 

sending School 

Chesterfield 
columbia 
Doan 
Hough 
Orr 
Marion 
Iowa-Maple 
Holmes 
Hazeldell 
Hazeldell 
Hazeldell 
Pasteur 
Iowa-Maple 

Receiving s~~~o~o~l~ __ _ 

Murray Hill 
11urray. !1i 11 
Murray Hill 
Murray Hill 
Murray Hill 
Rockefeller 
Longfellow 
Longfellow 
Brett 
Memorial 
Murray Hill 
Longfellow 
Brett 

In virtually all of the above cases, the sending 

school was predominently black, overcrowded, and implementing 

relay classes. The receiving schools were underutilized and 

predominently white. On its face, besides being a highly 

practica~albeit educationally inferior, answer to the problem 

of overcrowding, the busing program initiated by the board 

would also appear to have been highly intagrative. But like 

many other integrative opportunities presented to the board, 

this one, although not ignored, was prostituted into a 

segregative device. 

From the time of the creation of transportation 

classes on January 29, 1962 until March 10, 1964, such classes 

were bused "intact." The pupils involved formed at their 

sending school and/complete with -teacher, were transported as 

a unit to the receiving school. Once there, they remained 

"intact" forming a single, separate, isolated, and 'insulated 

educational unit. There was evidence presented that during 

this period every attempt was made to keep the transported 

students separate from the remainder of the student body at 

the predomincntly white receiving schools. Dr. Theobald of 

the Cleveland School Board who took part in t,hc organization 

and implementation of the busing program, and in fact made 
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the decision to bus the children intact, (TR. at 525) testi

fied that this degree of separation was required for "safety 

as well as educational reasons." (TR. at 525). It was not 

until March 10, 1964 that the local board, under severe 

pressure from local civil rights groups such as the United 

Freedom Movement, agreed to the cessation of intact busing 

and the "diffusion" of the transported pupils throughout the 

student body of the receiving school. This marked the first 

time that the integrative potential of the busing program had 

been tapped, but once again, board action abrogated the bene

ficial effects of this achievement of some degree of integra

tion. 

From the start, the busing program was considered a 

stop-gap measure to relieve overcrowding and eliminate relay 

classes. The real answer, in the eyes of the board, lie in 

the creation of additional school facilities. During the 

early 1960s, while transportation classes were in effect, the 

board was engaged in a feverish school construction program, 

particularly in the Hough and Glenville areas. The need for 

such construction, as well as its devastating racial effects, 

is fully discussed in the detailed analysis of those areas, 

supra. Suffice it to say that black students were bused 

intact, and then reluctantly diffused, only unLil such time 

as additional, racially impacted schools could be built, and 

the transported students restored to their prior racially 

isolated condition of containment. It is not necessary to 

determine whether this program of intact busing, standing 

alone, would be a sufficient predicate for a finding of 

liability against the local board, for it is but one facet 
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Ii 

I of a "consistent and dolibc~ate policy of racial isolation and 

I 
I 
Ii 
I 
I 
i 

I 
I 
i 

II 

I 
I 

segrcgC'ltion." Amos v. Board of School Direct.ors of the Cit~ 

ofM·il~uk~£, No. 65-6-173 (E.D. Wise. 1976) at 123. 
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SPECIAL TRANSFERS 

with regard to student assignment policies at the 

junior and senior high school level, the plaintiffs' evidence 

I focused primarily on special transfers granted to individual 

I students. Special transfers allow a student to attend a 
! 

I 

school other than the neighborhood school to which he or she 

is otherwise assigned. To be granted a special transfer, the 

parent or guardian of the child must complete an application 

for such transfer, setting forth the reasons such a transfer 

is sought. Each year the number of application is large; the 

local defendants have indicated .that they receive approximate-

ly 2,000 such applications per year. D.X. 1170 is a summary 

of the processing of these applications for the school year 

1974-75. It sets forth the various general bases on which 

such transfers are considered: child care, safer or more 

convenient route to school, curriculum, temporary residence, 

community problems, avoidance of mid-year transfer, special 

placement of sibling, medical factors and other miscellaneous 

I requests. 

Initially the plaintiffs sought discovery of infor

mation about special transfers granted from and to a large 

number of schools for the period covered by the evidence on 

other issues in this case, generally from 1940 to 1975. This 

approach created logistical diffi~ulties for the local defend-

ants, who have kept their records of t~ese transfers filed 

alphabetically with no further categorization such as by 

sending or receiving school, school year, grade level or any 

other classification. Because of the difficulty in separating 
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out special transfers for all of the secondary schools where 

such transfers might have been relevant to this case, the 

plaintiffs and the local defendants compromised on the scope 

of discovery in regard to this issue. Accordingly, the local 

defendants provided the plaintiffs with copies of applications 

for special transfers to two junior high schools and four 

senior high schools for the ten year period from 1965 to 1975. 

Those copies were submitted to the court in camera to protect 

the identity of the individual students in accordance with 

federal law pro)1ibiting the unconsented di·sclosure cf infor-

mation contained in individual students' files, 20 U. S.C. Sl232 

9 (b) • 

While the application form for special transfers 

used during this period does not call for the applicant to 

indicate his or ner race, according to the testimony of Abba 

Schwartz, Supervisor of the Division of Attendance, the forms 

provided the plaintiffs had been reviewed prior to their 

discovery by the plaintiffs by some school board employee who 

had attempted to determine the race of the applicants. A 

handwritten "Wit thus appeared on the applications which this 

unidentified school employee believed to be white. Examina

tion of the applications suggests that this individual's de-

termination was frequently based on various indicia in the 

application which would strongly support the conclusion 

reached. 

Based on this racial designation, the plaintiffs 

prepared six exhibits summarizing the special transfers 

granted to white students allowing them to attend six pre-

dominantly white schools rather than their "neighborhood" 

schools which happened to be predominantly black, P.X. 346 

(transfers to Hart), P.X. 355 (Willson), P.X. 357 (John Adams) 
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P.X. 358 (Collinwood), P.X. 361 (Lincoln-West), and P.X. 363 

(South). On one level, these exhibits indicate that during 

this period 261 white junior high school students and 572 

white senior high school students were allowed to transfer 

from predominantly black "neighborhood" schools to identifia

bly white schools. When one considers the average annual fig-

ure of such transfers, approximately 26 per year for the two 

junior high schools, Hart and Willson, and approximately 57 

per year for the four high schools, Adams, Collinwood, Lincoln 

West and South, in relation to the total enrollments of either 

the sending or receiving schools, the significance of such 

transfers appears to pale. To understand clearly the signi-

ficance of these figures, therefore, it is necessary to look 

at the context in which these transfers occurred. In 1964 

(1965 figures not being available), three of the 12 regular 

high schools in the Cleveland syst~m had proportional bla9k 

enrollments of 95 percent or more; none were 100 percent 

black.* In the same year, five of the 12 regular high schools 

had proportional black enrollments of less than one percent, 

including one which had no black students enrolled. The 

remaining four high schools had proportional black enrollment 

as follows: 

John Adams 
Collinwood 
East 
John Marshall 

58.9% 
10.6% 
73.1% 

3.3% 

By 1970, the enrollment of four Cleveland senior high schools, 

East Tech, Glenville, John Hay and John F. Kennedy, was 100 

percent black. In addition, there wer~ two other high schools 

*In 1965, John F. Kennedy High School opened. By 1967, its 
proportional black enrollment was 98.59%. As with other 
schools, no.enrollment figures are available for 1965. 
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I 

which had black enrollments of more than 98 percent. At the 

same time, there were two high schools in the system with 

proportional black enrollments of less than one percent. 

The remaining schools had proportional black enrollments as 

follows: 

Collinwood 
Lincoln-West 
John Marshall 
South 

33.04% 
3.02% 
4 :17% 
2.in 

II Plainly the 219 special transfers allowed to John Adams I 

! Collinwood and South High Schools between 1965 and 1970 are 

not the single factor nor perhaps even th~ most significant 

factor in the shift in enrollment patterns during this period. I 
They do represent, at the very least, an acquiesence by school 

authorities in an emerging pattern which should have brought 

precisely the opposite response. 

A similar pattern emerged in junior high school 

enrollments during the last half of the 1960s, as illustrated 

by the following table, showing the number of schools in each 

category for this period: 

1964 1970 1973 
'95%-100% black, 6 13 15 

includin2 100% black 1 4 6 
10%-95% black 6 3 6 
(h-lO% black, 11 10 7 

includin~ 0% black 3 1 1 

The last decade plainly has been a time of polarization in the 

junior high school enrollments. Special transfers can reason

ably be viewed as only a small factor in this emerging pattern 

but still a very significant one. For during this period, 

through the special transfer procedur~s, the school officials 

must be viewed as having impliedly approved the emerging 

pattern. 
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Perhaps the most notable use of special transfers is 

the one which was not encouraged in Cleveland, i.e. special 

transfers to promote integration. While school officials 

maintained that any transfer applications where the student 

was interested in transferring to a school where he or she 

would be in the minority would have been granted. At trial, 

the plaintiffs called the court's attention to at least one 

application for special transfer made in 1974-75 where the 

student, who the evidence indicates was black, sought to 

transfer from the overwhelmingly black John Hay to the inte-

grated Collinwood, which was denied by the Bureau of Attend-

ance. (TR. 2120-21) Mr. Schwartz testified that very few 

such applications were received during any given year. DXll70 

does not list any category for such applications. 
\ 

Various community groups had recommended at differen 

times that one approach to mitigating the segregated condi

tions which had evolved in the Cleveland system would be to 

encourage majority-to-minority transfers. No program encour-

aging such action was undertaken by school officials. The 

court is not hardened to the dilemma which faced the individ-

ual parents who sought transfers for their children. Some of 

the transfer applications in the xecord make clear that they 

felt their children's safety was endangered. Forces operating 

within the Cleveland school system which were clearly beyond 

the control of the individual parent had brought about condi

tions which they believed in good faith threatened their 

children's well-being. 

These forces, however, were not beyond the influence 

of school officials themselves. Rather than acquiescing to 

the growing separation in the system's secondary schools, they 
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had the choice of developing programs to bring about volun-

tary integration of these schools, so that in no school in 

the system would children of any race be so greatly in the 

minority as to feel threatened. The problems of racial seg-

regation in Cleveland's regular secondary schools can be 

viewed reasonably as a product of the manipulated neighbor-

hood school policy at the elementary school level, which 

generally resulted in the separation of young students by 

race. It is natural to fear the unknown. The widespread 

separation of students and faculty by race at all levels of 

the school system aggravated, rather than mitigated these 

fears. The court does not pretend that there are easy answerSi 

At some point, however, it became necessary to deal with under 

lying problems which had been exacerbated by the policies 

and practices of school officials, rather than to rely on them 

as an excuse for actions which, in turn, create still more 

diff icul ties. 
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FACULTY ASSIGNMENT 

During the course of the trial, plaintiffs sought to 

establish that the Cleveland School Board assigned its faculty 

on the basis of race - black teachers to predominently black 

schools and wh~te teachers to predominently white schools. 

II Numerous statistical exhibits were offered into evidence by 

I both plaintiffs and the local board, from which the reasonable 

and necessary infurences have been drawn. 

In PX-341, plaintiffs listed all of the Cleveland 

elementary schools in ascending order according to their 1973 

proportional black student enrollment. Also listed was the 

number of black faculty members assigned to that school for 

each year from 1969-73. Presented in such a manner, the gra

phic impact of PX-341 is both immediate and obvious: as a 

school's black student percentage increased, so too did the 

number of black faculty assigned to that school. 

As an example, in 1973, there were 17 elementary 

schools with a black student enrollment of 11.64 or less. 

All of these schools had either no black faculty from 1969-73 

or did not receive their first black teacher during that 

period until 1973. Of these latter schools, two had four 

black faculty members and the remaining fifteen schools had 

no more than two. 

At the otHer end of the spectrum, of the 30 

elementary schools that were 100% black in 1973, 25 had at 

least 15 black faculty members. 

This direct correlation between the racial composi-

tion of a school's student body and that of its faculty 

repeats itself with regard to both junior and seniof high 

schools. In'1972, there were 12 junior high schools that 
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were majority white and 15 junior high schools that. were 

majority black.. The majority white schools had a total of 55 

black teachers while the majority black schools had 475 black 

teachers. 

Among the senior high schools, the pattern remained 

unchanged. The six majority white schools had 35 black 

teachers in 1972, while the six majority black schools had 

387 black teachers. 

During the period in question (1969-72), at least 

84% of the black elementary and junior high school teachers 

and 90% of the black senior high school teachers in the 

Cleveland public school system taught in schools that had at 

least 90% black student enrollments. 

In the face of such overwhelming statistical evidenc , 

it is impossible to find such a vast disparity in the racial 

composition of faculty to be adventitious. The correlation 

between th~ racial makeup of a.school's student body and its 

faculty is direct and consistent. It can only be the result 

of a pattern and practice by the local board of assigning 

teachers on the basis of race.* . Neither can there be any 

*Such a conclusion is supported by the testimony of Mr. 
Russell Davis, who served the Cleveland Board of Education 
in various capacities over a period of 37 years. With regard 
to the board's assis-nment policy, Mr. Russell Davis stated: 

"\'lell, I don't know whether you want to 
call it policy or custom or understanding 
or whatever it is, but if you were black, 
you went to a school with a predominent1y 
black enrollment." Tr. at 1585. 

Mr. Davis stated that such policy continued at least until 
his retirement in 1965. 

I 
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doubt that this faculty assignment policy contributed signifi

cantly to the racial identifiability of the schools involved. 

The school board was adamant in its insistence that 

exhibits such as PX-34l be updated to incluce 1975 figures for 

faculty assignment. Such additional figures would reflect 

some progress made in the area of faculty integration. Such 

progress is both necessary and highly commendable. But board 

actions taken after the initiation of this. lawsuit are far 

less probative than policies followed for a significantly 

longer period prior to the institution of ,legal proceedings. 

The school board correctly asserts that teachers are I 

not a fungible commodity capable of random assignment. While 

it is true that most teachers are certified in one area, that 

fact cannot be viewed as responsible for the total racial 

imbalance that characterized faculty assignments within the 

Cleveland school system from 1969-72. Given the relative 

similarity of curricula offered, particularly on the elementar 

school level, it is incomprehensible that a better racial mix 

among the faculty could not have been achieved. 

By the same token, the shortage of qualified teacher 

during the 1960s cannot be viewed as the cause of the segrega

ted condition of the Cleveland school system's faculty. That 

there were fewer teachers available to be hired is of little 

relevance to the assignment of those teachers already under 

the school board's employ. The board would argue that since 

it was a "seller's market" and competition was keen among 

local school boards for the limited supply of teachers, the 

board was forced to accede to new teachers' requests for 

assignment to a particular school. Implicit in this argument 

is the premise that black teachers preferred to teach in black 

schools and white teachers preferred assignment to white 

schools. Nowhere in the record does this implication leave 
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the shadows of inference and emerge into the cold light of 

fact. In addition, the shortage of teachers had significantly 

diminished by 1969, the commencement of the period covered by 

PX-341. Finally, even if the choice of assignment represented 

the quid pro quo for a new teacher's accepting a position in 

the Cleveland system, such a bargain would have to yield to 

the constitutional mandate of a unitary school system. If thel 

price for garnering a new teacher is the perpetuation O.f a seg 

regated faculty, .then the school board must look elsewhere, 

for the price is constitutionally prohibative. I 
The segregative nature of the school boarad's assign1 

I 
ment of principals need not be inferred since such a policy I 

was expressly admitted by the board. The deliberate and 

calculated assignment of black principals to black junior and 

senior high schools was done in the name of creating "role 

models." Whatever its effect in that regard, such a policy 

clearly added to the racial identifiability of the schools 

involved. The board sought to ameliorate the segregative 

effect of this policy by assigning white assistant principals 

in tandem with black principals.. The fact remains, however, 

that .the assignment of black principals to black schools is 

yet another board-created, artificial indicia of a school's 

racial identity. 

It is important to note that the ability to identify 

a "white" or "black" school merely by reference to the racial 

composition of its faculty and administration constitutes a 

prima facie violation of the equal protection clause. Swann 

v. Charlotte-Mecklenburq Board of Educ"ation, 402 u.S. 1, 18 

(1971). Other courts have been quick to dismiss the "role 

model" rationale as a basis for the assignment of faculty and 
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staff: 

"Whether the Board's excuse for this 
action, to provide black role models 
for black students, is the real moti
vation behind the staffing according 
to race is legally irrelevant • . • 

It is not contended by this court 
that minor.ity role models are not im
portant for minority students. Racial 
and ethnic pride has its value. But, 
in the constitutional scheme, a higher 
value in the hierarchy is integration. 
Integration, and the understanding it 
fosters, will provide both black and 
white role models for both black and 
white children." . Arthur v. Nyquist, 
~~r-_____ F. Supp. (W.D.N.Y. 
1976). 

See also, United States, v. School District of Omaha, 521, F. 

2d 530, 538-39 (8th Cir. 1975), ~. denied ____ U.s. 

(1976) . 

It should be noted that exhibits such as DX-1163-

65 reflect considerable progress in the area of faculty 

integration. Whether that task has been completed, or is 

close to completion, is a question best left for another day. 

How far the local board has come, and how far they may yet 

have to go, will be addressed in the proceedings sure to 

follow in this action. 
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HOUSING 

The instant action was filed as related to housing 

cases previously heard by this court. Plaintiffs' counsel 

felt that residential segregation was inextricably related to 

school segregation and the expertise developed during the 

housing cases would be a valuable asset in evaluating the 

evidence to be presented in this case •. 

That Cleveland is a residentially segregated city 
II II is beyond dispute and ·conceded by all parties to this action. 

I Defendants argue that these residential patterns are the resuI~ 

I of outside forces beyond their control and that they merely pu~ 

schools "where the children are," as reflected by their purpor 

ted neighborhood school policy. Plaintiffs, on the other hand 

contend that this residential condition is merely one facet in 

an overall policy of containment perpetrated by city, state, 

and federal agencies, as well as factions of the private real 

estate industry. 

The role of the federal government in the creation 

and purpetration of segregated housing is documented in the 

Federal Housing Administration's '(FHA) underwriting manual as 

it was distributed during the 19305. That document contained 

a blatantly separation~st policy as reflected by the admon.i tio 

to FHA appraisers that they be aware of any "infiltration of 

inharmonious racial or nationality groups" into a neighborhood 

Such an incursion was deemed to have an adverse effect and 

neighborhoods were assured of receiving a high FHA rating only 

if exclusionary devices such as zoning regulations and restric 

tive covenants were prevalent in the area. The FHA manual 
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actually recommended that restrictive covenants with regard 

to race be included in deeds. Such restrictive covenants 

were judicially enforced until such practice was declared 

unconstitutional in Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 u.S. 1 (1948). 

Despite the Supreme Court action, the FHA continued to 

recommend the use of restrictive covenants until 1950. In 

that year, the FHA did a complete about-face, and refused to 

finance properties subject to such restrictive covenants. It 

was not until the 1962 Executive Order with regard to .equal 

opportunity in housing that restrictive covenants ceased to 

be a factor in the public financing of housing. NeverthelesS, 

restrictive covenants were viewed as a cloud on the title and 

excepted by title companies in their policies, at least until 

1969. Thus, for a period approaching 20 years, the federal 

government, through the FHA, was "the leading exponent of 

racial discrimination in housing and residential segregation" 

(TR. at 709). 

No discussion of the Cleveland housing situation 

would be complete without some mention of the role of the 

Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority (CMHA). That 

organization, and its policies, were the subject of prior 

litigation in this court. See ~., Banks v. Perk, 341 F. 

Supp. 1174 (N.D. Ohio 1974) wherein CMHA practices were found 

to have contributed to the residentially segregated condition 

of the city. The effects of such conduct extended far beyond 

the walls of the individual housing estates. 

In keeping with the local school board's policy of 

putting schools "where the children are," several facilities 

were constructed·to service public housing estates.* As 

*Charics Beard, planner for the City of Cleveland Planning 
Commission, testified that assurances by school officials 
with regard to the availability of classroom space was a 
prerequisite to federal funding of public housing 
(TR. at 986~987). 
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might be expected, the racial composition of such schools was 

the mirror image of their respective estates. The combination , 

of CMHA's discriminatory housing policies and the school board s 

construction program resulted in the creation of racially 

identifiable schools. 

The relationship between CMHA policies and the . 

Cleveland School Board is shown by PX -323. That exhibit list 

CMHA estates and the public schools that service those estates 

As previously noted, virtually all of the schools reflect the 

racial composition of their respective estates. 

One of the first CMHA projects was Carver Park. 

Built in 1942, it was 99.9% black in 1973. Hayes elementary 

school was 97.5% black at the time Carver Park was opened and 

100% black in 1973-74. Similarly the 1970 addition to the 

Garden Valley estate was 100% black when opened and 100% 

black in 1973. Chesnutt elementary school was 99% black in 

1970 and 100% black in 1973. Grdina was 100% black for those 

same years. The King Kennedy estate was 99% black at opening 

and 100% black in 1973 as was Dike elementary school which 

services that project. The Miles Heights estate and Brewer 

elementary school as well as the Wilson estate and Ireland 

school are additional examples of, an overwhelmingly black 

project being serviced by an overwhelmingly black school. All 

of the above projects and schools are located on the east side 

of Cleveland. 

The CMHA projects on the west side project the same 

type of relationship. Lorain Square was 0% black in 1973 as 

was Washington elementary school. The'Park Denison project 

was 0% black in 1973 while the Denison school was .1% black 

in 1973-74. This. racial correlation repeats itself for 

virtually all of the 27 CMHA projects listed in PX-323. 
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It is clear that the presence of racially segregated 

public housing in conjunction with school board policies 

operated to spawn racially segregated schools. There can 

be little doubt that this result was the natural, probable, 

foreseeable, and actual effect of the school board's "neigh-

borhood school policy." 

The interrelation of housing and school patterns 

has become an accepted fact of life, ~~. Hart v. 

community School Board, 383 F. Supp. 699, 706 (E.D. N.Y. 1974) 

aff'd, 512 F.2d 37 (2d Cir. 1975). Equally clear is the fact I 
I that a l6c~1 school board cannot use private discriminat~on to 

shield itself from an allegation of exclusionary attendance 

areas, Brewer v. School Board of City of Norfolk, 397 F.2d 37, 

41-42 (4th Cir. 1968 (en bane). See also,. United States v. 

School District of Omaha, 521 F.2d 530, 537 n. 11 (8th Cir. 

1974), cert. denied 44 U.S.L.W. 3280 (U.S. Nov. 11, 1975). 

"when school officials have followed 
for at least a decade a persistent 
course of conduct which intentionally 
incorporated residential segregation 
into the system's schools, that conduct 
is unconstitutional." Morgan V. 
Hennigan, 379 F. Supp. 410, 420 (D. 
Mass. 1974) aff'd 409 F.2d 580 (1st 
eire 1974), cert. denied 421 U.S. 963 
(1975) --

Thus, the local school board actively contributed 

to the racially segregated nature of the CMHA projects by 

agreeing to construct schools to service those projects, 

knowing that those schools, as well as the projects themselves 

were destined to be racially identifiable from their inception 

In addition, the board policy knowingl~ embodied existing 

residential segregation that was the result of, among other 

things, prior FHA policies and practices. Under such circum-

stances, the board's "'neighborhood school policy' was not, 
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and could not be, racially neutral. II Arthur V. Nyquist, No. 

Civ.- 1972-325 (W.o. N.Y. 1976) at 149. 

liThe school board should not be heard to 
plead that its neighborhood school policy 
was racially neutral whf!n itt fact 'state 
action under the color of law' produced 
or helped to produce the segregated neigh
borhoods in the first place." Oliver v. 
Kalamazoo Board of Education, 368 P. Supp. 
143, 183 (W.O. Mich. 1973), aff'd. 408 F. 
2d 178 (6th Cir. 1974), cert:-denied 421 
U.S. 963 (1975) . 

. The natural, probable, foreseeable, and actual effect of the 

local school board's application of the neighborhood school 

policy was to create or perpetuate a segregated school system. 

See United States v. Texas Education Agency, 44 U.S.L.W. 2559 

(5th Cir. 1976). 
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NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOL POLICY 

Of all the issues raised at trial, perhaps none 

engendered as much discussion as the local school board's 

purported "neighborhood school policy." At various times, 

such policy was both a sword and a shield. The plaintiffs 

wielded it as an offensive weaponmd viewed the board's 

application of the neighborhood school policy as clear evi-

dence of its segregative intent. The board, on the other 

hand, cloaked itself in the neighborhood school policy view-

ing such policy not only as a viable defense, but also one 

mandated by law. 

The basis for the school board's contentions is 

S33l3.48 of the Ohio Revised Code. That section states in 

pertinent part: 

"The Board of Education of each city, 
exempted village, local or joint voca
tiorial school district shall provide 
for the free education of youth of 
school age within the district under 
its jurisdiction at such places as 
will be most convenient for the 
attendance of the largest number 
thereof." 

The local board has apparently taken the broad language of 

this statute and extrapolated it into a policy that became 

the center of their universe. Sound educational policies and 

reasonable administrative practices paled in significance when 

compared to the .board's seeming devotion to the neighborhood 

policy. This policy, which affected a multitude of board de-

cisions, became as amorphous as it was pervasive. 

Assuming, arguendo, that the local board was under 

some obligation to construct and maintain "neighborhood" schoo .s, 

the manner in which they sought to perform that task was cur

ious, to say the least. As has been noted before, the term 
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"neighborhood" means different things to different people. To 

a student nttending a vocational high school, the neighborhood 

encompasses the entire city. If a pupil were enrolled in some 

form of major works program, the neighborhood might mean the 

east side. An elementary school pupil's neighborhood is sig

nificantly smaller than that of a junior high school student's 

whose neighborhood, in turn, is smaller than that of a senior 

high school student. These are legitimate, and racially neu-

tral, differences in the meaning of the term "neighborhood." 

Different considerations obtain when a pupils' neigh 

borhoodis partitioned so as to create an optional zone or 

gerrymandered so as to produce an amoebic attendance area. 

Under those circumstances, the neighborhood school policy be-

comes a mere facade and educationally indefensible. The recor 

in this case is replete with instances where optional zones 

and attendance areas were manipulated in a racially segregator 

manner or operated in conjunction with other factors (such as 

residential segregation) to create or maintain racial isola

tion.* In these instances, the neighborhood school policy mus 

yield to the constitutional mandates of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment. 

The touchstone of any discussion of neighborhood 

schools, is the Supreme Court's treatment of the matter in 

Keyes v. School District No.1., 413 U.S. 189 (1973). There

in, the Court declined to rule on whether adherence to a 

neighborhood school policy, in and of itself, constitutes 

sufficient justification for the existence of racial concen-

trations absent other acts of de jure segregation. Id. at 

212. The Court did, however, hold 

*Scc, for example, the "two tier ll neighborhood of Rosedale 
and Bethune elementary schpol or the saw-toothed 1947 attend
ance area for Columbia elementary school. 
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"that the mere assertion of sueh a" 
policy is not dispositive where, as 
in this case, the school authorities 
have been found to have practiced de 
j~rc segregation in a meaningful por
tl.on of the school system by techniques 
that indicate that the 'neighborhood 
school' concept has not been maintained 
free of manipulation." Id. 

The record in this case contains numerous findings of acts of 

de jure segregation by the local school board and for that 

reason, the defendants cannot find sanctuary in the language 

I of Keyes. 

I In Amos v. Board of School Directors of the City of 

! Milwaukee, No. 65-C-173 (E.D. Wisc. 1976), the District Court 

I construed Keyes to mean that 

"a 'neighborhood school system' would be 
beyond serious constitutional attack if, 
and only if, the schools in the system 
remained essentially the same with respect 
to most of the factors mentioned in Keyes, 
such as teachers, facilities, staff, and 
boundaries. If such factors remained 
constant, and the change in the racial 
composition of the pupil populations in 
each school reflected only the change in 
the racial makeup of the attendance areas 
served, we can ssume, for the purposes 
of this case, that the school district 
would incur no liability to remedy the 
resulting racial imbalance. 

But as soon as school officials 
start to make changes in school site 
locations, school sizes, school renova-
tions and additions, student attendance 
zones, assignment and transfer options, 
transportation of students, assignments 
of faculty and staff, etc., their actions 
become, in the words of f.1r. Justice Powell's 
concurring opinion in Keyes, bonstitutionally 
suspect.' The fact that these decisions are 
asserted to have been in conformity with a 
'neighborhood school policy' does not save 
them from constitutional scrutiny." Id. at 
126-27. 

All of the factors deemed critical in Keyes and whose impor

tance was reiterated in Amos were scrutinzed in this case, and 

numerous and substantia!" segregative acts were found. Under 
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these circumstances, the neighborhood school policy defense 

"is essentially a smokescreen." Arthur v. Nyquist, No. Civ. 

1972-325 (W.O.N.Y. 1976) at 150. 

The plaintiffs' proofs concerning the defendants' 

administration of the neighborhood school policy covered a 

35 year period. The court has given its close attention to 

the specific allegations of the plaintiffs and responses of 

the defendants. In the course of this analysis, the court 

perceived clearly a pattern wherein for many years identi

ifiably black schools were frequently overcrowded, while 

neighboring white schools were under utilized. From this, 

the court must conclude that during these periods, there 

was essentially a dual system in which there were lower 

operating standards for many black schools by virtue of such 

conditions as overcrowding. 

In response, the local defendants argued that the 

overcrowded conditions which plagued many identifiably black 

schools, as well as some identifiably white schools, has 

been cured by the massive construction program undertaken 

by the Cleveland board in the last 12 years. While these 

construction efforts are plainly commendable, they can only 

be viewed as solving half of the ,problem at best. Prior to 

Brown v. Board of Education, the fact that facilities which 

had become identified as white or black through state action 

were equal in quality would have been an answer. Since Brown, 

it is necessary to show both the equality of facilities and 

the absence of state involvement in isolating or idp.ntifying 

facilities by race. In this case, much of the school con

struction, upon which the defendants rely as a defense, 

ironically had the effect of exacerbating this isolation. 

Under these circumstances, the construction of quality neigh

borhood schools cannot be viewed as any defense. 
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THE GOVERNOR AND ATTORNEY GENERAL 

On June 11, 1956, the newly created State Board of 

Education passed a resolution seeking an opinion of the Ohio 

Att.orney General as to the construction and applicability of 

§33l7.l4 O.R.C. That section states in pertinent part: 

"A school district, the board of 
education of which has not conformed 
with the law and the rules and regu
lations pursuant thereto, shall not 
participate in the distribution of 
funds authorized by sections 3317.02, 
3317.04, and 3317.12 of the Revised 
Code • • • ." 

The board resolution also asked the Attorney General's opinion 

as to the precise parameters of the board's investigative 

powers and authority to hold hearings. This request for an 

opinion represented compromise action by the board that 

followed close upon the heels of an unsuccessful attempt to 

withhold funds pursuant to the provisions of §33l7.l4 (TR. 

2278, 3561). 

The Attorney General responded with an"opinion that 

stated, inter alia, 

1. The term "law" as used in Section 3317.14, 
Revised Code, forbidding the distribution of 
state funds to school districts which have 
not "conformed with the law," is used in the 
abstract sense and embraces the aggregate of 
all those rules and principles enforced and 
sanctioned by the governing power in the 
community. Such term embraces the equal 
protection provision in the Fourteenth Amend
ment to the Constitution of the United States 
under which the segregation of pupils in 
schools according to race is .. forbidde~. 

2. The primary responsibility for adminis
tering the laws relating to the distribution 
of state and federal funds to the several 
public school districts is placed with the 
state board of education, subject to the 
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approval of the state controlling board. 

3. It is the responsibiJity of the stutc 
board of education in the first installce to 
determine whC'thcr <l particular schnol eli£:
trict, or the board of education of such 
district, "has not conformed with the law" 
so as to require the withholding of state 
funds from such district. 

4. Following a determination by the state 
board of education that a school district 
"has not conformed with the law" so as to 
require the withholding of state funds as 
provided in Section 3317.14, Revised Code, 
such board and the controlling board, 
acting separately, may, for "good and 
sufficient reason" established to the 
satisfaction of each board, order a 
distribution of funds • • • • 

The Attorney General did not leave any doubt as to the re-

sponsibility which devolved upon the State Board of Education: 

It follows, therefore, that in those cases 
in which your board finds as a matter of 
fact that racial segregation exists in a 
particular school district the restrictive 
provisions of Section 3317.14, Revised Code, 
must be deemed to apply. 

Plaintiffs seek to predicate a finding of liability against 

the Attorney General on his apparent failure to effectuate 

the letter and spirit of his 1956 opinion. It should be noted 

that such opinion did not go to the duties and obligations of 

the Attorney General, but rather to those of the State Board 

of Education. In addition, nowhere in the record does it 

appear that the Attorney General was asked to pursue litiga-

tion in furtherance of the objectives of §33l7.l4 O.R.C. To 

be sure, if anyone must answer as a result of the Attorney 

General's opinion,it is the State Board. For from that date 

forward, its role was clear and its authority unfettered by 

doubt. 

Similarly, plaintiffs would hold the Governor liable 

on the basis of his position as Chief Executive of the State 
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· of Ohio and his power of perogative appointment to such 

agencies as the State Real Estate and State Banking Boards. 

Those entities were alleged to have contributed to the resi

dential segiegationin Cleveland through the discriminatory 

policies of the agencies and lending institutions they regu

lated. The chain of causation emanating from those real 

estate agents and bankers is far too attenuated to reach the 

Governor's door. 

The only specific segregatory incident to which the 

office of the Governor might be directly linked is a 1944 

change in the Cleveland school district boundary, which trans

ferred a portion of the Beehive attendance area to the school 

district serving Warrensville Heights. Assuming arguendo 

that this change required the approval of the Governor's 

appointee, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, a single 

incident dating back more than 30 years does not provide a 

basis of liability for the present incumbent of the Governor's 

office. 

It is too facile an argument to say that the 

Governor is the Chief executive of the state and therefore 

liable for the acts and omissions of its constituent parts. 

To do so would be to impose vica~ious liability on the 

Governor for everything the state does, or fails to do, while 

he is in office. Absent some probative evidence of the 

Governor's involvement in the creation or maintenance of 

Cleveland's segregated school system, plaintiffs' arguments 

present far too fragile an underpinning upon which to base 

a finding of liability. It must be noted that at the time 

of the filing of this suit, some 17 years had passed since 

an elected State Board of Education acquired the responsi-
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bi.lity for overseeing the education of the publi.c school 

pupils of the State of Ohio. It is to that body that a court 

should look first in determining what liability, if any, has 

been incurred by the respective state defendants. 
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THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

In 1953, Ohio ndopted a system in which the rights 

and responsibilities of the state in regard to elementary and 

secondary education ultimately rested with an electcd State 

Board of Education, Ohio Constitution, Article VI.§4. This 

board hires a state superintendent, who administers the var

ious state programs. The first state board was elected in 

1955 and took office in January 1956. This system replaced 

an arrangement in which the State Superintendent of Public 

Education was appointed by the Governor. 

The plaintiffs make two basic allegations and 

arguments against the state board and the state superintendent 

The first is that with regard to predominantly black schools 

in Cleveland these state officials failed to fulfil their 

statutory obligation to enforce the minimum standards which 

they had established for public schools throughout the state. 

As a result, during the periods when such minimum standards 

were not enforced, many of the schools in Cleveland which were 

identifiably black Were demonstrably inferior to other schools 

in the Cleveland system and, the~efore, unequal. 

Specifically, the plaintiffs introduced evidence 

which established that for a six-year period, from 1956 to 

1961, the state board and state superintendent expressly ex

cmpted the Cleveland school officials from the requirement of 

providing at least five hours of classroom instruction per day 

in certain schools, the overwhelming majority of which were 

virtually all black. The result was that in these schools, 

students were put on relay classes, that is, they attended 
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school for only three and a half hours per day, rather than 

five. 

The plaintiffs also focused on the fact that the 

state education officials did nothing about the plainly dis-

criminatory faculty assignment practices of the Cleveland 

school officials, whereby most black teachers were assigned 

to predominantly black schools. Perhaps more significantly, 

the plaintiffs note that these state defeandants did nothing 

about the high correlation between the relative inexperience 

teachers in the Cleveland system and their assignment to 

identifiably black schools. 

Prior to 1966, the State Board chartered each 

school individually. After 1966, entire school districts were 

chartered on an annual basis as were new schools which later 

were added to the district. The enforcement mechanisms 

available to the State Board so as to effectuate the minimum 

standards it promulgated included revocation of a school 

district's charter,* dissolution and annexation of a district, 

or the withholding of funds. 

The second allegation of the plaintiffs is that the 

state school officials were aware from the first year of the 

operation of the state board that, it had the power and the 

responsibility to act with regard to racial segregation in 

the public school systems of Ohio and that it failed to do so 

in the case of the Cleveland system. In January, 1956, one 

of the newly elected board members, Charles Lucas, Sr., 

sought passage of a resolution whereby the State Board of 

Education would survey all the public schools in Ohio so as 

to determine the extent of educational segregation within the 

state. Mr. Lucas' efforts were unavailing and the board, in-

stead, on June 11, 1956, requested an opinion of the Attorney 

*Such charter revocation has occurred at least once each year 
since. the State Board of Educntion's inCC1\tion ('l'R 2309 2 ) r- •. - 1 . 



General. That request and its ramifications are discussed 

supra. 

The language of the Attorney General's opinion was 

clear and unequivocal; its message to the board, unmistakable. 

Ther~after, the board was on notice of its obligation to seek 

I ::::o::c::e~h::~ extirpate racial sc.re .. tion in the public 

"The State Department of Education has 
known that it has an affirmative duty 
under both Ohio and federal law to 
take all actions necessary, including, 
but not limited to, the withholding 
of state and federal funds, to prevent 
and eliminate racial segregation in the 
public schools." Brinkman v. Gilligan, 
503 F.2d 684, 704 (6th eire 1974). 

Despite the import of the Attorney General's opinion, no 

board action, of any kind, was forthcoming. 

The response of the State Board and State Superin-

tendent to these charges was that they believed their powers 

to be very limited and felt constrained to act through per-

suasion. They further maintained that such persuasion was 

working over a period of'time. They argued that their reading 

of the 1956 Attorney General's opinion empowered them to act 

only after some other body, a federal or state court or a 

federal or state agency concerned, with the enforcement of 

civil rights, had determined that racial segregation existed 

in a local school system. In attempting to show that they 

diligently pursued the persuasive role which they believed to 

be their only function until such a finding, they introduced 

evidence showing the appointment in 1968 of an assistant 

superintendent for urban education. He was charged with 

addressing the problems of the segregation in fact which all 

conceded existed in many local Ohio school districts. 

The bulk of the defense of the state education officials was 

to call attention to the specific projects undertaken by 
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Assista!rt: Superintendent Robert Greer and his staff in 

developing teaching materials that recognized the contribu

tions of blacks past and present and in providing programs 

of in-service training for local board personnel in coopera

tion with such boards. 

Among other things, in 1968, in response to 

pressure from various civil rights groups, Assistant State 

Superintendent Greer came to Cleveland for a series of meet

ings with representatives of such groups. The product of 

this dialogue was the adoption by the State Board of a policy 

statement with regard to equal educational opportunity. 

That policy statement and its resulting recommendations 

were marked by dynamic rhetoric and total inaction. 

The State Board of Education is the recipient of 

countless statistical and evaluative reports from both state 

and local school board employees. These reports include the 

racial composition of faculty and students on a district, 

as well as individual school, basis. (TR. 1603) Moreover,· 

the state board itself, on July 8, 1968, resolved to conduct 

a racial survey of every district and every school in the 

state. The results of this surv~y were correlated and 

distributed statewide. The Ohio Civil Rights Commission 

conducted a virtually identical survey for the school year 

1968-69 with the results being similarly distributed. 

The plaintiffs did not dispute or disparage such 

efforts, but simply maintained that more was required of the 

state education officials in view of the circumstances which 

had come to exist. The plaintiffs' position was underscored 
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perhaps most effectively by an exhibit prepared by the state 

education defendants, DX 2013. The state defendants argued 

that as blacks move to the suburbs opportunities for inte-

grated education are becoming available. To il1ustruate 

this propostion, they prepared a comparison of the number 

and percentage of blacks and whites enrolled in public schools 

in 12 of the 32 school districts in Cuyahoga County in 1969 

.and 1975. As with many of the exhibits in this case, this 

exhibit is indicative of both good news and bad, which are 

perhaps best summarized by the court's own tabulations: 

school Districts Less 
than 50 percent black: 
Number of white students 
Number of black students 

School Districts More 
than 50 percent black: 
Number of white students 
Number of black students 

20 School Districts In 
Cuyahoga County not listed 
on DX 2013: 
Number of white students 
Number of black students 

1969 

171,643 
3,746 

68,501 
92,441 

98,107 
46 

1975 

156,190 
6,201 

52,399 
86,207 

96,615 
156 

The suburban school boards were not made parties to the in

stant action.* .The court, therefore, does not have additional 

data to fully understand the significance of the above 

figures. 

On its face, however, the above record does not 

appear to be one of great progress. This is especially so 

when notice is taken of the fact that the above figures cover 

*The plaintiffs have argued for the involvement of suburban 
school districts in any remedy which the court might order. 
Such action could only be taken by this court within what it 
determines to be the parameters of Milliken v. Bradley, 418 
U.S. 717 (l974~. Whether such involvement will be necessary 
must,be dcterm1ned as the efficacy of proposed remedies is 
7ons1dered.ln the meantime, and in this regard, there is 110th-
1ng t? prevent t~e State board from finally commencing the 
carrY1ng out of 1ts responsibilities. 
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the period immediately followin9 the passi.lge of federal fair 

I
I housing legislation and, therefore, would reflect the initial 

impact on the suburban real estate market of that legislation. 

When viewed in this perspective, the court is unable to share 

the optimism of the state school officials that time and per-

suasion are all that are necessary to the evolution of truly 

integrated education. Indeed, the court is amazed that the 

state education defendants can complacently offer into evi-

dence a document which on its face indicates that the E.ast 

Cleveland school district is now 97.4 percent black. From 

such figures, the court more easily might conclude that the 

direction of the future is to wholly separate school districts 

rather than integrated suburban school districts. In cata- I 
lQging what the state board and superintendent have done or 

attempted, no mention was ever made of any plans to deal with 

the virtually all-black or all-white school districts, which 

constitute the majority of local schools districts in 

Cuyahoga County. 

The segregated nature of the Cleveland public 

schools was brought to the attention of the State Board of 

Education in other many and varied ways. Such matters could 

not, and did not, escape the notice of the board. Mr. Wayne 

E. Shaffer, who \':as a member of the State Board from its 

creation in 1956 to the present, testified that 

."we couldn't help but be aware that 
Cleveland had some very serious prob
lems and that they were connected with 
minori ty matters. We know that. Dr. 
Briggs was before us many times. His 
predecessor and his predecessor's pred
ecessor came before our board. We knew 
that there were acute problems in Cleve
land. 

* * * * * * 
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We knew that there were schools that 
were predominently black. l'Je knew 
that there were other schools that 
were predominently white." (TR. 
3583). 

It is difficult not to metaphorically refer to the 

State Board of Education as the proverbial ostrich with its 

head in the sand. Despite being virtually buried in an 

avalanche of data pointing up the severely segregated nature 

of the Cleveland schools, the board steadfastly adhered to 

its do-nothing policy. Nowhere is this made more painfully 

clear than in the testimony of Dr. Martin Essex, Superinten

dent of Public Instruction, that he was not even aware of the 

existence of the 1956 opinion of the Attorney General until 

1973, some seventeen years·later (TR. 2332). ,Even after he 

learned of the existence of the opinion, he still took no' 

action pursuant to its terms. The board's oblivion was 

apparently surpassed only by its dedication to inaction.* 

*The State Board, however, was not adverse to granting a 
waiver to the local board so that educationally inferior 
relay classes might be held. ' 
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CONCLUSION 

Many of the factual questions in the instant action 

\"ere brought into sharp focus by the submission of documen

tary evidence detailing the plaintiffs' allegations and the 

defendants' arguments in rebuttal. The court has scrutinized 

each allegation and its corresponding defense exhibit in 

conjunction with the other evidence, both documentary and 

tes"timonial, introduced at trial. 

In a large majority of instances, the plaintiffs 

successfully established the segregative nature of the 

actions complained of. In a few instances, the defendants' 

actions were found to be racially neutral or actually inte

grative. Where there was insufficient evidence to either 

make a finding or draw reasonable inferences, that fact was 

noted. 

Based upon this analysis of the record, the 

significant involvement of the Cleveland Board of Education 

in the creation or maintenance of a segregated school system 

cannot be denied. Many of its actions had that condition as 

their n~tural, probable, foreseeable and actual effect. Other 

actions cannot be explained except by ascribing to them a 

deliberate, conscious intent on the part of the board to 

segregate public school pupils on the basis of race. There

fore, the court finds that the Cleveland Board of Education 

has violated the plaintiffs' 14th Amendment right to equal 

protection under the laws by intentionally creating and 

maintaining a segregated school system. 
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The State Board of Education cannot escape liability 

by virtue of their historic proclamations of benevolent intent 

when such acts were coupled with frequent declarations of 

innbility to act. The fact of the matter is that at least 

I as of the time of Attorney General's 1956 opinion, the board 

'I knew of its obligations and authority in the area of racial 

I segregation. Yet the board chose not to actively pursue the 

II 

II 

I: 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

goal of integration, but rather to sit back and let the 

problem come to them, if it came to them at all. Instead 

of aggressive action, the board issued meaningless policy 

statements and created superficial and ineffectual mechanisms 

to deal with racial isolation in the public schools. 

It is the finding of this court that the Cleveland 

Board of Education, and the State Board of Education, through 

their constituent members and their appointed superintendents, 

have violated the plaintiffs' Fourteen Amendment right to 

equal protection under the laws by intentionally fostering 

and maintaining a segregated school system within the 

Cleveland public schools. 

At this time, it is the intention of the court to 

appoint a special master to assist it in the prudent exercise 

of its equitable jurisdiction to remedy the constitutional 

violations found herein. It is also anticipated that the 

special master will be assisted by a panel so that input may 

be received from legitimately affected interest groups. The 

determination of the remedy to be ordered in this case will 

be a deliberate and judicious process, while at the same time 

in keeping with the Supreme Court mand~te that such a plan 

"promises realistically to work, and promises realistically 

to work now." Green v. County School Board of New Kent 

County, 391 u.S. 430, 439 (1968). 
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The plaintiffs, the Cleveland School Board and 

State Boc)rd of EUuciltion wi 11 formulate ilnd ~;Ill;mi t to this 

court proposed plans [or the dese~rcgation of the Cleveland 

School System within nin~ty (90) days of the entry of this 

order. Within twenty (20) days of the entry of this order, 

counsel for the above parties will submit proposed instruc-

tions to the special master and suggestions as to both the 

structure and membership of the panel named to assist the 

special master. Supplemental orders with regard to the 

remedial stage of this proceeding will follow. I 
This court, on its own motion, certifies the instant 

action for an int~rlocutory appeal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§1292(b). The court's order involves a controlling question 

of law as to which there is substantial ground for difference 

of opinion, and an appeal from the order may materially 

advance the ultimate termination of the litigation. 

It is further ordered that the defendant Cleveland 

School Board and State Board of Education, their constituent 

members, officers, agents, servants, employees, and all other 

persons in active concert or participation with them who 

receive notice of this order be permanently enjoined from 

discriminating on the basis of ras::;e in the operation of the 

public schools of the City of Cleveland, and from creating, 

promoting, or maintaining racial segregation in any school 

or other facility in the Cleveland School System. 

It is further ordered that any construction now 

planned by the Cleveland Board of Education, which is not 

now underway, be enjoined until such pians are individually 
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reviewed by the court. It is further ordered that the court 

be informed within twenty (20) days of this order of any 

construction presently undcrwilY and the stage of construction 

:::;0 that equitable review may be given such plans. 
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